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ABSTRACT

The three major hypotheses of this study were that (1) males would

be more sex role ster~otyped than females; (2) imaginary persons would

be more sex role stereotyped than videotaped persons; and (3) persons

associated with traditional sex roles would ·be more sex role stereo

typed than persons associated with deviant sex roles, but no differently

sex role stereotyped than persons associated with no sex role. The

hypothesis' that the tendency to sex role stereotype oneself is related

to the tendency to sex role stereotype another person was also tested.

Nine hundred and th~rty-four female and male community college

students, ranging in age from 16 to 65, were randomly assigned to one

of 12 conditions. Using the Bem Sex Role Inventory (BSRI), participants

were asked to rate either a woman or man, who was imagined after reading

a transcript of responses to a surveyor who was viewed responding to

the survey via videotape. The woman was identified (1) as a wife,

mother, and homemaker (traditional sex role condition); (2) as single,

childless, and a carpenter (deviant sex role condition); or (3) by no

sex role labels (sex role unspecified condition). The man was identi

fied (1) as a husband, father, . and a carpenter (traditional sex role

condition); (2) as single, childless, and unemployed (deviant sex role

condition); and (3) by no sex role labels (sex role unspecified con

dition). Participants had previously rated themselves on the BSRI.

The results failed to support the first hypothesis. The woman

was more sex role ster.eotyped than the man. The second hypothesis was

confirmed by the results. The imaginary person was more sex role
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stereotyped than the videoperson. The results supported the third

hypothesis. The traditional person was more sex role stereotyped than

the deviant person, but no differently than the sex role unspecified

person. An interaction between stimulus person sex and sex role

qualified the effect of each. The traditional woman was more sex role

stereotyped than the traditional man and the deviant woman, but no

differently than the sex role unspecified woman. The traditional man

was no more sex role stereotyped than the deviant man, but was more sex

role stereotyped than the sex role unspecified man. The correlation

between participants' ratings of themselves and their ratings of the

stimulus person failed to achieve significance. There was substantial

correspondence between the outcomes on the BSRI and on the Personal

Attributes Questionnaire, thus adding confidence in the conclusions.

It was concluded that association with the traditional feminine sex

role on the part of a woman increases the tendency to sex rol~ stereotype

her, while more distinguishing sex role information appears necessary to

elicit comparable stereotyped perceptions of the traditional man. A

person who ·is imagined tends to be more sex role stereotyped than a

person who is empirically available via videotape. It was also con

cluded that sex role stereotypes do not automatically and invariably

distort perceptions of women and men.

Finally, problems associated with the measurement of sex role

stereotyping and various characteristics of the measuring instruments

were also discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING

The "sex role stereotype" construct bridges sociological theorizing

about socialization, social structure, and social relations, and

psychological theorizing about psychological development, person per

ception, and interpersonal relations. In popular discourse and academic

literature, sex role stereotypes are invoked to explain a variety of

observations of human behaviors that span the gamut from tbe most

private, personalized events, such as the definition of self, to the

most public, generalized events', such as social discrimination or the

distribution of social opportunity. On the one hand, they have been

highly valued as the justification of tradition, the foundation of

social orde~, and the standards of good psychological adjustment. On

the other hand, they have been held responsible for social inequities,

assaulted as pernicious barriers to the actualization of the full

range of human potential available to women and men, and blamed for

the gross misuse of human resources. Since the range of influence

attributed to sex role stereotypes is so broad and so deep, it is

imperative that the particulars of their relationships to human

behavior be systematically explored in order to sift the empirical

facts from unfounded ideological speculations.

The general purpose of this dissertation is to collect such

empirical data. Specifically, this study is designed to investigate

t~e relationship between sex role stereotyping in the perceptions of

a person and that person's sex, the sex role associated with that
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person, and whether or not that person is.an imaginary person or a

concrete person.

The following literature review surveys five relevant perspectives

on sex role st~reotypes. The first perspective focuses on the theoreti

cal construct of a stereotype and its distinction from the two related

phenomena of prejudice and discrimination. The second takes into

consideration the relationship between sex roles and social structure

and hence, between sex role stereotypes and social structure. The

third perspective addresses the three major psychological theories that

attempt to explain the development of sex role stereotypes, while the

fourth perspective focuses on additional psychological constructs

related to sex role· concepts and sex role stereotypes. The final per

spective addresses the influence of sex role stereotypes on person

perception in terms of empirical research evidence and presents the

research problem upon which the hypotheses to be tested in the subse

quent experiment are founded.

The Nature of StereotyPes: Allport's Theory

The related concepts of prejudice, discrimination, and stereotypes

have acquired decidedly negative connotations. Prejudice is associated

with "closed-mindedness" as opposed to "open-mindedness"; discrimination

is associated with unequal treatment resulting in, disadvantages for some

people, usually a minority group, and advantages for others; and

stereotypes are associated with the denial of individuality and unique

ness. However, prejudice refers to a bias in favor of something as well

as a disfavorable bias against something else. The ability to discrimin

ate real and abstract objects into distinguishable categories is the
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basis 'for concept formation arid adaptive differential responding.

Stereotypes may facilitate rapid information processing and thereby,

behavior, which is less disturbed by, or less hesitant due to uncer

tainties about events occurring around a person. Since these terms are

frequently confused, they require more precise definition in order to

carefully delineate the focus of concern here.

In his classic treatise on prejudice, Allport (1958) presents an

extensive analysis of the nature of prejudice, discrimination, and

stereotyping, how they are formed and maintained, and how they operate.

He confines his discussion to their negative aspects and effects, as

expressed in racial and ethnic prejudice. The following discussion is

based on his theory.

Whether favorable or unfavorable, Allport defines prejurlice as a

set of beliefs about a group of people that are distinguished by two

characteristics. The beliefs are unfounded and they are colored by an

affective reaction. The affective toue i~ the case of unfavorable

prejudice is easily identifiable as aversion·and/or fear. It is more

difficult to identify which beliefs are sufficiently supported by

empirical reality and which are not since necessarily, all people oper

ate daily with faulty information or without complete information.

The criteria for unfounded beliefs ~clude the selective sorting

of memories, the confusion of hearsay with personal experience, the

overgeneralization of information, and/or the condemnation of all

members of a group on the basis of extremely limited experience with

them. The selective sorting of memories refers to the recall of

past experiences which confirm the biased attitude toward a group while

neglecting, or "conveniently forgetting," disconfirming experiences.
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The confusion of personal experience with hearsay alludes to the

adoption of vicarious experience as one's own without critical con

sideration of the validity or reliability of the conclusions drawn

by others. Overgeneralization pertains to the ascription of a par

ticular behavior, ability, or personality to all members of a group

without regard for individual differences, implying a hereditary

determination.

Not all overgeneralizations are prejudice; some are misconceptions

in which information is inaccurately organized. The distinction made

by Allport between errors of judgment and prejudice is that erroneous

judgments may be rectified in the light of new evidence, while "pre

judgments become prejudices only if they are not reversible when exposed

to new knowledge" (p. 9). In other words, unlike erroneous conceptions,

prejudice is resistant to contrary evidence.

Thus, prejudice directed against some group(s) of people and not

others "is an antipathy based upon faulty and inflexible generaliza

tions. It may be felt or expressed. It may be directed toward a group

as a whole, or toward an individual because he is a member of that

group" (p. 10).

Unlike other definitions of prejudice, Allport excludes the notion

that prejudices subsume a private, self-serving function or purpose.

He reasons that while it may be true in any particular instance, it is

not the general case. Rather, "much prejudice is a matter of blind

conformity with prevailing folkways. Some of it ••• has no important

relation to the life-economy of the individual" (p. 12).
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In common discourse, prejudice and discrimination are frequently

used interchangeably in referring to aversive ethnic or racial inter

actions. While they may be related, they are not the same'thing.

Discrimination is the denial of equal treatment for a person 1'elative

to the treatment of others, where the determining factor for differ

ential treatment is natural or social categories which have no relation

to the individual's capacities or merits or to the concrete behavior of

the individual in question. It usually involves common cultural

practices inti~te1y related to the prevailing social structure.

Simply, discrimination is distinguished from prejudice as overt

action(s); the latter refers to cognitive processes and structures

and to affective processes.

It is commonly supposed that discrimination and prejudice go

hand-in-hand. Traditional theories of prejudice, such as frustration

aggression, psychoanalytic, or authoritarianism, posit some kind of

defective personality or personality dyn~mic as the .source of pre

judice. That is, attitudes about a group serve an "external expres

sion" function of some UIiresolved, inner conflict or problem. The

transformation of the personal problem into prejudiced attitudes

reduces anxiety and motivates discriminatory behavior. Pettigrew

(1968), as well as Allport, disagrees.

Pettigrew argues that this traditional conceptualization over

looks or minimizes the importance of "social adjustment" functions-

the influence of beliefs in contributing to the individual's

identification with or differentiation from various reference groups,

and of "object appr-af.aal," functions--the influence of beliefs in under

standing "reality" as defined by the culture.
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With respect to social adjustment functions, Pettigrew reasoned

that while some people appear to hold rigidly generalized prejudiced

attitudes so salient that their behavior is consistently discrimina

tory in racial situations in spite of contrary social norms, other

people seem to shift their behavior with varying situations. Their

racial attitudes appear less salient, more specific, and more dependent

on particular situations. For these "other directed" persons, con

formity needs may predominate, and for them, ~ocial adjustment functions

are served by discriminatory behavior. When relevant reference groups

advocate discriminatory behavior and when social ostracism is a highly

probable and undesirable consequence for deviance, conforming behavior

may be socially adjusting rather than an externalized expression of a

personality malady. An individual may discriminate against another

simply out of the desire to be accepted by the group(s) of people with

whom one wishes or is compell~d to associate without any .~articular

prejudiced attitude'. One may even feel favorably disposed toward. the

person(s) subjected to discrimination. In other words, discrimination

may be the path of least resistance within the perpetrator's social

millieux. In such cases, the tendency to conform to discriminatory

behavior reflects situational norms rather than personal prejudiced

attitudes.

Given the poor predictability of behavior from attitudes,

situational demands, as postulated by Pettigrew, are an attractive

alternate explanation for the occurrence of discrimination in some

social relations.

Parenthetically, discrimination as the differential treatment of

a person as a function of the person's group membership is distinguished
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from the general ability to discriminate among events. The latter

refers to the process of differentiating elements within one's

phenomenal field and giVing them meaning. It is a perceptual process

that allows people to impose order on their worlds and to predict

subsequent events. As such, it is an adaptive mechanism upon which

social, psychological, and physical survival depends.

What Pettigrew refers to as the object appraisal functions of

prejudice may result from the adoption of unreliable and/or invalid

vicar~ous experience, as in the transmission of cultural beliefs. In

this case, prejudiced beliefs serve to identity and distinguish groups

consistent with their ascribed position within the prevailing social

structure. Stereotypes serVe object appraisal functions.

The concept of a stereotype was first introduced by Lippmann

(1922). He originally conceived of a stereotype as a culturally

determine~ picture of an event that intercepts the actual information

presented to the individual before other cognitive operations begin.

He called them "fictions" because they are factually incorrect images

created by the perceiver through illogical, often fanciful, and rigid

reasoning. Their effect is to distort the resulting percept in the

direction of the fiction.

According to Allport, a stereotype is an exaggerated and fixed

belief associated with a cognitive category. A stereotype colors or

qualifies the category. "Cognitive category" refers to a cognitive

structure constructed to impose order on the events that comprise one's

experience. A category is a cluster of ideas organized around a core

concept; the ideas specify the criteria for which events are included
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in a category and, by implication, which are excluded from it. While a

stereotype comprises a part of the ideational content of a category,

it is not the core category concept. A stereotype qualifies the

category. For example, beliefs related to gender comprise a category

organized around the concept of gender; sex role stereotypes are one

component of the gender category. The system of prejudiced beliefs

about gender are another. Sex role stereotypes are an exaggerated

symbolic distillation of the prejudiced beliefs about gender.

A crucial issue associated with stereotypes is whether or not the

group identified by a stereotype actually possesses the character

istic(s) referred to by it. The "image" must come from somewhere. It

may come from repeated experience with some class of objects. On the

one hand, an image may be a generalized judgment based on a certain

empirical probability that an object of' the class will possess a given

attribute; if so, it would not be considered a stereotype. On the

other hand, it may develop in spite of available empirical evidence,

through selective memory and accentuation of particular experience

with a few encounters, or 'of even a single case. Limited experience

is overgeneralized. In this case, the image is considered a stereo

type. Thus, a stereotype may emerge with no ascertainable basis in

fact or with extremely scanty evidence.

A stereotype may also evolve from the adoption of someone else's

perceptions as one's own; that is, through vicarious experience (e.g.,

a child's assuming the perceptions of her/his parents to be veridical).

Unger (1975) reports that the generally accepted criteria for

the existence of a stereotype include the following: (a) the trait in
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question is not actually possessed as a generally distinguishing

characteristic by the group of which the individual in question is a

member, (b) the perceptual attribution of the trait is the result of

overgeneralization or some other form of faulty reasoning, or (c) the

perception is difficult to modify. Thus, the basic essence of stereo

types is that they are erroneous perceptions taken as "reality" with

minimal factual support and are resistant to immediate contradictory

evidence.

Unger also emphasizes that stereotypes may contain "a grain of

truth." In other words, there is some relationship between the traits

attributed to a group and those 'actually possessed by it, but .the

nature of it is obscure.

A stereotype can be distinguished from a valid .generalization only

if there is solid data concerning the existence of, or the probability

9f, true group differences or group characteristics. Since there is

no solid empirical evidence about the common and enduring personal

characteristics of all characteristics for each group, stereotypes

are assumed to exist if a majority of individuals agree upon the

adjectives which characterize a particular group (Unger, 1975). How

ever, the question of the validity of this concensual perception of

characteristics remains.

Stereotypes, like prejudice and discrimination, may be biased in

either a favorable or unfavorable direction, or may be biased in both

directions simultaneously. The typical method of determining what

stereotypes exist about a particular group tends to accentuate negative

evaluations (Unger, 1975). Individuals are often requested to choose
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a number of adjectives which typify a group from a large number of

adjectives, most of which are negative in valence. Some stereotypes

though are complimentary. What is more, some stereotypes are inherently

contradictory; opposing images may be held stmultaneously (Allport,

1958). Or, a stereotyped characteristic may be considered offensive

in one situation but admirable in another. As will be illustrated

later, sex role stereotypes exhibit these same ambivalent features.

Stereotypes have been credited with various functions. According

to Allport, they serve two basic ones, a justification for categorical

acceptance or rejection of a group and a screening mechanism or

selective device to maintain simplicity in perception and thought.

On the one hand, they function to rationalize private or public conduct

in relation to a category (i.e., they are used to justify prejudice andl

or discrimination). However, they are not in themselves a full

explanation for rejection, but are primarily tmages within a category

_~nvoked by the individual to justify prejudice. On the other hand,

they operate in ~uch a way as to prevent differentiated thinking about

the category concept. Once ~ormed, they direct their possessor in

v~ewing subsequent experience in terms of the available categories.

Furnished with stereotypes, the individual is sensitized to signs con

firming them. A stereotype is sustained by selective perception and

selective forgetting as well as by being socially supported by the

continual revival and utilization of it in common discourse and mass

media. The possession of stereotypes may interfere with even the

simplest rational judgments, disclosing stmply the use of a highly

available stereotype at the expense of reasoning ability.
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Parenthetically, Allport points out that generally any individual

accused of some prejudice or stereotyping would deny the accusation •.

A denial is likely since prejudice and stereotyping are not usually

labeled as such by the individual. To the contrary, given the evidence

considered by the individual, what is objectively identified as pre

judice or stereotyping is subjectively labelled as reaonable. Further

more, as mentioned above, Allport asserts that while prejudice mayor

may not be a consequence of personality organization and dynamics, the

formation of prejudiced attitudes seems to be one of the natural out

comes of human thought which is founded on the process of categorization

of experience. Finally, consonant with the negative connotations

associated with "being prejudiced, II people do not like to see themselves

as prejudiced or "controlled" by stereotypes.

Allport argues that erroneous generalizations of stereotypes or

prejud~ce are a natural and common consequence of human think~ng

processes. Orderly, adaptive living depends upon the formation of

categories of related events. To be rational, a category must be

built around the essential or defining attributes of all objects that

can be correctly included within it. In addition to the defining

attributes there are many ascribed attributes that may enter into the

category. Unfortunately, with respect to stereotypes, nature does

not indicate which attributes are defining, which are merely probable,

and which are totally fallacious. The result is "noisy" categories.

A category that is tent~~ively held and that makes allowance for

variation and subdivision is a differentiated category--the opposite

of a stereotyped category.
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Words facilitate the formation of categories. In order to hold

a generaliz~tion in mind for reflection and to recall it for identifi

cation and action, people must f~ it in words. Reality consists of

a myriad of eve~ts, and· people cannot possibly deal with so many

separ.ate entities in thought; nor can they individualize even among the

hundreds which they encounter in their daily routine. They must group

them, and labels assist efficient clustering.

A word symbol is. an abstraction of some feature of concrete reality,

and it assembles different concrete realities only' with respect to this

feature. The very act of classifying forces a perceiver to overlook all

other features, many of which might offer a sounder basis than the

rubric selected for classification.

Some labels are exceedingly salient or powerful. They tend to

prevent alternative classification, or even cross-classification. Many

ethnic and sex role labels are frequently "primary potency" labels

.. (i.e., labels that designate highly visible or obvious.features).

"These symbols act like shrieking sirens, deafening us to all finer

discriminations that 'we might otherwise perceive. Even though the

blindness of one man and the darkness of pigmentation of another may

be defining attributes for some purposes, they are irrelevant and

'noisy' for others" (Allport, 1~58, p. 175) •

. Further, most people are unaware of this influence of language on

perception. Each label applied to a given person refers properly only

to a restricted aspect of her/his nature. Thus, each label, and par

ticularly those of primary potency, distracts attention from the

entirety of concrete reality. The label exaggerates one attribute
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relative to its true significance and overshadows other important

attributes of the individual.

A category, formed with the aid of a symbol of primary potency,

tends to attract more invariant attributes to itself than is justified

by the real event to which it is applied. Thus, the labeled cateogry

includes indiscriminately the defining attribute, probable attributes,

and wholly fanciful attributes.

Thus, categorization is functionally adaptive but not without

its limitations in accurately reflecting the events to which categories

refer. Stereotyping is one of the dysfunctional by-products of normal

thought processes.

To briefly recapitu~ate, the general phenomenon of prejudice has

been characterized as a set of beliefs about a group of people con

solidated with incomplete information and colored by an affective

reaction. The judgments may be'publicly expressed or simply privately

held. The formation of prejudice results from such processes as the

selective sorting 9f memories, confusion of personal experience with

one or a few members of a group with the entire group, and the

accentuation of some particulars about a group of people at the

expense of other bits of information. Errors of judgment associated

with prejudice are more resistant to contrary evidence than are errors

of conceptualization.

Discrimination is the unequal treatment of people on the basis of

their group membership. It may be motivated by prejudice or some

personality dynamic or by situational demands.
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Stereotypes are a special aspect of the general phenomenon of

prejudice, and their formation and maintenance follow the same course

as that of prejudice in general. They are distinguished from prejudice

as a distillation of the typical and distinguishing characteristics of

a group dispersed throughout a system of prejudiced beliefs--a form of

cognitive shorthand. Prejudice is the superordinate construct which

subsumes stereotypes. On the one hand stereotypes are cognitive images

which are presumed to be veridical and reasonable images, and hence,

function as justification for a preju~iced belief system and/or dis

crimination. On the other hand, they operate as cognitive filters

which function to simplify information processing. Labels associated'

with stereotyped categories mobilize them to process incoming informa

tion. Stereotypes are dysfunctional because they tend to interfere

with differentiated thinking about the categories with which they are

associated. Thus, a stereotype is a particular kind of relatively

durable cognitive structure which serves what Pettigrew calls the

object appraisal function of prejudice.

The term sexism refers to the prejudiced system of beliefs sub

sumed by the cognitive category structured around the concept of

gender. It also refers to sexual discrimination--the differential

treatment of an individual on the basis of h~r/his sex. Sex role

stereotypes are the distillation of the personality and behavioral

tendencies that are considered to distinguish women and men.

The validity of sex role stereotypes is a particularly difficult

problem. Because there is an obvious association between the bisexual

reproductive functions of women and men and their social roles which
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is buttressed by centuries of tradition, it is diffi~ult to dis

tinguish between the defining or probable attributes which distinguish

women and men (the "nature" of the nature-nurture controversy) and the

ascribed or socio-culturally determined attributes (the "nurture" of

the nature-nurture controversy). Stereotypes in general are referred

to as "self-fulfilling prophecies" because they distort perceptions of

other people by sensitizing the observer to particular features of the

stimulus person. People see what they are primed to see. For this

reason and because they are the means by which society transmits sex

role expectations, sex role stereotypes are self-fulfilling prophecies.

Sex role stereotypes are the standards for traditional, socio

culturally ascribed sex role appropriate attributes and behaviors

expected to be manifested socially. That is, sex role stereotypes are

a consolidation of sex role expectations. The following section

addresses sex role stereotypes as self-fulfilling prophecies or sex

role expectations.

Sex Roles and Sex Role Stereotypes: A Social Context

Social Roles

Social structure is the manner in which a society is organized.

It insures the survival of the society by providing the standards for

orderly relationships among its constituents~ Order is achieved by

the division of labor required to maintain and perpetuate the society.

The division of labor occurs in three ways: (a) by domains of labor

(groupings of tasks or functions; e.g., those tasks required to appease

the deities as opposed to secular tasks); (b) by classes of people
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(groupings of people according to tasks prescribed or proscribed for

them to perform; i.e., those people assigned to rear children juxtaposed

to those who are to provide military service); and (c) by roles (sets

of prescribed and proscribed behaviors designed to accomplish particular

social tasks (e.g., those behaviors required to teach accumulated

knowledge to the young). The domains, classes, and roles are interwoven

in a hierarchical social system. The system disperses status (prestige

or special recognition) to performers of tasks, according to the

position the task occupies within the hierarchy.

Social structure also provides the frame of reference within which

indiviudals can locate themselves and other people. This identification

allows individuals to ascertain their relative positions and the

appropriate behavior to be adopted within a given social situation.

Roles bind individuals to each other and to the system.

Social roles are also the glue that binds a society t~ its con

stituents. They provide a place in this wor,ld fot: indiviuals, who, by

enacting prescribed roles, become agents of society. Thus, social

structure as a whole provides stability and continuity for both a

society and its individual members.

A role is a system of expected behaviors and attributes. When an

individual performs a.. role, the individual takes on the attributes and

exhibits the behaviors prescribed for it. Roles do not exist in

isolation; the complete role system requires at least two participants

(real or imagined) and the predictable responses and attributes of each

of the role participants. Because predictability is required, role

performance engenders obligations or responsibilities; namely, that

the expected behaviors and attributes will be manifested by the
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performer. However, society compensates or reinforces compliance with

special rights or privileges that are also ascribed to the roles.

Duties and privileges follow a reciprocal pattern; in a role relation

ship, the duties of one accrues to the other as a right. Thus, roles

are reciprocal, complementary response patterns proceeding from expecta

tions which individuals hold for themselves as a role performer and

for other complementary role performers and which manifest the exchange

of ascribed duties and benefits.

Linton (1964) summarizes the relationship between social structure

and social roles this way, "The sum total of the ideal patterns which

control the reciprocal behavior between individuals and between the

individual and society constitute the social system under which the

particular society lives" (p. 4). Roles vary in the degree of choice

that is open to the individual in assuming or declining them; some roles

are voluntary while others are imposed. In general, roles are ascribed

or assumed or achieved (Hiller, 1947).

Ascrioed rol~s are assigned by virtue of some obvious test or

criterion of traditional distinctions or of some identifying character

istic, such as age, sex, race, or heredity. The individual is required

to learn how to perform the ascribed functions of the position she/he

occupies by ascription in order to claim the ascribed rights and

benefits. In addition, performers of ascribed roles are especially

required to bear the symbols of their classification in such forms as

verbal labels, distinctive apparel, or particular social postures, which

are congruent with expected behaviors and which reflect expected

attributes. Ascribed roles illustrate the most non-optional types of

roles in the sense that choice in selection of the ascribed role is
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reduced to a minimum, if not eliminated, and in the sense that there

are numerous non-optional reciprocities associated with them.

Assumed roles are one class of voluntary roles. They are those

roles specifically chosen by the individual to perform. The individual,

in order to actually assume the role, must satisfy the criteria or

standards fundamental to having it conferred. This is accomplished

through special training or apprenticeships in which the person learns

the pertinent rules of ~eciprocity. Thus, with respect to assumed

roles, the individual voluntarily elects to subject her/himself to the

required obligations and to accept the ascertainable benefits prescribed

for the role.

Achieved roles are another category of voluntary roles. Just as

the other types required some special training, skill, or knowledge,

so do achieved roles. The special feature of achieved roles is that

in order ~o actually occ:upy the role, one must prove one's superiority

over rivals and receive public acknowledgment of this achievemen·t.

Roles also differ in how broadly or narrowly defined they are.

Narrowly defined roles permit 1it~le 'flexibility in role performance and

they are more rigidly enforced. Broadly defined roles allow a range of

acceptable expressions with which to comply with role expectations

(Hiller, 1947).

Socialization is the process through which a society's novices are

introduced to and trained to perform the roles they will eventually

adopt. It is also the process through which all role performance is

maintained and regulated.

"Society," "roles," and "socialization" are abstractions, concepts

that operate in the minds of people, though not necessarily in awareness
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and not necessarily articulated. They refer to a large collection of

people and the relationships among them, but they are embodied in the

actions of the people. Each member of a society is an agent of it.

Each is a dispenser of rewards for other performers' performance, a

withholder of rewards'or enforcer of ostracism for lack of performance,

a receiver of rewards for performance, and a trainer of the young. Each

member is also a product of it; each is a.person whose behavior, per-

.sanality, interests, and goals have been shaped b~ the people with whom

she/he interacts over the course of her/his life and by the oppor

tunitie~ made available to her/him by the structured ~ocial environ

ment. In this way, each member of a society is expected to contribute

to the perpetuation and well-being of the society. The collection of .

implicit and explicit ideas that each member internalize through

socialization experiences and that regulate role behavior are consoli

dated as role expectations.

Sex Roles

With this theoretical frame of reference in mind, consider the

special case of sex roles. Sex is universally made a fundamental basis

for the division of labor (Hiller, 1947). The specific nature of the

resulting domains and sex roles vary drastically across cultures (Mead,

1~35), .and it varies in specific detail among subcultural groups and

over time as they evolve under fluctuating historical influences.

Western cultures tend to divide the social environment between the

intrafamilial (domestic) domain assigned to females and the extra~

familial (public) domain assigned to males (Hacker, 1975; Hiller, 1947;

Kohlberg, 1976; Linton, 1964; Mead, 1937; Parsons & Bales, 1955; Stoll,
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1978). These general expectations are consolidated in the essential

roles of mother and father and of wife and husband. In modern Western

technological societies this basic division of sex roles includes the

assignment of the homemaker role to women and of the "breadwinner" role

(i.e., being gainfully employed) to men. As these roles are assumed and

family units are formed, a division of labor occurs within the family

that parallels the society's general prescriptions for the division of

labor between women and men (Parsons & Bales, 1955). As the breadwinner

and protector, the husband-father acts as liaison between the family and

society and acts as head of the family unit. While the male is assigned

the management of the public domain. the female is assigned the manage

ment of the private or domestic life of "the family. She acts as liaison

between the children and father.

As stated above, in addition to these prescribed obligations

society extends spec~l benefits to women and men for fulfilling these

expectations. Consider the implicit social rule that the safety of

girls and women is to be secured before that of boys and m~. It

provides an example that illustrates the translation of sex role

expectations into the reciprocal exchange of complementary duties and

privileges through specific behaviors. This protection is one of the

benefits that accrue to any woman by virtue of being a woman. Note that

while her services to society can be expressed only in terms of her

individual actions, society assigns certain benefits to her simply as

one of a class of people called women, but not as a prarticular in

dividual. The benefits are transmitted to her through the establishment

and enforcement of patterns of conduct toward women in general. How

ever. society's reciprocation is manifested in individualistic terms
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through an agent or set of agents. That is, a male person is expected

to risk his safety in order to protect a woman whose safety is

jeopardized; this is his responsibility. In return, society extends

certain benefits to the male for the obligatory risks he may take

simply by virtue of his being a male. A dominant position in society

is one such benefit. Both female and male persons who comply with sex

role expectations and in doing so act as society's agent, in effect

submerge their own volition in the demands of their society. Both

receive compensation for this deference and censure for violations.

Hiller (1947) emphasizes that both women and men have undergone a

socialization proce~s in which they have learned not only their own

appropriate sex roles· and a knowledge of the other sex's roles, but

also valuations associated with their own and the other sex's role

expectations. Consequently, in the act of imposing valuations on the

ascribed behaviors and attributes of each other's sex roles, women and

men come to be attracted to conduct congruent with ascribed· values and

to impose the ideal as a standard against which the self and others are

appraised. Vis-a.-vis sex roles, women and men not only manifest sel£

initiated patterns more or less consistent with sex role expectations,

but also "pull" for complementary qualities in the other sex. This

socialized preference for sex-appropriate personality characteristics

is another way in which the personality and behavior. of individual women

and men are shaped to conform to sex role expectations.

Sex roles are ascribed roles. The determining factor traditionally

has been the external genitalia of the neonate. Thus, entry into sex

roles is ascribed at birth. Bem (1975), Goldberg (1976), Kohlberg

(1976), and Stoll (1978) argue that the specific roles taken on by men
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to satisfy sex role expectations are predominantly achieved roles, while

roles taken on by women to satisfy sex role expectations are pre

dominantly assumed roles. That is, the public domain affords men the

opportunity to compete for a plethora of roles ac~uired by achievement.

In contrast, the role of homemaker is a set of roles a woman assumes when

she marries; the basic requirement for assuming them is marriage.

They also argue that the masculine sex role is a broadly defined

set of roles which allows men a"broad choice of role options through

which they may comply with sex role demands. The feminine sex role is

characterized as a narrowly defined set of roles which constrains women

to a single option. For example, men may select any of a very large

number of careers as a role by which the masculine sex role demand to

be gainfully employed can be satisfied. Women become homemakers in

order to satisfy the feminine sex role demand to care for the home and

children.

However,. while men may be provided greater role choices than women,

they tend to be more strictly held to masculine attributes than women

are to feminine ones. That is, women tend to be allowed greater

latitude in manifesting cross-sex or masculine behaviors or qualities

than men are allowed in exhibiting cross-sex or feminine behaviors or

qualities. For example, a "tomboy" receives far less social censure

than a "sissy," and a woman who displays some ~sculinity may be seen

as attractive, while an effeminate man is shunned (Farrell, 1974;

Goldberg, 1976).

In short, while the class of sex roles is ascribed at birth on

the basis of an infant's anatomy, the particular roles a male child

will eventually perform tend to be achieved roles and those particular
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roles a female child will eventually perform tend to be assumed roles.

Men tend to be offered a broader variety of roles than women, but

women tend to be afforded greater latitude in conforming with feminine

attributes than men are in conforming to masculinity (Bem, 1975;

Goldberg, 1976; Hacker, 1975; Stoll, 1978).

The structuring of the personality in ways consistent with the

organization of the social structure occurs, according to Parsons and

Bales (1955), in a fashion similar to the development of personality

that Freud postulated. The difference between the two theories is the

nature of the conflict, the resolution of which results in the

appropriate sex role identification and adoption for girls and boys.

For Freud, the conflict is a psychodynamic one involving the

transformation of the sexual attachment of the child for the parent of

~he opposit~ sex into an identification with the parent of the same sex.

Fear of retribution (fear of castration for boys and fear of the with

drawal of maternal love ~or girls) by the same-sex parent is the

motivating mechanism for the child's transforming and transferring

his/her' parental attachment with the result of internalizing the sex

role apprdpriate personal characteristics of the same-sex parent.

For Parsons and Bales, the conflict is.a social one involving the

performance of behaviors and manifestation of personal characteristics

defined as sex role appropriate for,the child by the parents. Co~

p1iance with parental requirements for sex role behavior is rewarded;

noncompliance or cross-sex-role violations are censured. The

motivating mechanism for the internalization of sex role identity is

the incorporation of the child into increasingly complex role systems.

The internal organization of a girl's or boy's identity comes to
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correspond to the system of roles the child is required to participate

in or enact by parents. Sex roles are a fundamental basis for the

organization of the individual's personality as well as the organization

of the family and society.

Sex Role Stereotypes as Sex Role Expectations

As previously indicated, sex roles are comprised of differentiated

sets of expected behaviors and attributes divided between women and men.

The personal attributes are congruent with the domain of tasks ascribed

to sex roles and are manifested as girls and boys internalize the external

social structure. The personal characteristics genenerally attributed

to the feminine sex role. and hence to women, include such tendencies

as helplessness, weakness, fragility. dependency, passivity, submissive

ness, emotionality, instability, irresponsibility, indecisiveness,

cooperativeness, service, nurturance, gentleness, softness, and

intuitiveness. Those attributed to the masculine sex role, and hence to

men, include strength, powerfulness, competence, independence, aggres

siveness, initiative, dominance, leadership. reason, stability,

responsibleness, decisiveness, competitiveness, achievement, individual

ism, roughness and to~ghness, and rationality (Bem, 1975b, 1975c, 1970;

Broverman et a1., 1972; Bul1ough, 1974; Farrell, 1974; Goldberg, 1976;

Hacker, 1975; Hiller, 1947; Linton, 1964; Stoll, 1978).

Various theorists have conceptualized these tendencies in terms of

basic bipolar dimensions separating the functions of women and men.

For Parsons and Bales, the feminine sex role is associated with the

"expressive" pole and the masculine sex role is associated with the

"instrumental" pole. That is, the feminine sex role is "designed" to
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serve the social-emotional needs of society, while the masculine sex

role is "designed" to serve the utilitarian needs of society. So women

are expected to operate in affective modes and men are expected to be

task- and goa1~oriented.

Erikson (1964) distinguishes the poles as internal and external

fUnctions. Women tend to fulfill functions related to child-bearing

and rearing, caring for husbands, and homemaking--those things that

have to do with internal or circumscribed spaces. The unifying, proto

typical space that binds the internal functions together and relates

them to the special characteristics of women in general is the womb.

Men tend to fulfill functions that extend beyond circumscribed spaces-

beyond their bodies. and beyond the home.

Bakan (1966) distinguishes the functions as communion and agency.

That is, women exhibit a communal orientation, attending to the social

1Iltegration, equanimity, and well-being of the community, whereas men

exhibit anvagendc orientation, making things happen through individual-'

istic accomplishment. Women tend to be integrative; men tend to be

separatists. Bakan, like Jung, argues that for the optimal functioning

of the individual as well as society, communal (feminine) and agenic

(masculine) functions must be integrated for the optimal functioning

of each. They co-exist in all life forms at the level of .the individual

organism and at .the level of syscems in a yin-yang fashion, and the

survival at each level depends on the utilization of both functions.

Hiller (1947) delineates five pairs of contrasting but comple

mentary bipolar attributes that have been used traditionally to dis

tinguish sex roles and consequently, women and men. They are (a)

gentleness-assertiveness or weakness-strength, (b) pietism-worldliness,
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(c) compliance-demanding, (d) reticence-boldness, and (e) beauty

competence. Each pair of attributes consists of a cluster of traits

ascribed to women and an antithetical cluster ascribed to men. Over

the course of history, these feminine and masculine virtues have

fluctuated in the prescribed manifestations of these qualities•. Each

cluster has the potential of being perverted; that is, each may be

expressed in either positive forms taken to an extreme or negative forms

taken to an.extreme. The positive forms are approximations of ideals;

the negative forms are perversions of the ideals.

The first pair, gentleness~assertiveness,is consistent with the

traditional view of the home as a domicile removed from the trials and

tribulations of tne ·world outside or as a citadel buttressed against

the disharmony without by the harmony within. Attributes ascribed to

the female role include a gentleness of spirit, tenderness, politeness,

gentle softness~.a soothing and comforting style, weakness, fragility,

timidity, and a fearfulness of the world outside the home. Conversely,

attributes ascribed to the male role include valor, energy, assertive

ness, enterprise, courage, strength, prowess, roughness, and toughness.

Gentleness has been distorted into a weakness, a helplessness, a

passivity, physical and mental incompetence, a carefully cultivated

idleness, and an intimidating fragility. At different times as,sertive

ness and strength have been distorted into harshness, aggressiveness,

pugnacity, tyrannical domineeringness, and brutishness. In such ways,

the qualities prescribed to fulfill the purpose of protection have

been exaggerated into an extreme form of competiveness and combative

ness, and those associated with service have been stretched to the

extreme of helpless dependency.
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The second pair of traits, pietism-worldliness, or ascetism

hedonism, delineates attributes associated with a mysterious mediumship

or a moral purity attributed to women and with a materialistic, temporal

orientation to life ascribed to men. Women have been expected to project

a renunciation of worldly concerns; that is, of economic, political or

intellectual concerns. Women should exhibit virtuousness, ange1icness,

spiritual or ~e1igious piety, intuition, delicate emotional lability,

aesthetic appreciation, and refinement. In contrast, men have been

expected to exhi~it traits required to conduct and master the business

of earth; such as intellectual curiousity, rational empiricism, prag

matism, and sophistication in economic and political organization and

administration. These ideal qualities have also been twisted into

perversions by the vagaries of history. The saintliness of women became

witchcraft, intuitiveness turned into superstitiousness, sensitivity

degenerated into emotional and mental instability, and refinement

gave way to lavish decoration, self-indulgence, and vanity. Men's

mastery of the earth's elements devolved into a crass commercialism,

governing incorporated conquering, and curiousity crysta1ized into an

addiction to rationality and reason.

The third pair of qualities, compliance-demanding, distinguishes

sex roles such that women have been expected to manifest such qualities

as compassion, sympathy, willing service, humanitarianism, and affection,

and men have been expected to exhibit such qualities as demandingness,

coerciveness, and contention. This category parallels the conunon

submission-dominance dichotomy of sex roles. In this sense, the

feminine sex role has been identified with the image of women being the

eternally nurturing caretakers of life (Adams & Briscoe, 1971), and the
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masculine sex role has been embodied in an image of the authoritative,

responsible, impersonal authority figure. Women follow; men lead.

Women have come to be defined as extensions of the "great mother"

symbol embodied in "mother nature" or "mother earth" or Mary, Mother of

Christ. Men are defined as the patriarchal master or lord. The per

versions are reflected in the suffocating, overprotective mother with

apron strings attached to her sons and the cold, cruel tyrannical

father.

The fourth pair of attributes, reticence-boldness, refers to a

feminine sex role cluster of qualities including a retiring demeanor,

modesty, poise, charm, finesse, adaptability, agreeableness, congenial

ity, graciousness, pl·iant affability, and sensitivity to social circum

stances and amenities and to the needs of others, and to a masculine sex

role cluster of qualities including directness, boldness, inflexibility,

firmness, social coa~seness, and aloofness ·to social amenities and

civilities. Perversions of the ideal tend toward the artificial

delicacy of a "lady I s" dramatically feigned, fainting fragility and

toward the dogged stoicism, inevitable candor, and rigid sensiblenss

of a man with "true gr:Lt."

The final pair of traits, beauty-competence, identify dichotomized

clusters :which have altered most drastically in specifics with changes

in aesthetic taste and philosophical persuasions. Moreover, beauty

and competence are composites of biological characteristics and

ascribed ones. Notions of beauty have involved the interwoven valua

tions of physical attributes as well as of socially prescribed ones,

such as those described above, reflected in mannerisms, carriage,

posture, movements, and speech patterns. Similarly, competence requires
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some biological foundation, such as brute strength or mental aptitude.

However, natural capacity has been confounded by the demand for it to

be demonstrated through successes, and success is achieved through

competition in which one demonstrates gre~ter skill than others to the

satisfaction of the public. Beauty and competence have also be~n

associated with biologically and socially defined sexual character

istics. Beauty has involved an accentuation of secondary sexual

characteristics and competency has been assumed to reflect sexual

potency. Beauty has been the medium of achievement and success for

women while physical and mental competence has been the basis of

achievement and success for men. With respect to women, the perversions

of these ideals have led to sexual objectification and to a preoccupa

tion. with a superficial physical facade. With respect to men, perver

sions have characterized men as driven conquerors of natural forces,

man-made domains, and :women.

These sex role stereotypes are, of course, distillations of images,

values, and practices regarding sex roles taken from relatively recent

modern history. They are ideal models predicated on the traditions

and lifestyles of the educated upper echelons of society.· They are

also the products of the confluence of diverse world views c01JllDingling

over the course of history. Hebraic tradition, Greco-Roman

philosophies and practices, the Christian church, courtly love,

education for women, urbanization-industrialization, and technological

inge.."luity have been major events shapdng the sex role stereotypes

of Western women and men. Various authors have identified persistent

themes in the fluctuating images over the course of history, and all

too frequently those themes tend to revolve around the cliched ''battle
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of the sexes" and the paradoxical but "irrestib1e attraction between

opposites (Adams & Briscoe, 1971; Bul1ough, 1974).

Psychological Development of Sex Role Stereotypes

Thus far sex role stereotyping has been described from the per

spective of stereotyping theory in general and from the sociological

perspective of sex role stereotypes as the consolidation of the

differential social expectations for women and men. The discussion

now turns from a consideration of the development of sex role stereo

types as social phenomena transmitted from generation to generation, to

a consideration of the development of sex role stereotypes as a com

ponent of the individual's psychological ecology. This section

describes .the three major psychological theories that attempt to

explain the internalization and development of sex role stereotypes

within the individual.

Each of the following three conceptions of the development of sex

role stereotyping within the.individual makes an assumption that the

social environment is categorized in feminine and masculine terms. Sex

roles and sex role stereotypes are regarded as highly salient features

of child's social environment because of their obvious relationship with

the child's body. While they are significant as sources of information

about the psychological and social nature of females and males, they

are not per ~ the focus of attention of these theories. The focus is

on explaining the development of a woman who becomes a wife, mother,

and homemaker, and who manifests the congruent attributes which are

collectively referred to as femininity, and the development of a man
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who becomes a husband, father, and family provider and who manifests

the congruent attributes which are collectively referred to as

masculinity. In other words, the focus is on sex role stereotyping

of the self, usually referred to as sex-typing or psychosexual develop

ment.

The "nature-nurture" controversy arises as a central issue in the

explanation of psychosexual development. The general assumption of the

n~ture argument is that sex-typing is biologically determined. That

is, femininity and masculinity are p~rsonality traits which are the

"natural" outcomes of biolog:f.cal differences between women and men.

Brain size and convolutions; genetic programing; hormonal influences on

body structure and the central nervous sys~em; genitalia; and pre

natal or neonatal sensitization have been variously identified as the

link between biology and personality and social functions.

While technically Freudian theory does not specify a specific

biological mechanism or function that directly determines the direction

of psychosexual development, his theory is considered a classic example

of the "nature" explanations because of Freu~'s·assumptionof the

inevitability of psychosexual differentiation along sex role stereo

typed lines because of the relationship between differential reproduc

tive functions of the female and male anatomy and physiology and the

social functions of their differential sex roles.

The biological factor that triggers the process of differentiation

is the attachment of libidinal energy to the structures and functions

of the reproductive organs. However, libido is bisexual; that is, the

libido of a female is not "feminized" or "female libido" nor is the
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libido of a male "masculinized" or "male libido." Rather, the libido

may be gratified by attachment to objects of either sex. It is out of

the psychological conflict waged by the child within itself over the

libidinal attachment to the parent of the other sex that libido is

channeled into sex role appropriate attachment.

The mechanism of psychosexual differentiation is identification

with the same-sex parent, but the process is different for girls and

boys (Fr~ud, 1965,.1927). It begins when the child "discovers" the

genital differences between females and males. Surmising that the

lack of a penis represents castration for some wrongdoing, the boy is

impelled into and through the Oedipal conflict by fear of castration.

The conflict involves his hostility for his father-competitor and

his anxieties about castration by the threatening father. His

anxieties are allayed by accepting vicarious gratification of his

wishes through becoming like his more powerful fathe~ and eventually

taking his own wife (mother substitute). Through his capitulation to

society's demands, his superego emerges. This process is known as

defensive identification or identification with the aggressor.

Girls react to the discovery with anger, especially toward their

mothers. The lack of a penis is taken as evidence of her and her

mother's inferiority. The reco~nition of her "wound" instigates an

instinctive sense of inadequacy which impels the girl to regress to the

earlier bisexual or undifferentiated stage. Rejecting her mother for

the same inadequacy, she becomes enmeshed in. a masculinity complex,

envying the masculine penis. Normal development proceeds when the

girl comes to accept her lack of masculine potency; that is, her
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natural passivity. Th~ girl moves from penis envy into the Oedipal

conflict--desiring her father's baby as a penis substitute and competing

with her mother for her father's affection. Out of fear of loss of

mother's love, the girl eventually resolves the conflict by emulating

her mother and supplanting the wish for her father's baby with the

desire for the baby of a future father substitute.

However normal the girl's psychosexual development is, she is

left psychologically scarred by a residual resentment for the lack of

a penis. The residual resentment renders the female's superego and

character vulnerable to irrational forces.

Thus, from a Freudian perspective, sex roles are natural exten

sions of biological reproductive functions, and sex role stereotypes

reflect the inevitable personality differences between women and men.

Recall that the sociologists Parsons and Bales endorsed Freud's

emphasis on same-sex parent ide~tification as requisite to the basic

social role differentiations, but they view the personality as a

reflection of the social structure.

Social-learning theories fall in the ca,tego1;'y of "nurture" or

environmental explanations of sex-typing. They also explain sex

typing in terms of identification. The term retains the implication

that attributes associated with a model are incorporated (internalized

or introjected) into the personality of a young admirer. However, in

contrast to Freudian theory, the potential models include not only

mother and father (maybe) but also other significant people valued by

the child observer-imitator. Also, the consequences of imitation, or

the expectation of its consequences, are considered the determining
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factor as opposed to .the resolution of intrapsychic conflict. Walter

~schel's (1966, 1970) social-learning theory of the development of

sex-typing is one of the most prominent of such theories and his

interpretation will be discussed.

The development of sex-typing is regarded by Mischel as the

process by which the child acquires sex-typed behavior patterns. Sex

typed behaviors are those which typically lead to differential conse

quences for females and males. Acq~isition and performance of them

follow the same principles that explain the acquisition and performance

of other social behaviors. They include the basic principles of learning

in addition to the principles of observational learning and perceptual

cognitive mediation. Through discrimination the child learns to dis

tinguish between femininely and masculinely sex role stereotyped

behaviors and to recognize when those behaviors are differentially

reinforced. Throug~ generaliza~ion specific learning experiences are

transferred to similar situations. Performance of sex-typed behaviors

depends on different reinforcement histories for females and males.

However, sex-typing is not a simple accumulation 'of specific reinforced,

extinguished, or inhibited bits of behavior. The increased frequency

of the appropriate sex-typed behavior results not only from direct

differential reinforcement of trial and error patterns but also from

vicarious conditioning.

Observational learning is an important mechanism for sex-typing.

Mischel argues that the concepts of observational learning, identifi

cation, imitation, and modeling essentially refer to the same behavioral

phenomena; that is, "the tendency for a person to reproduce the actions,
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attitudes, and emotional responses exhibited by real-life or symbolic

models" (Mischel, 1970, p , 57). Observational learning without

direct reinforcement of the observer increases the number of potential

models for sex role appropriate behavior to siblings, peers, important

available adults, media models, and symbolic models. It also allows

for the acquisition of cross-sex-typed behavior patterns, but whether

or not they are actually performed depends on the situation and the

probability of valued reinforcing consequences. The variety of sex

role models and reinforcement for cross-sex-typed behaviors in

individual social-learning histories implies considerable variation in

sex-typing between women and men, among women, and among men. Such

variation is expected and tolerated according to social role theory.

Perceptual-cognitive mediation comes into play, according to

Mischel, as cognitive capacities develop. As the child forms sex role

stereotypes of socially. prescribed and prohibited behavior for females

and males, sex role concepts and sex-typed attitudes, values and

emotional responses, she or he becomes capable of anticipating and

inferring the probable consequences of sex-typed behavior and viola

tions of sex role stereotypes. Again, these concepts may be formed

through direct conditioning or vicariously, by such means as observa

tional learning or verbal instructions. With the capacity to con

ceptualize sociall~ approved and prohibited sex-typed behavior, the

self acquires the capacity to reinforce the self and others. Thereby

the individual becomes an important socializing agent, especially in

her/his own development.
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In summary, from a social-learning perspective, psychological

femaleness or maleness is acquired. The social environment is

stereotypically categorized by sex, sex roles, and sex role stereo

types. Social agents already socialized in sex role stereotypic

patterns not only dispense rewards and punishments, but they also

model appropriate sex-typed behaviors and symbolically instruct the

child in them. Thus, the tendency to manifest appropriate sex-typed

behaviors depends on one's social-learning history, mediated by

cognitive processes. However, Mischel emphasizes that the cognitive

constructs do not "cause" the behavior but rather are used to ration

alize it. The frequency of sex-typed behavior depends upon its

consequences, or expectation of its consequences, whether administered

directly or vicariously by others or by the self.

Social-learning theory obviously contrasts with the nature

argument in emphasiZing the influence of the social environment. It

accounts for sex-typing in development and social behavior and for

deviations in s.ex-typing. Socialization begins with the labeling of

the neonate's sex and continues to shape the individual's performance

of sex-typed behavio~s across the life span. Psychological maleness

and femaleness develop not from intrapsychic dynamics but from the

differentiation of the consequences, or probable consequences, of

performing socially defined sex-typed behaviors appropriate to one's

sex.

The cognitive-developmental perspective is less well known than

the previous two. Kohlberg's (1966, 1976) theory of sex role develop

ment is the most prominent. Like social-learning theory it presumes a
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sex role stereotyped social environment with socializing agents and

models that delineate the social experience of the child. It con

trasts in that reinforcement is viewed as simply definitional feedback

about what constitutes sex-typed behavior. The primary mechanism of

psychosexual development is qualitative change in the child's mode of

thinking that underlies cognitive development in general and which

concomitantly alter the child's perception of the physical and social

world.

Sex-typing begins, as it does for social-learning, wi~h labeling

the child "female" or "male." By age three, the child is familiar

with her/his own sex labels, but the labels have not consolidated into

a stable concept of self. That is, while the child has developed the

capacity of symbolization, such as the representation of people, in~

eluding itself, with labels, it has not yet developed the capacity to

construe stable concepts with definitive classificatory properties and

'relationships among the components. Up to the age of 3,. reasoning

indicates that a child is not yet sure that a girl cannot become a boy

or a boy cannot become a girl. The stable properties that define

femaleness and maleness are not yet consolidated into a cognitive

structure that consistently differentiates between all examples of

femaleness and maleness. The capacity to conceptualize develops when

the capacity to conserve stabilizes somewhere between the ages of 3 and

6 years, when a child makes the transition from the preoperational to

the operational stage of cognitive development. When the capacity to

conserve stabilizes, the self concept stabilizes around the stable

physical characteristics of the self (the body) or gender identity.
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Once gender identity is firmly established, sex role concepts and

stereotypes take shape as the child actively construes the social

environment with which it interacts.

Cognitive development in general is motivated by the inherent

tendency to master or comprehend' one's world. Just as the attempt to

construe the physical world is motivated by the inherent attempt to

comprehend it, so is the attempt to construe the self and the social

world and one's relationship to it.

Equipped with the capacity to perform concrete operations, the

child constructs'a self concept out of its interactions with its

environment. The concrete referent is the body, and feedback from the

environment informs the' child that its body is eith,er "girl" or "boy."

The tendency toward mastery is manifested in the tendency to construct

and preserve a stable, consistent, and positive self image, and gender

provides the·core around which the self concept is constructed. The

child subs~quently seeks out interactions with the social environment

that confirm her "girlness" or his "boyness." The social world is

sex role stereotyped, so there is that bias in the feedback the child

receives from her/his interaction with it and in the ways'in which the

child is· allowed to interact with it. In the child's interactions it

pursues activities, values, and attitudes which are. construed by the

child and affirmed by the ~ocial environment to be associated with

people of her/his sex. In other words, there are two 'basic conse

quences of this biased interaction between the child and the social

environment.

On the one hand, the child construes its self concept in ways

consistent with the sex role stereotypes it encounters. In effect, the
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girl child comes to value designated feminine behaviors, attributes,

interests, and attitudes because they are consistent with and affirm

her girlness. The social environment lends the external confirmation

of the desirability, consistency, and stability of these patterns of

behavior. The sex-typed self concept enha~ces the sense of mastery

with a stable sense of self integrating its physical referent and

social definitions.

On the other hand, the.pursuit of activities, values, and attitudes

which are construed as consistent with people of the same sex leads to

the formation of sex role concepts; that is, behavior that is con

sidered appropriate for pepple of one sex and for people of the other

sex. 'Sex role concepts enhanc~ t~e sense of mastery by providing

cognitive constructions with which to accurately construe (to

accurately anticipate or interpret) social experience. Sex role con

cepts begin taking. shape a~ter the self concept is established, and

are a consequence of pursuing social experiences that affi~ that

self.

Higher levels of development are achieved when the child dis

tinguishes psychological and social characteristics of females and

males in general form from their general physical characteristics.

Kolhberg delineates four levels of change~ in the course of the

development of sex-typing. While the content of stereotypes remains

relatively the same, the rationale becomes more sophisticated. At

the first level, about first grade, when gender identity stabilizes,

psychological attributes of females and males are confused with

physical attributes. At the second level, about fifth grade, the
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child attributes psychological differences between the sexes to

differences in their intentions and to differences in social roles

they are expected to play, as opposed to gender. At the third level,

ab'~ut ninth grade, sex role stereotypes about th~ psychological

differences between females and males continue to prevail, but they

are detached from fixed sex roles. In the previo~ level sex roles

are considered obligatory. At this level, it is recognized that social

expectations are customs but not absolutely binding and the sex roles

are chosen. At the fourth level, young adulthood, people have

developed personal values about how women and men should be. While they

recognize sex role stereotypes, they no longer view them to be innate

differences. Femininity and masculinity are taken as qualities to be

harmoniously balanced within both females and males and in their re

lations with others. Thus, through developmental sequences rigid sex

typing gives way to m~re personally differentiated conceptions of sex,

sex roles, sex role stereotypes, ° and values about them.

In contrast to the other theories, which regard sex-typing as the

outcome of the identification process, Kolhberg regards identification

as an outcome of sex-typing. That is, identification with same-sex

models, such as mother or father, follow from identification with the

same-sex stereotype. Sex role stereotypes and sex role concepts are

construed by the child in its attempt to establish a stable, consistent,

and affirming social definition of self which is also consistent with

gender idencicy.

In terms of psychosexual differentiation, cognitive-developmental

theory, with social-learning theory, ·falls on the environmental side
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of the nature-nurture controversy with respect to social and psycho

logical femaleness and maleness. Both view sex role. stereotyping of

the self as influenced by the limits of the variety of available

social definition of females and males. That is, the culture permits

some variations in the manifestation of sex roles; it also prohibits

some variations in the manifestation of sex roles. Classic examples

of the force of cultural influence on the psychosexual development of

the individual is found in Margaret Mead's ~ork with the Arapesh,

Mundugumor, and Tchambuli (1935). Mead found that the Arapesh women

and men were both reared to exhibit what is considered to be feminine

behaviors and temperament in Western culture; that the Mundugumor

women and men were both reared to exhibit what is considered to be

masculine behaviors and temperament in Western culture; and the

Tchambu1i women and men were reared to exhibit what would be con

sidered sex role reversed behav~ors and temperaments. Tchambu1i

women exhibited the behaviors and temperament that are considered

masculine in Western culture, and Tchambu1i men exhibited the

behaviors and temperament that are considered feminine in Western

culture. Mead refers to the tendency to exhibit culturally defined

sex role stereotyped behavior as the cultural standardization of

temperament.

Socia~ learning theory and cognitive developmental theory also

agree that with increasing age and experience both the self and the

social environment become more differentiated (i.e., more or less sex

role stereotyped). In contrast, Freudian theory indicates that the

personality develops toward a more rigidly stereotyped femininity or

masculinity for the maturing female and male.
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The three theories share two characteristics. The first is that

they all agree that gender identity begins to take shape and stabilizes

around the ages of 3 to 6 years. The second is that none of them

address the issue of sex-typing development beyond y~ung adulthood;

that is, the development of women and men .as they pass out of their

child-bearing years into middle age and finally into old age.

Both cognitive-developmental and social~learning theory imply

the possiblity for change not only in the sense that sex role stereo

types go through historical socio-cultural evolution, but also, and

more importantly, in the sense that changing sex role concepts and

stereotypes can be expedited by purposeful intervention. Both have

generated paradigms for such intervention. For example, Bem (1975)

utilizes social-learning principles in proposals for cultivating

psychological androgyny, and Stein, Nill, Pooley, Presbrey, and

Worral (1976) employ cognitive-developmental theory for designing an

intervention program for schoolteachers, the goal of which is

developing more androgynous social environments and individuals who

are psychologically independent of sex role stereotypes.

Additional Perspectives on Sex Role Stereotypes and Sex-Typing

Androgyny is a concept only recently added to the psychological

conc~pts related to gender, ~ex roles and stereotypes. It is

significant because it offers an alternate conceptualization of social

roles and identities. Conceptually, androgyny is defined as the

integration of the desirable, socially adaptive qualities traditionally

defined as feminine and masculine for the enhancement of the individual's
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growth and adaptability (Bem, 1975, 1976; Unger, 1979). Operationally,

androgyny has been defined as high endorsement by a female or male

of both traditionally feminine and masculine characteristics when the

two categories are allowed to vary independently (Bem, 1974; Spence

et al., 1975). It has been most closely associated with self sex role

stereotyped perceptions. No one has speculated that people may be

androgynous in their perceptions of others, given inventories that

allow femininity and masculinity to vary independently.

Even some modified nature arguments allow for psychological

androgyny. For example, Bakan" (1966) argues that agency and communion

are two fundamental modalities or functions of survival that character

ize all living systems. Agency is the function for survival of the

individual organism, and communion is the function for survival of

the collective or larger living system of which the individual is

inevitably a pa~t. Masculinity is the manifestation of agency, and

·femininity is the manifestation of communion, but both are possessed

by the individual, in differing proportions depending upon one's sex.

Ideally these functions are integrated for interdependent survival

of the individual and the collective. Both society and individuals

stand to benefit from androgynization. For example, androgynization

would enhance the pool of human resources available to society, in

contrast to losing half of each male's potential and half of each

female's potential as a consequence of dichotomizing the world and

labor in terms of traditional sex roles. For individuals, androgyn

ization would enhance adaptability to changing conditions and

changing situational demands, and would enhance balancing the in

dividual's idiosyncratic needs and inclinations with those of society.
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Lynn (1959) adds another perspective to the relationship of sex

roles to the individual's psychosexual identity. He postulates that

the incorporation of sex roles or sex role concepts into the organiza

tion of the individual self concept occurs at three levels. He dis

tinguished between sex role preference, sex role adoption, and sex

role identification as related but different components of the self

concept. Sex role preference is the desire to adopt the behavior

associated with one sex or the other, or the perception of such

behavior as more desirable. Sex role adoption refers to the actual

enactment of behaviors ascribed to one sex or the other as appropriate.

Sex role identification refers to the actual incorporation of one set

of sex role expectations or the other as part of the central definition

of the self, such that internal behaviors (e.g., mental preoccupations,

interests, affect, and valuations) conform with those expectations and

occur reflexively and unconsci~uslY. Sex role preference is part of

the ideal self; sex role adoption is manifested in observable behavior,

and sex role identification forms a crucial part of the basic core

of the self concept around which the rest of the self is organized.

Sex role preference and sex role identification are private subjective

experiences; sex role adoption is part of public interactions and is

a public identity.

Others have endorsed Lynn's conceptualization of the three com

ponents of sex role identity and have gone on to integrate them with

the superordinate concept of sexual identity (Bem, 1975c; Donelson,

1977; Spence & Helmreich, 1978). Sexual identity subsumes gender

identity, sexual orientation, and sex role identity. Gender identity
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refers to a sense of self as male or female. Like sex role identifi

cation, gender identity forms part of the basic core of the self

concept. It is established early in life, while sex role identification

is acquired and elaborated throughout the developmental process.

Both, however, are resistant to change. Sexual orientation subsumes

private preferences in choice of sexual object and overt preferences

manifested in selection of sexual partner. Sex role identity sub-

sumes sex role adoption, sex role preference, and sex role identifica

tion.

Conforming with the traditional assumptions of inevitable and

absolute dimorphism, what has been considered to be the healthy

personality includes a gender identity in which the psychological sense

of maleness or femaleness is consistent with one's apparent biological

sex; a sexual orientation manifested in a sexual preference for people

of the other sex; a?d a sex role identity in which sex role adoption

conforms with gender identity and biology. However, Money's studies

of sexual anomalies demonstrate that a healthy personality may possess

a sense of gender and adopt the sex role which more or less contra

dicts biological identity (1975). Sexual orientation has come to be

recognized by many sexologists and mental health professionals as a

matter of preference, rather than an inevitability following from

one's anatomy, and not necessarily indicative of mental health

(McCary, 1978). The sex role adoption concept as it has been used

has been"criticized as ~oo broadly defined, leading to the failure to

distinguish between role properties and person properties and to the

erroneous conclusion that biological, social, and psychological
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variables are highly intercorrelated in consistently dimorphic ways

(Bem, 1975c; Donelson, 1977; Spence & Helmreich, 1978).

These considerations have led some psychologists to streamline the

foregoing description of the healthy personality (Bem, 1975c; Block,

1973; Spence & Helmreich, 1978). This alternate definition includes a

gender identity in which one possesses a secure sense of self as either

male or female, a sexual orientation which provides satisfaction with

out physically or psychologically endangering anyone, and a sex role

identity which mayor may not be internally consistent. The more

traditionally congruent these facets of sexual identity are, the more

sex-typed the personality is considered to be (Donelson, 1977).

Summary of Theoretical Literature

Regarding Sex Role Stereotypes

Thus far, the discussion has focused on the theoretical construct

of sex role stereotypes, its relationship to the social structure of a

society, and its relationship to the psychological makeup of the

individual. As stereotypes, sex role stereotypes refers to the

collection of qualities that, in general, people tend to attribute to

females juxtaposed to those qualities that, in general, people tend

to attribute to males. Those qualities generally agreed upon by people

to be more characteristic of females than of males, constitute the

feminine sex role stereotype, and those qualities generally agreed upon

by people to be more characteristic of males than of females constitute

the masculine sex role stereotype. As cognitive filters, sex role

stereotypes theoretically distort incoming information, resulting in
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biased perceptions of female and males. The persistance of sex role

stereotypes, as with all stereotypes, derives from their tendency to

direct attention selectively toward confirming evidence from past and

immediate experience; from their tendency to override disconforming

evidence; and from their tendency to operate out of awareness. They are

the natural outcome of cognitive processes and facilitate the rapid

information processing necessary for social adaptation.

As sex role expectations, sex role stereotypes are the cognitive

consolidation of explicit and implicit social expectations for the

performance of complementary and reciprocal, ascribed tasks or behaviors

and the manifestation of the congruent, ascribed personality attributes,

that constitute with the feminine and masculine sex roles. Sex role

stereotypes operate as the standards by which both the self and other

female and male individuals are judged for sex role compliance and as

the frame of reference by which individuals locate themselves and others

within the social arrangements of specific situations. Equipped with

sex role stereotypes, individual women and men act as social agents

dispensing reinforcements for sex role compliance and punishments for

sex role deviations.

The development of sex role stereotypes in the internal psycholog

ical ecology of the individual is intimately involved in the development

of her or his self concept. The construction of the self concept

requires the integration of the biological, social, and psychological

aspects of the self. The three major psychological theories that

address the issue agree that differentiation along sex role stereotyped

lines begins with a little girl's recognition that she is a girl because
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her body is the bodY,of a girl (i.e., a female body), or with a little

boy's recognition that he is a boy because his body is the body of a

boy (i.e., a male body). However, they disagree on the nature of the

process and mechanisms that lead to the elaboration of sex role con

cepts around gender identity.

According to Freudian theory, identification with the same sex

parent is the process through which sex roles are internalized. The

resolution of the intrapsychic conflict engendered by the discovery

of anatomical differences between girls and boys, :eq~ires the child

to relinquish her or his libidinal attachment to the parent of the

other sex and to replace it with the desire to be like the same sex

parent. The, pursuit of traditional sex roles is the inevitable conse

quence of the resolution of the Oedipal conflict. On the one hand,

the resolution requires the concession on the part of the child to

social demands. On 'the other hand, sex roles and sex role stereotypes

reflect complementary, social and psychological differences between

women and men inherent in their bisexual reproductive biology.

From a social-learning perspective, sex-typing is the performance

of sex role stereotyped behavioral patterns which are acquired through

differential reinforcement histories for females and males. The

social environment is categorized in sex role stereotypical fashion,

and individuals, especially parents, model appropriate sex-typed

behaviors, symbolically instruct children regarding them, and dispense

rewards for conformity to them and punishments for violations of them.

The frequency of sex-typed behavior depends upon its consequences or

the expectation of its consequences,- whether administered directly or
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vicariously, or by others or the self. Sex role stereotypes are

perceptual-cognitive mechanisms which consist of the differ~ntial

expectations of probable consequences for prescribed and proscribed

sex role behavior on the part of women and·men and which mediate the

tendency to exhibit or inhibit sex role stereotyped behavior patterns.

According to cognitive-developmental theory, sex role stereotypes

develop after the formation of a gender identity and as a consequence

of the formation of sex role concepts. After a stable conc~pt of the

self as a female or male has been construed,. the child construes sex

role concepts and ~oncomitant stereotypes from the feedback she.or he

receives from a sex role stereotyped social environment regarding her

or his interactions with it. These cognitive constructions of the child

are motivated by an inherent tendency toward mastery. Sex role concepts

and sex role stereotypes are construed by the child in its attempts to

establish a stable, consistent, and affirming social definition of the

self, which is consistent w~th her or his· gender identity and which

permits the self to operate effectively Within the social environment.

Other theoretical perspectives elaborate on the possible varia-

tions in conformity to sex role expectation that may occur among well-

adjusted adult females and males. Androgyny refers to the integration

of what is regarded as the desirable feminine and masculine qualities
. .

on the.part of either a woman or man, as the situation requires. Lynn

postulates that sex roles are incorporated into the self concept as

sex role preference, sex role adoption, and sex role identification,

and that the three aspects of sex role identity mayor may not be

congruent with each other. Social-learning theory and cognitive-

developmental theory indicate that such variations are both expected
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and in many cases, socially desirable. Freudian theory characterizes

deviations away from the feminine sex role expectations on the part of

women and deviations away from the masculine sex role expectations on

the part of men, as symptomatic of psychological maladjustment.

The theoretical perspectives on the development of sex role stereo

types on the part of the individual focus on their influence in shaping

perceptions of the self as opposed to their influence on shaping the

perceptions of other people. The following discussion directs the

focus of attention to the influence of sex role stereotypes on per

ceptions of other women and men. It also presents the problem to be

addressed and the hypotheses to be tested.

The Research Problem

Sex role stereotypes or sex role stereotyping has been used as a

convenient explanatory concept or process for a wide variety of

phenomena, ranging from the historical and contemporary discrimination

against women to the arrangement of the social order and interactions

with it, or to the arrangement of the individual's identity and

behavior. Even scientific psychological theory and empirical research

practices have been criticized for succumbing to the "spell" of sex

role stereotypic conceptualizations (Bem, 1975; Constantinople, 1973;

Shields, 1975; Weisstein, 1976). That sex role stereotypes, whether

conceptualized social shorthand for sex role prescriptions or as

cognitive filters for incoming information and information processing,

bear such extensive explanatory culpability raises the question of the

possibility that they might be overworked. At the least, it is
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incumbent upon social scientists to empirically validate their in

ferences about the operation of sex role stereotypes.

The recent re-evaluation of previous theory and research has

led to more clearly differentiated conceptions of psychological aspects

of sex role phenomena and to a reasonable and practical op~rationa1

definition of sex role stereotypes and sex role stereotyping. The

operation of sex role stereotyping has largely been inferred from dis

criminatory behavior toward women. However, the recent development

of refined instruments designed to measure sex role stereotyping make

it feasible to measure the extent of sex role stereotyping in person

perceptions and thereby to st~dy sex role stereotyping directly rather

than indirectly through the study of discrimination. The apparent

pervasiveness of sex role stereotypes and'of their influence has

buttressed the assumption that they operate automatically and inevitably

to distort people's perceptions· of each other. However, Weisstein

(1976) argues that research tends to support more strongly the

position that behavior can be more adequately accounted for in terms

of immediate situational factors subtly and not so subtly communicating

expectations than by more or less stable characteristics of an

individual (e.g., personality characteristics).

The general purpose of this study is to investigate some of these

situational factors that may trigger sex role stereotyping. Of par

ticular concern are the aspects of the perceived person that may

elicit more or less sex role stereotyped perceptions on the part of the

perceiver. Those aspects are (1) sex of the stimulus person; (2)

whether the other person is an imagined person or a person who is
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sensorially available; and (3) whether the other person is identified

as adopting roles that comply with tr~ditionally prescribed sex roles

or that deviate from traditional sex role prescriptions. The specific

questions addressed herein include the following: (1) Are the per

ceptions of a female and male person sex role stereotyped to the same

degree? (2) Are the perceptions of a person who is actually observed

sex role stereotyped to the same degree as the perceptions of a person

who is only imagined? and (3) Are the perceptions of a person who is

associated with compliance with traditional sex roles more sex role

stereotyped than the perceptions of a person who is associated with

roles deviating from prescribed sex roles?

Sex of the Stimulus Person

With respect to the first major question, research on discrimin

ation against women has been used to infer the dominance of sex role

stereotypes in distorting perceptions of women and consequently in

instigating discriminatory behavior against them. In general, studies

of this kind have followed two strategies. The first is to have

subjects rate imaginery women and men on instruments designed to

measure sex role stereotyping. The second is to require subjects to

evaluate the performance of a person while the sex of the person is

manipulated.

The first procedure was initiated by Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee,

Broverman, and Broverman (1968). They constructed a sex role stereo

type inventory from a list of characteristics that college students

reported as distinguishing women and men. Their data revealed a very
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high degree of agreement between college women and men about the

attributes that typify women and men and the attributes that differ

entiate them. Consistent with the conventional operational definition

of sex role stereotypes, items receiving at least 75% agreement on

whether the characteristics typify women or men were designated

stereotypic items. The poles of each item were rated on their social

desirability for an adult (no sex was specified) by a separate sample

of women and men. The women's. and men's ratings of each of the poles

correlated (r = .96) disclosing high agreement on the social desirabil

ity of the feminine and masculine poles of the items. The data

indicated that stereotypically masculine characteristics were more

frequently perceived as socially desirabie than were stereotypically

feminine characteristics.

Subje~ts were al~o asked to rate themselves. The analysis of the

self ratings revealed that women and men perceived themselves as

differing significantly from each ~ther as groups in terms of mean

femininity and· masculinity ratings of themselves. They also differed

significantly from the stereotypic expectations each group held for

its own sex. The self ratings of both the women and men were less

extreme (i.e., less feminine for the women and less masculine for the

men) than were their stereotyped ratings for a person of the same sex,

though the self ratings were consistent with the direction of the

stereotype.

The investigators concluded that despite contemporary changes

Lelated to the status of women and permissible behaviors for both

women and men, sex role stereotypes persist among college students;
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and that self concepts of women and men resembled the respective

stereotype.

The investigators (Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson, Rosenkrantz,

& Vogel, 1970; Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson, & Rosenkrantz,

1972) went on to collect data from 383 women and 599 men varying in

socioeconomic class, religion, marital status, length of marriage,

age (17-60), and educational level. While some variation occurred

across groups, the general pattern strongly resembled that obtained

in the initial study. High concensuality was achieved on the character

istics differentiating women and men and on the greater social

desirability of masculine characteristics. A factor analysis disclosed

two orthogonal domains corresponding to the feminine and masculine

items. The latter reflected a competency cluster, including such

attributes as independent, objective, active, competitive, logical,

skilled in business, worldly, .adventurous, able to make decisions

easily, self-confident, always acting as a leader, and ambitious. The

stereotypic conception of women was characterized by a relative absence

of these traits; relative to men, women were considered dependent, sub

jective, passive, noncompetitive, illogical, and unskilled in business.

The feminine domain also reflected a warmth and expressiveness cluster,

including attributes such as gentle, sensitive to the feelings of

others, tactful, religious, neat, quiet, interested in art and litera

ture, and able to express tender feelings.

In another study, the researchers (Broverman et al., 1972)

explored the relationship between masculine and feminine stereotypes and

judgments of mental health by mental health professionals. The
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professionals included clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and

psychiatric social workers of both sexes. The majority held either

Ph.D. or M.D. degrees. They were asked to rate the normal, mature,

healthy, socially competent adult man; the normal, mature, healthy,

socially competent adult w~man; 'and the normal, mature, healthy,

socially competent adult'person (i.e., the adult person's sex was

unspecified). Female and male clinicians did not differ in their

descriptions of men, women, or adults.

While the ratings of the healthy adult did not differ signifi

cantly from those of the healthy man, significant d1fferences were

found both between the healthy adult man and the healthy adult woman

and between the' healthy adult and the healthy adul~ woman. The

investigators concluded that a double standard of mental health exists '

for women and men. That is, there is a general standard of mental health

for adults that is applied to men, and compared to the adult standard,

women are construed ~~ significantly less healthy and more child-like.

Not only was there high agreement about the differential mental health

of women and men indicating generalized concepts of mental health, but

the pattern of greater mental health ratings for the adult male

corresponded to the pattern of the greater social desirability ratings

for masculine characteristics by lay people in the previous studies.

Schein (1973) obtaine~ comparable results when she asked male

management personnel in insurance companies to describe women, men,

or successful middle-level managers. "Men" and "successful middle

level managers" were described in similar terms while "women" were

perceived as different from the other two.
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These various results strongly suggest that there are sex role

stereotypes distinguishing women and men which are construed such

that knowledge of sex is a sufficient cue to elicit them and that

women are discriminated against in the abstract.

A second research procedure was introduced by Goldberg (1968) to

study discrimination against women by women. Female college subjects

were asked to rate professional articles on various qualities, such

as writ~ng style, professional competence, ability to sway the reader,

and perceived professional status. Sex was manipulated; articles from

the predo~nantly male fields of law and city. planning and from the

predominantly female fields of schoolteaching and dietetics were used.

Goldberg predicted that'women would evaluate the professional work

of men more highly than that of women in the masculine domains, but

they would reverse their evaluations when the professional domain was

one traditionally reserved for women. However, the results confirmed

a general bias by women against women in both traditionally masculine

and feminine fields. Goldberg interpreted his findings as' indicating

that educated women adhere to a traditional double standard for women'

and men in terms of professional and intellectual competence and that

such beliefs distorted the perception of the quality of identical

articles.

In an experiment using an identical procedure but different

subjects (women who had not attended college) and different profes

sional fields (marriage, child discipline, and special education)t

results failed to support Goldberg's findings (G. I. Pheterson cited

in Pheterson, Kiesler, & Goldberg, 1971). In a subsequent study,
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Pheterson, Kiseler, and Goldberg (1971) employed a similar procedure

as used in Goldberg's and Pheterson's studies with the purpose of

attempting to resolve the conflicting results. They reasoned that some

notion of success attributed to the authors may have affected the

perceptions of the subjects. It was hypothesized that women would

evaluate a male's attempts at accomplishment more .highly than a

female's attempts and that women would evaluate actual female

accomplishments as equal to or better than male accomplishments.

Female college students were asked to evaluate some paintings. The

sex of the artist again was manipulated by attaching a female or male

name to the same painting for the different treatment groups, and

success was manipulated by an indication that the painting was either

an entry or a winner in a museum art contest. The results supported

the two hypotheses. The authors interpreted their data as evidence

that the work of women in competition is ~evalued by other women even

though it is equivalent to the work of men. In other words, women

can expect biased evaluations, at least from other women, unless their

work has already received distinction. The last study resolved the

conflict between Goldberg's and Pheterson's earlier studies with the

conclusion that the less educated middle-aged women took "publication"

as prima facie evidence of success. They argued that their collective

data reflect differing expectations women have for men and women: that

is, the expectation that women will probably be less competent than

men and their accomplishments fewer.

Since sex role stereotypes are a reflection of social attitude,

Starer and Denmark (1974) hypothesized that not only would both males
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and females discriminate against aspiring women but judgments of

female performance would be more negative in the presence of a group

than when evaluations were performed alone. Using a similar technique

to that of the previous studies, male and female subjects were asked

to rate the quality of two poems and the competence of the authors.

All subjects were informed that the authors were aspiring writers (i.e.,

not yet successful) and the sex was manipulated by the author's name.

Half the subjects were assigned to one of 24 groups (8 all female, 8 all

male, and 8 mixed groups) and were told that they would discuss their

judgments in their groups. The other half were asked to judge the

poems individually. The results revealed that while females working

in groups more frequently made favorable judgments of the aspiring

female author, group males more frequently made favorable judgments of

the aspiring male author. In contrast, working individually, females

evaluated the aspiring .male author higher than the aspiring female. . .
author, whereas working individually, males more frequently evaluated

the aspiring female author higher than the aspiring male author. In

other words, both females and males manifest a same-sex group loyalty

in public, such that women do not discriminate against women and men

do not discriminate against men. In private, however, both women and

men abandon the group loyalty, such that women discriminate against

women and men discriminate against men.

The evidence provided by these studies suggests that there is

considerable discrimination against women, but it also indicates that

some conditions (e.g., recognition by an authority or perceived group-

loyalty pressures) attenuate it, while other conditions (e.g., aspiring
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to authoritative recognition or private evaluations) increase the

tendency to discriminate against wome~. The motivation for the dis

criminatory behavior is attributed to perceptions distorted by sex

role stereotypes of women. As Deaux (1976) articulated, "Equipped

with stereotypic beliefs about what men and women are like and what

men and women can do, we tend to view actual behavior in a way that

fits our stereotypic beliefs" (p. 24).

The use of instruments designed to measure sex role stereotyping

in the Rosenkrantz et a1. (1968), Broverman et a1. (1970), and

Broverman et a1. (1972) studies enhances confidence in their con

clusions. However, with regard to the evaluation studies in which the

dependent measures were judgments of the quality of a product, it is

less clear that the discriminatory judgments were simply the conse

quence of perceptions distorted by sex role stereotypes. As Pettigrew

(1968) pointed out, discriminatory behavior may be motivated by a

variety of factors, only one of which is the tendency to sex role.

stereotype people in the process of perceiving them. He specifically

mentioned the factor of social convenience such as in the case when

public judgments of both the female's and male's poetry seemed to be

influenced by same-sex-group loyalties.

Another factor may be the established power relationship between

women and men. Unger, Raymond, and Levine (1974) conducted a set of

field studies on discrimination against women when cooperation was

required of subjects. The authors concluded. that, with respect to

cooperation, when women aspire to equal power or status with men they

will be discriminated against but when they conform to the status quo,
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they will be treated with greater advantage than will men; that is,

men will be discriminated against.

Another factor may be that the "person to be perceived" remains

empirically unavailable to subjects in these discrimination studies.

Subjects have either her/his product to view or some written informa

tion to read about her/him, but they are left to imagine what the

person who produced it is like. Being presented with a tangible person

may reduce the tendency to sex role stereotype her/him. For example,

Spence and Helmreich (1972) and Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp (1975a)

conducted two studies employing a videotape of a female job applicant

engaged in a job interview and posing as either a competent or in

competent person with either feminine or masculine interests. Their

results indicated that a woman who deviates from the feminine stereo

type is not only~ discriminated against in judgments of competence,

liking, and attractiveness, but is judged more favorably than the

stereotypically feminine, incompetent woman. Perhaps viewing a

particular person in action militates against sex role stereotyping.

As with the other performance-evaluation studies, the degree of

sex role stereotyping in subjects' perceptions is undeterminable since

the dependent measures were judgments of competence, likeability, and

attractiveness rather than an instrument which has been demonstrated

to measure sex role stereotyping. Since there are several factors

which may contribute to discriminatory behavior, the use of an

instrument that has been demonstrated to measure sex role stereotyping

in perceptions seems necessary to insure confidence in the inference
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that sex role stereotypes are distorting perceptions of women and

hence determining behavior toward them.

A final word on these discrimination studies is in order. Sex

of the stimulus person is manipulated in these studies, and it appears

as though a femininely sex role stereotyped perception of women is

working against them in many cases. However, sex role stereotyping of

men is largely taken for granted. Judgments of the male stimulus are

utilized essentially as a standard with which to compare responses

toward the female stimulus. The major focus of the stuides has been

hypothesized discr~inatory responses toward women, especially deviant

women, women who are pursuing interests and competence in traditionally

male-dominated public arenas and who thus deviate from the traditional

feminine stereotype of women. Only Spence and her colleagues (l975a)

have addressed the deviant male. Their results indicate that the

masculine, competent male was j~dged most favorable, but of the two

characteristics, masculinity was the most crucial in determining

favorability of response. In other words, women may cross the

boundaries of masculine and feminine interests and roles and still be

perceived favorably, but the man who manifests feminine interests,

whether he is competent or incompetent is perceived unfavorably.

A convincing argument can be made that attitudes toward women and

stereotypes about them have relaxed as a consequence of the recent

widespread public attention focused on them. However, with respect to

attitudes toward men and stereotypes about them, there has been no

comparable consolidated concern about the detrimental effects of sex

role stereotyping on men in terms of sexual discrimination. The
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evidence presented above suggests that while masculinity may be more

socially desirable (Broverman et al., ,1975b), men may not violate

traditional sex role expectations with as much impunity as women.

Men may be more rigidly held to the masculine stereotype than women

are to the feminine stereotype. Thus, with respect to sex of the

stimulus person, the following hypothesis is to be tested in the

present study:

Hypothesis No.1. The perceptions of a male stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the per

ceptions of a female stimulus person.

Imaginary or Videotaped Stimulus Person

Research has substantiated casual assertions that sex role stereo

types do exist (Bem, 1974; ~roverman et a~., 1970; McKee & Sherriffs,

1957; Rosenkrantz at al.,', 1968; Spence, ez al., 1975b). This has been

accomplished using the conventional. procedure of first obtaining sub

stantial agreement on the traits which distinguish and typify women and

men 'and then obtaining ratings of the "average" or "typical" adult

woman or man, or of women and men "in general" on those traits. This

procedure satisfies the theoretical criteria for a stereotype

(Allport, 1958; Unger, 1975). However, the existence of sex role

stereotypes is not a sufficient basis for concluding that person

perception will be distorted automatically by them. In other words,

since the stimulus is a hypothetical person, the data are insufficient

to conclude that sex role stereotypes inevitably distort perceptions of
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an actual other person, a person with whom a perceiver has some

immediate sensory experience confirming her or his concreteness.

Stereotyping theory indicates that stereotyping should intensify

as the ambiguity about a stimulus person increases (Allport, 1958;

Deaux, 1976). In other words, restricting the sensory experience of

a stimulus person to one's imagination should maximize the tendency of

an observer to resort to sex role stereotyping, since sex role

stereotyping is a convenient way to classify people, particularly when

empirical experience is unavailable.

Evidence suggesting that the concrete reality of the stimulu3

person influences the degree of sex role stereotyping is provided by

studies relating sex role stereotypes to the self. The self is a real

person with whom subjects have some empirical experience. As reported

above Rosenkrantz and his colleagues (1968) found that female and male

subjects tended to describe themselves in ~ignificantly less sex-typed

ways than they did the "average American woman" and the "average

American man," or rather the feminine and masculine sex role stereo

types, respectively. In other words, the females did not sex-type

themselves as greatly as an abstraction of women in general is sex

role stereotyped, and the males likewise did not sex-type themselves as

greatly as an abstraction of men in general is sex role stereotyped.

Steinmann and Fox (1966) also found that women tend to describe

themselves in significantly less sex-typed ways than they did an

imaginary or abstract woman. The researchers set out to explore the

similarity and/or disparity among women's perceptions of themselves as

they actually are, their view of how they would like to be, and men's
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view of how they would like the·ideal woman to be. They tested two

hypotheses. The first was that in spite of varying person variables,

American women share certain values in relation to their roles in and

out of the family, and that, specifically, they share a perceived con

flict between the level of activity they believe men would prefer them

to have and what they would like to have. The second hypothesis was

that American men verbalize a level of activity they desire for women

not different from that level of activity that women say they perceive

as desirable for themselves.

Male and female subjects from diverse ethnic, racial, occupational,

educational, and age groups were asked to complete the Inventory of

Feminine Values. The instrument consists of 34 5-point scale items,

17 of which tap a family orientation in which the husband's and

children's satisfactions receive precedence over a woman's and in which

family responsibilities take precedence over potential personal work

activity. The other 17 items tap a self-achievement orientation in which

a woman's personal satisfactions receive equal importance with those of

other family members and in which opportunities to develop personal

potentials are valued. The female subjects were asked to complete the

inventory first in terms of how the respondents actually were, second

in terms of their ideal woman, and third in terms of men's ideal

woman. Male respondents were asked to complete it in terms of their

ideal woman.

The results supported both hypotheses. In spite of variation in

individual response patterns, the average patterns for the women's

perceptions of actual and ideal self were essentially the same and both
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balanced between intra~ and extra-family orientations, although the

ideal woman leaned slightly more toward the latter. The hypothesized

conflict perceived between women's perceptions of their ideal woman and

their perceptions of men's ideal woman was confirmed by a significant

difference between their ratings for the two. The women saw.men's

ideal woman as confined to marriage, child-rearing, nurturing, defer

ence, and uninterested in self-achievement outside the family.

However, the average men's pattern of perceptions of the ideal woman

did not differ significantly from that of women's perceptions of the

ideal woman. The family-oriented patterns attributed to men as their

preference was significantly different from the balanced intra- and

extra-family orientation men reported preferring.

In this case, the imaginary woman was "men's ideal woman" which

the women sex role stereotyped in terms of values attributed to her.

In contrast, they described themselves as less sex role stereotyped

in terms of values. Although the "ideal woman" of both females and

males is an imaginery person and less sex role stereotyped, she is

preferred by both sexes to the impersonalized abstraction of an

"average" woman.

In another study designed to explore the "grain of truth" in sex

role stereotyping, Unger and Siiter (1975) compared values attributed

to the self, same-sex students, and other-sex students by college

students for sex role stereotyping. The results revealed a high

degree of agreement between female and male students on the priority

they assigned to a series of values personally important to themselves.

The female and male students' personal priority of values also
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disclosed a high degree of agreement with the priority of values they

attributed to the students of the same sex. However, the priority

female students attributed to male students differed from that endorsed"

by the male students, and the priority male students attributed to

female students differed from that endorsed by the female students.

Unger and Siiter report that men portrayed women as more concerned

about nurturance and interpersonal behaviors and less concerned about

individual ambition and competence than women portrayed themselves,

and that WOmen portrayed men as more concerned about individual

ambition and competence and less concerned about nurturance and inter

personal behaviors than men portrayed themselves.

The researchers concluded that while these young college students

do not perceive their personal values and those of the other same-sex

students in sex role stereotypic ways, they do perceive the values of

students of the other sex i~ sex role stereotyped ways. That is, the

women and men did not sex role stereotype themselves in terms of the

priority they assigned to·a series of values but did sex role stereo

type the abstraction of "students of the other sex." With respect to

the similarity between the priorities of the self and the abstraction

of "students of the same sex," the same':'sex abstraction is one with

which the individual is likely to identify, while the other-sex

abstraction is more likely to be regarded as alien. That. is, people

of the same sex may be subjectively "less abstract" in the sense that

they are associated with the self, while people of the other sex may

be seen "more abstract," and therefore tend to be more sex role

stereotyped.
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Taken together, these various comparisons of descriptions of the

self with descriptions of imaginary people who are abstract general

izations about a group of people in terms of sex role stereotyping,

suggest that the more abstract the stimulus person, the greater the

tendency is to sex role stereotype that person. One way to reduce

ambiguity is to utilize specific stimulus people who are empirically

available, such as videotaped people.

For example, the Spence and Helmreich (1972) and the Spence et ale

(1975a) studies cited previously used only tangible (i.e., videotaped)

stimulus persons in their studies. The apparent reduction of discrimin

atory responses toward women relative to the other discrimination

studies, suggest that the use of an actual person as a stimulus may

elicit less sex role stereotyped responses than those obtained for an

imaginary woman or man or for work they produced.

However, comparability of results among these studies is com

promised by differences in procedures. The first three studies used

imaginary stimulus persons, and the last two used only videotaped

stimulus persons. In the first study, sex role stereotyping was

inferred from ratings on an instrument measuring sex role stereotyping;

in the remaining studies, it was inferred from judgments about values,

competence, likeability, and attractiveness.

Consequently, in order to more directly test whether or not the

perceptions of an actual person tend to be less sex role stereotyped

than those of an imaginary person on a sex role stereotyping instrument,

the following hypothesis is presented:
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HyPothesis No.2. The perceptions of an imagined

stimulus person will be more sex role.stereotyPed

than the perceptions of a videotaped stimulus person.

Roles Complying with or Deviating from Traditional Sex Roles

The third question 'refers to the relationship of sex roles adopted

by a person to the perceptions of that person by others. As outlined

in Chapter I, the influence pf sex roles i$ as pervasive as social

structure. Gender is recognized as a universal basis for the division

of social labor. The complex system of roles constituting social

structure are divided between two general categor~es; those deemed

appropriate for women and those deem!!d appropriate for men. Both

feminine and masculine sex roles consist of a network of rol~s, but the

class of role options available to the individual is ascribed at birth

when gender is determined.

The basic roles 'prescribed for women and men are complementary.

According to Parsons and Bales (1955), feminine roles tend to be

expressive and masculine roles tend to be instrumental. According to

Bakan (1966), feminine roles tend to be communal and masculine roles

tend to be agenic. Hiller (1947) identifies the specific fundamental

roles to be enacted by adult women and men; a woman is expected to

become a wife, mother, and homemaker, .and a man is expected to become

a husband, father, and provider-protector for his family.

This basic division of labor has been very resistant to major

change over the centuries (Bullough, 1974), though fashion or circu~

stances may generate fluctuations in its manifestation. It is
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perpetuated in part by socialization practices which include system-

atic patterns of sex role specific reinforcements for appropriate sex

role performance and punishments for violations of sex role expectations.

The agents who actually dispense social rewards or social retribution

are the .women and men sex role performers ·who have been trained in

appropriate sex role behaviors and who in turn train the next generation.

This division of labor is also perpetuated in part by an unconscious

ideology (Bem & Be~, 1970) which both justifies the division of labor

and sex role practices and specifies sex role expectations. The belief

system is communicated through various media, including direct and

vicarious experience and in and out of awareness. It is generally

accepted that around the age of 3 years; children consolidate a stable

gender identity and begin construing stable sex role concepts in the

pursuit of a sex role identity consistent with one's gender identity.

The conceptualization of sex roles is·4etermined through the individual's

'interaction with the social environment which is biased in terms of

what are feminine and masculine activities, objects,. and domains. The

pervasiveness of sex roles throughout one's social experience makes

it reasonable to expect sex role information to be a major influence

on people's perceptions of others.

The investigation of the impact of sex role adoption on perceptions

of other people has been largely an oblique one. For example, the

studies of women's evaluations of articles or paintings by women for

discriminatory responses are implicitly focusing on women who are

deviant with respect to sex role adoption. That is, they are "career"

women, published experts or painters.
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The classic study of the relationship between women and need

achievement conducted by Horner (1972) is another example. While

the focus of her study was an attempt to explore the inhibiting

factors for successful achievement by women in a male dominated

domain, Horner had female and male subjects write stories about what

happened to "Anne," who after first-term finals, found hersel,f at

the top of her medical school class. Their responses fell into three

distinguishable categories: those depicting Anne as anxious about

social ostracism such as becoming unpopular, unmarriageable, and

lonely; those expressing doubts about Anne's femininity and normality;

and those revealing denial of the possibility that any woman could be

so successful. In this case too, the implication is that "Anne" is

violating sex role expectations by engaging in behavior considered

appropriate for the masculine sex role, but not the feminine one.

'One study, conducted by Larwood, Zalkind, and Le~ault (1975),

focused on the saliency of sex roles in cross-sex interactions. They

reasoned that in general, persons involved ina "neutral role" task,

one for which there is no appropriate role-linked behavior, may still

react differently to members of different role groups. Behavioral

differences in performance of the neutral role on the part of women and

men in interactions with individuals of the other sex, would suggest

differences in surrounding role relationships. The investigators

hypothesized that the salience of an ascribed or visible permanent

role, such as sex role, increases in the presence of complementary

role performers as opposed to like role performers. The operational

ized hypotheses tested were that male tellers (for whom initiating
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and dominating is stereotypically appropriate) would extend inter

action duration with female customers, while female tellers (for

whom initiating and dominating are stereo typically inappropriate) would

decrease interaction duration with male customers. The results con

firmed the hypotheses, and the investigators concluded that sex role

becomes particularly salient in cross-sex interactions even in neutral

role tasks.

Spence and Helmreich (1972) explored the interpersonal attractive

ness of a woman who defies sex role expectations and, in a subsequent

study, Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp (1975)- expanded the study to include

a man who defies sex role expectations. In the first study, subjects

were asked to rate a videotaped woman who was identified as an upper

~lass student interviewing for a job. The student's competence and

sex role congruence were manipulated. In terms of competence, she

described herself either as an "A_" studen~ being encouraged by

professors to pursue a doctorate and who was excellent in the hobbies

she pursued, or as a "e" student anticipating a technician position and

who was not particularly good at her hobbies. In terms of sex role

congruence, she described herself either as a physics student with

masculine interests and hobbies, or as an interior-design student with

feminine interests and hobbies. Both female and male subjects rated the

masculine competent woman more likeable than those in the three other

conditions. In addition, females rated the masculine incompetent

woman more likeable than either the feminine competent or feminine

incompetent woman. Spence and Helmreich concluded that their results

contradicted the popularly held belief that women and men depreciate

the competent, masculine woman.
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Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp (1975) expanded the experimental

conditions to include a videotaped male stimulus person. They also

interposed a projective technique of open-ended questions about the

stimulus person, before having subjects rate her or him. As in.the

previous study, the results revealed that the masculine competent

stimulus people were rated more likeable than the feminine, incompetent

ones, regardless of the stimulus person's sex. Interact~on effects

as well as the interposition of the projective procedure qualified the

main effects, such as the likeability rating of a stimulus person

depended on the sex of the stimulus person and sex of the subject.

However, competency rather than sex role c~ngruence tended to be more

salient for the favorability of the female stimulus person while sex

role congruence (i.e., masculinity) rather than competency tended to

be more salient for the favorability of the male stimulus person. The

important points are that sex role adoption is salient in perceptions

of a person and that the quality of those perceptions are not

necessarily bound to stereotypic expectations--at least not for women.

Although these two studies compared the impact of traditional

versus non-traditional sex role adoption on the perceptions of both

women and men, again the primary focus was on the deviant woman as

compared to the other stimulus people. They also utilized a "career

oriented" woman even though the traditional career option was in a

"feminine" domain.

Taken together, these studies indicate that sex role associations

do influence responses to women and men, but their results contradict

each other. For example, aspiring women painters are discriminated
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against but successful ones are not; a very successful female medical

student elicts disparaging stories about her fate, and a competent

female physics student receives high likeability ratings (while the

male interior design student's likeability ratings drop regardless

of his competency).

On the one hand, these are studies of sex roles within the

special context of higher education. That is, both the traditionally

feminine woman and deviant woman are identified by roles that incor

porate advanced educational requirements or experience. None of the

studies focus on the conformity or deviance from the fundamental roles

that form the ~ore of each sex role--for the feminine sex role, being

a wife, mother, and homemaker, and for the masculine sex role, being a

husband, father, and gainfully employed person.

On the other hand, the measures utilized are not comparable, and

none utilized instruments designed to measure sex role stereotyping in

the perceptions of the stimulus person.

Considering the social and personal significance attached to

the fundamental sex roles, the paucity of information about how people

who conform to or deviate from them are perceived, and the availability

of sex role stereotyping instruments, the relationship between sex

role adoption and perceptions of a person deserve further investigation.

Given the contradictory evaluations of sex role deviant women, it is

difficult to predict how the sex role deviants will be rated. However,

it is predicted that an adult who is identified as having assumed

traditional sex roles (e.g., a 33-year-old woman who is a wife, mother,

and homemaker or a 33-year-old man who is a husband, father, and
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caprenter) will be perceived in more sex role stereotyped ways than

an adult person who is identified as a sex role deviant (e.g., a

33-year-old woman who is single, has no children, and is a carpenter,

or a man who is single, has no children, and is unemployed). Thus,

with respect to the third question, the following hypothesis is

presented.

Hypothesis No.3. The perceptions of a person

identified by traditional sex role labels will be

more sex role stereotyped than the perceptions of

a person identified by non-traditional sex role

labels, but they will~ be different from the

perceptions of a person for whom no sex role

labels are presented.

No interaction effects among the preceding factors (sex,

imaginary-videotaped person, and sex role compliance-dev~ance)were

expected.

A Minor Question

There is another possible factor relevant to the tendency to

sex role stereotyping another person that is raised by the work co~

pleted by Bem (197Sa, 1975c). That factor is the tendency to sex-type

the self. Having constructed an inventory assessing the degree of

sex role stereotyping, Bem utilized it to distinguish subjects who

sex-typed themselves and subjects who described themselves in

androgynous ways; that is, described themselves to be high on feminine

and masculine characteristics. In two series of studies, Bem
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demonstrated that sex-typed subjects tended to restrict their choices

and behaviors to those consistent with sex role expectations while

androgynous subjects tended to choose from the wider range of both

feminine and masculine options and activities as appropriate. The

·persistence of the sex-typed subjects' rigidity and of the androgynous

subjects' flexibility across a variety of con~itions suggests that they

may also persist in the perceptions of another person. Since it was

feasible t9 obtain data with which to test such a prediction, a fourth

hypothesis was proposed.

Hypothesis No.4. Regardless of the experimental con

ditionsin which subjects participate, the tendency to

sex-type the self will be positively correlated with

the tendency to sex role stereotype another person.



CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Design

The experimental design is a 2 x 2 x 3 factorial design.

Figure 1 presents the factorial model of the three independent vari

ables and the levels of each. Table 1 presents the label and a brief

description for each experimental condition. The three independent

variables represented by the diagram are:

(1) sex of the stimulus person;

(2) abstractedness of ~he perceived person--viz., an

imaginary person (a person one must imagihe from

written material) or a videotaped person;

(3) type of role labels--viz., those which imply' com

pliance with traditional sex role expectations,

deviation from them, or lack of any identifying

sex role labels.

The dependent variable is the difference between the subject's

femininity and masculinity ratings of the stimulus person on the

Bem Sex Role Inventory (BSRI). The sign of the score indicates the

direction of sex role stereotyping (toward femininity, if it is

positive; toward masculinity, if it is negative). The absolute value

indicates the degree of stereotyping. Group means are in fact mean

difference scores. The Personal Attributes Questionnaire (PAQ) was

utilized to provide a check on the validity of the BSRI measurements.
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Figure 1. Factorial Model of Experimental Design
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Table 1. The 12 experimental conditions, their labels, and
a description of the label.

1. AlB1Cl Imaginary (B) Female (A), Sex Role Unspecified (C)
The stimulus consists of written instructions asking the subject
to read the responses of a woman who is 33 years old, to an
opinion survey (the questions and responses are the same across
all conditions) and to imagine w~at she is like. The transcript
of the videotaped questions and answers was presented between the
instructions and inventory in the booklets. Then subjects are
instrUcted to rate the woman on the subsequent inventory.

2. A2BlCl Imaginary (B) Male (A), Sex Role Unspecified (C)
The stimulus consists of written instructions asking the subject
to read the responses of a man who is 33 years old, to an opinion
survey and to imagine what he is like. The transcript of the
videotaped questions and answers is presented between the in
structions and 'inventory in the booklets. Then subjects are
instructed to rate the man on the subsequent inventory.

3. AlB 2Cl Videotaped (B) Female (A), Sex Role Unspecified (C)
The stimulus consists of a videotaped WOman responding to the

'questions. The written instruction asks the subject to observe
the woman who is 33 years old shown in the videotape and then
rate her on the subsequent inventory.

4. A2B2CI Videotaped (B) Male (A), Sex Role Unspecified (C)
The stimulus consists of a videotaped man. responding to the
questions. The writt~n instructions asks the subject to observe
the man who is 33 years old, shown in the videotape and then to
rate him on the subsequent inventory.

5. AlB lC 2 Imaginary (B) Female (A), Traditional Sex Role (C)

The stimulus consists of written instructions asking the
subject to read the responses of a woman who is 33 years old,
a wife, a mother, and a homemaker. The subject is asked to
imagine what she is like and then rate her on the subsequent
inventory •

6. A2BIC2 Imaginary (B) Male (A), Traditional Sex Role (C)
The stimulus consists of written instructions asking the subject
to read the responses of a man who is 33 years old, a husband,
father, and· a carpenter. The subject is asked to imagine what
he is like and then rate him on the subsequent inventory.
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Table 1 (continued) The 12 experimental conditions, their labels,
and a description of the label

7. AlB 2C2 Videotaped (B) Female (A). Traditional Sex Role (C)
The stimulus consists of a videotaped woman responding to the
questions. The written instructions asks the subject to observe
the woman shown in the videotape, who is 33 years old, a wife,
a mother, and homemaker, and then rate her on the subsequent
inventory.

8. A2B2C2 Videotaped (B) Male (A), Traditional Sex Role (C)
The stimulus consists of a videotaped man responding to the
questions•. The written instructions asks the subject to observe·
the man shown in the videotape, Who is 33 years old, a husband,
a father, and a carpenter, and then to rate him on the subsequent
inventory.

9. AlB lC 3 Imaginary (B) Female (A). Deviant Sex Role (C)
The stimulus consists of written instructions asking the subject
to read the responses of a woman, who is 33 years old, single,
has no children, and is a carpenter. The subject is asked to
imagine what she is like and then to rate her on the subsequent
inventory.

10. A2BlC3 Imaginary (B) Male (A). Deviant'Sex Role (C)
The stimulus consists o~ written instructions asking the subject
to read the responses of a man~ who is 33 years old, s~gle, has
no children, and is ·unemp10yed. The subject is asked to imagine
what he is like and then to rate him on the subsequent inventory.

11. A
1B2C3

Videotaped (B) Female (A). Deviant Sex Role (C)

The stimulus consists of a videotaped woman responding to the
questions. The written instructions asks the subject to observe
the woman shown in the videotape, who is 33 years old, single,
has no children, and is a carpenter, and then to rate her on the
subsequent inventory.

12. A2B2C3 Videotaped (B) Male (A). Deviant Sex Role (C)
The stimulus consists of a videotaped man responding to the
questions. The written instructions asks the subject to observe
the man shown in the videotape, who is 33 years old, single, has
no children, and is unemployed, and then to rate him on the sub
sequent inventory.

NOTE: "A," liB," and "C" refer to cell membership within the factorial
model. The videotaped woman and man are the same female and
male presented across female and male conditions, respectively.
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Subjects

Subjects included 934 freshman and sophomore students enrolled

in social science and humanity courses at Leeward Community College

(LCC), including 497 females and 437 males. Students' ages ranged

from 16 to 65 years of age. They also reflected the diverse socio

economic and national/ethnic heritage extant in Hawaii. Table 2

presents a list of the national/ethnic groups represented.

Subjects were randomly assigned to each of the 12 conditions.

The number of subjects per condition ranged from a m!nimum of 75

subjects to a maximum of 83 subjects.

Instruments

Instruments consisted of two videotapes, a booklet containing

the experimental manipulations in the instructions, the BSRI, and

the PAQ. Appendix A provides a copy of the booklet with the experi

mental manipulations indicated.

Videotapes. Two black-and-white videotapes were made; one of a

female and the other of a male. Both tapes showed the stimulus person

answering a set of public-opinion questions designed to be unrelated

to sex or sex roles. The questions and answers were rated by an

independent sample on their feminineness or masculineness, their

positiveness or negativeness, and their innocuousness or provocative

ness. Those that were rated as neutral on the three characteristics

were selected to be included in the transcript.
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Table 2. A List of the Ethnic/National Background Categories and
the Particular Groups They Include

Category

Black Americans

Caucasian

Chinese

Filipino

Hawaiian

Hispanic

Japanese

Native American

Portuguese

Samoan

Other

Asian Mixed

Caucasian Mixed

Hispanic Mixed

Other Mixed

Polynesian Mixed

Unspecified

Groups Included

Black Americans

Caucasian, European (e.g., English, German,
Polish, etc.)

Chinese

Filipino

Hawaiian

Mexican, Puerto Rican, Spanish, South
American (e.g., Columbian, Brazilian,
Argentinian, etc.)

Japanese

Native American (i.e., American Indian)

Portuguese

Samoan

Guamanian, Indonesian, Korean,'Micronesian,
Okinawan, and Thai

Subject identified self by an Asian back
ground and one or more other backgrounds,
excluding Caucasian or European background

Subject identified self by a Caucasian or
European background and one or more other
backgrounds

Subject identified self by an Hispanic
background and one or more other back
grounds, excluding Caucasian-European
or Asian backgrounds

Black American-Native American

Su~ject identified self by a Polynesian
background and another background excluding
Asian, Caucasian-European, or Hispanic
backgrounds

Ethnic/National background not identified
by subject.
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Three women and three men were videotaped responding to the

questions. The stimulus people wore unobtrusive and neat attire and

hairstyles and were in their late twenties or early thirties. They

were selected as potential stimulus people because it was difficult to

identify their ethnic/national background from their appearance. The

six people were videotaped from just below the shoulders and up.

An independent sample of 101 Lee students viewed the tapes and rated

the potential stimulus people on the dependent measure. The students

were also asked to write down what they thought the ethnic/national

background of the people were. The videotape of the woman and of the

man who were rated as least distinctive of three women and men were

selected as the videotaped stimulus persons for the conditions

requiring a videotaped woman or man.

Thus. care was taken to maximize the saliency of the experimental

manipulations for. and to minimize confounding influences upon. the

perceptions of the stimulus person.

Written Transcript. The transcript consisted of the same questions

and answers in written form as were used in the videotape conditions.

A copy of the transcript is included in the booklet provided in

Appendix A.

Booklets. The booklets contained a cover sheet. instructions.

the BSRI. and the PAQ. The cover sheet provided space for the sub

ject's social security number and demographic data including sex. age.

marital status. and national/ethnic group membership. The instructions

included a statement of the purpose of the experiment (viz., "to study

the impressions that people make on other people") and examples of how
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to correctly complete the items comprising the inventories. With

respect to the experimental conditions, the instructions varied ac

cording to whether the stimulus person was a woman or a man; whether

the person was to be imagined from the transcript or viewed in the

videotape; and whether she or he adopted traditional sex roles, roles

deviating from them, or was not identified by any sex role.

The imaginary, sex role unspecified female stimulus person

(A
1B1C1 in Figure 1) was introduced with this statement:" • you

will be given a copy of the responses that a 33-year-old woman gave to

a general opinion survey. We would like you to read her responses and

imagine what she is like" (see item No. 1 in Table 23, Appendix A,

which provides a list of the specific instructions for each experi

mental condition). The imaginary, sex role unspecified male stimulus

person (A2B1C1 in Figure 1) was similarly introduced, with the sub

stitution of "a 33-year-old man" instead of "a 33-year-old woman"

(item No.2, Table 23). The videotaped, sex role unspecified female

stimulus person (A
1
B

2Cl
in Figure 1) was introduced with this statement:

" • you will be shown a videotape of a 33-year-old woman responding

to a general opinion survey. You are to observe her and then describe

her ••• " (item No.3, Table 23). The videotaped, sex role un

specified male stimulus person (A1B2C1
in Figure 1) was similarly

introduced, with the substitution of "a 33-year-old man" for "a 33

year-old woman" (item No.4, Table 23). The imaginary, traditional

female stimulus person (A
1B1C2 in Figure 1) was introduced with this

statement:" you will be given a copy of the responses that a

33-year-old woman, who is a wife, mother and homemaker, gave to a

general opinion survey. We would like you to read her responses and
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imagine what she is like" (item No.5, Table 23). The imaginary,

traditional male stimulus person (A2B1C2 in Figure 1) was similarly

introduced, with the substitution of "a 33-year-old man, who is a

husband, father and carpenter" (item No.6, Table 23). The videotaped,

traditional female stimulus person (A
1B2C2 in Figure 1) was introduced

with this statement: " ••. you will be shown a videotape of a 33-year

old woman, who is a wife, mother and homemaker, responding to a general

opinion survey. You are to observe her and then describe her. "

(item No.7, Table 23). The videotaped, traditional male stimulus

person was similarly introduced with the substitution "a 33-year-old

man, who is a husband, father and carpenter" (item No.8, Table 23).

The imaginary, deviant female stimulus person (A1BlC3 in Figure 1) was

introduced with this statement:" You will be given a copy of the

responses that a 33-year-old woman, who is single, has no children, and

is a carpenter, gave to a general opinion survey. We would like you to

read her responses and imagine what she is like" (item No.9, Table 23).

The imaginary, deviant male stimulus person (A2B1C3 in Figure 1) was

similarly introduced, with the substitution "a 33-year-old man, who is

single, has no children, and is unemployed" (item No. 10, Table 23).

The videotaped, deviant female stimu~us person (A1B2C3 in Figure 1)

was introduced with this statement:" You will be shown a video-

tape of a 33-year-old woman, who is single, has no children, and is a

carpenter, responding to a general opinion survey. You are to observe

her and then describe her • • ." (item No. 11, Table 23). The video

taped, deviant male stimulus person (A2B 2C3 in Figure 1) was similarly

introduced, with the substitution "a 33-year-old man, who is single,

has no childreR, and is unemployed" (item No. 12, Table 23).
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Under the imaginary stimulus person conditions, the written

transcript followed the instructions, and it in turn was followed by

the inventories. Under the videotaped stimulus person conditions, the

inventories immediately followed the instructions. The order of

appearance of the inventories in the booklets was randomly assigned.

Inventories. The BSRI (Bem, 1974) was utilized to obtain the

dependent measure of sex role stereotyped perceptions. Information on

the sex role stereotyping of the stimulus person was also collected

on the PAQ (Spence & Helmreich, 1978; Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp,

1975) as a check on the validity of the dependent measure. Copies of

the inventories are provided in the experimental booklet in Appendix A.

BSRI. One important feature of the BSRI is that it measures

femininity and masculinity in such a way as to allow them to vary

independently of each other. It consists of three scales, the

Femininity Scale, the Masculinity Scale, and the Social Desirability

Scale, and yields scores for each. Each scale consists of 20 items.

The items for the Femininity Scale and the Masculinity Scale were

selected from a pool of 200 items rated to be significantly more

desirable for a woman than a man or more desirable for a man than a

woman, respectively. The social desirability items were selected from

a pool of 200 items judged to be neither masculine or feminine; half

were positive and half were negative in valuation. This scale was in

cluded to provide a measure of the tendency to rate the stimulus person

in either socially positive or negative ways.

Statistical analysis revealed that women and men were nearly

equal in their perceptions of socially desirable sex-appropriate and
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sex-inappropriate characteristics and the difference between the two

(Bem, 1974). Normative data have been collected on two independent

samples; 723 female and male introductory psychology students at

Stanford University and 194 female and male paid volunteers at Foothull

Junior College. Coefficient alpha was utilized to estimate internal

consistency, and results indicated a high degree of reliability;

Femininity a = .80 and Masculinity a = .86 for the Stanford sample,

and Femininity a = .82 and Masculinity a = .86 for the Foothill sample.

The BSRI was administered a second time to 28 female and 28 male

respondents from the Stanford sample 4 weeks after the first adminis

tration. Test-retest reliability was estimated by product-moment

correlations computed for all the scores. The correlations indicated

a high degree of reliability over the 4 week period (Femininity ~ =

.90; Masculinity ~ = .90; Social Desirability ~ = .89; Androgyny ~ =

.93).

The data provide empirical evidence supporting the logical

assumption that femininity and masculinity are independent dimensions

rather than negatively correlated or poles of a single continuum. The

correlations between Femininity and Masculinity scores were extremely

low (Stanford female ~ = -.14, male r = .11; Foothill female r = -.07,

male r = -.02).

PAQ. Like the BSRI, the PAQ is constructed so that measures of

femininity and masculinity are allowed to vary independently. It too

consists of three scales, the Femininity Scale, the }fusculinity Scale

and the M-F Scale. Like the BSRI, it provides a score for each scale.

On the short form of the PAQ, which the authors of the inventory

recommend and which is used here, each scale consists of eight items.
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Introductory psychology students were given the items which

Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman, and Broverman (1968) used to

establish tQe existence of sex role stereotypes. They were asked to

rate on a 5-point scale how characteristic of either the typical adult

male and female, the typical male and female college student, or the

ideal individual of each sex, and themselves the item was.

For the items included in the PAQ, the mean ratings given by both

women and men for the typical adult and student of each sex differed

significantly. In addition, the mean ratings of the ideal woman and man

fell on the same side of the scale midpoint as the mean rating of the

typical person of that sex. Thus, the items reflect consistent stereo

types regarding sex differences existing between women and men and

socially desirable traits for both sexes. On the basis of the ideal

ratings, the items were divided among the three scales. Masculinity

items were defined as characteristics socially desirable in both sexes

but believed to occur to greater degree in men, and feminini~y items

were defined as those characteristics socially desirable in both sexes

but believed to occur to a greater degree in women. The M-F

(Masculinity-Femininity) Scale consists of items for which the mean

ratings of the ideal man and woman lay on the opposite sides of the

scale midpoint and which Spence and Helmreich reported to appear to be

bipolar feminine-masculine attributes unlike the attributes assigned

to the Femininity and Masculinity Scales.

Normative data were collected from a sample of introductory

psychology students at the University of Texas at Austin, and included

282 females and 248 males. Subjects rated the typical woman, typical

man, and themselves. Alpha coefficients computed separately for
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female and male subjects disclosed a high degree of internal consis

tency (Masculinity a = .85 for males, Masculinity a = .94 for females;

Femininity a = .79 for males, Femininity a = .84 for females; M-F a =

.53 for males, M-F a = .85 for females). The correlations of the

Femininity and Masculinity Scores were r = .22 for the males and r =

.09 for the females. The low correlations support the proposition that

femininity and masculinity are independent dimensions. The inventory

authors report that the short form correlates highly with those of the

long form (Masculinity ~ = .90; Femininity ~ = .90; M-F ~ = .90).

While the BSRI and PAQ are similar in that they measure femininity

and masculinity separately, there are two important differences between

the inventories. First, the item formats are different. On the BSRI, a

characteristic is presented and the rater indicates the degree of its

presence. On the PAQ, a bipolar continuum is presented with an

attribute and its opposite at each end. Both inventories utilize

socially desirable sex role stereotypic attributes (as opposed to

socially undesirable ones, which Hiller (1947) refers to as the per

versions of sex role stereotypes). However, the PAQ utilizes only

attributes that are considered socially desirable for both women and

men, while theOBSRI employs feminine items that are socially desirable

for women but not men and masculine items that are socially desirable

for men but not women.

In spite of these differences, research has shown that ratings

on the Masculinity and Femininity Scales of the two inventories

correlate substantially (Masculinity ~ = .75 for males; Masculinity

r = .73 for females; Femininity r = .57 for males; Femininity ~ = .59

for females) (Spence & He1mreich, 1978).
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Procedure

The data were collected over a 12-week period. Four weeks before

the experiment was conducted, subjects were given the BSRI and PAQ and

asked to rate themselves on them. They were informed that the inven

tories were to be used in subsequent research, and the researchers wanted

to collect measurements on them to be sure the inventories operated as

they were supposed to work. These self ratings provide the measure

for the tendnecy of the subjects to sex-type the self.

Four weeks after the self ratings were obtained, the experiment

was conducted. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the 12 con

ditions and were tested in groups ranging from 10 to 20 students per

group. Under each condition subjects were given a booklet containing

the demographic cover sheet, the instructions, and the inventories.

The instructions varied with reference to the gender and roles

attributed to the stimulus person, in accordance with the condition to

which the subject was assigned. (See Figure 1 and Table 1 for

descriptions of the conditions; see Appendix A for the experimental

booklet. )

Under the imaginary person conditions, the booklet also contained

a transcript of the survey questions and answer. The instructions

directed the subject to read the questions and responses, to imagine

what that woman or man may be like, and to rate her or him on the sub

sequent inventory. The transcript was not included in the booklet

given to the subjects assigned to the videotaped person conditions.

The experimenter went over the instructions for using the in

ventories with subjects. Subjects read the stimulus person description
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to themselves. After the instructions were read, subjects assigned to

the imaginary person conditions were instructed to turn the page and

read the transcript and then to rate the imagined person on the inven

tories. Subjects assigned to the videotaped person conditions were

shown the videotape after reading the instructions and then directed

to rate the videotaped person the inventories.

When the subjects completed the ratings, their booklets were

collected and the students were dismissed. Under the imaginary person

conditions, the procedure required 30 to 35 minutes; under the video

taped person conditions, it required 35 to 40 minutes. The videotape

was 5 minutes in length.

After all the data were collected, subjects were debriefed regard

ing the nature of the experiment. The experimenter visited the classes

from which the students were drawn to explain the specifics of the

experime~t. Later, a written explanation of the experiment and the

results were distributed to the subjects. Individuals' self ratings

scores on the inventories were made available to them upon request and

were explained to the individual privately.

Four weeks after the subjects' self ratings on the inventories

were obtained, a subsamp1e of 101 subjects rated themselves again on

the inventories. This second set of repeated self ratings provide a

test-retest reliability measure for the ratings on the inventories.

Statistical Analyses

The statistical analyses were completed utilizing the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer programs.
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An analysis of variance was performed on the dependent measure,

the BSRI mean difference score. Each of the three main effects, which

directly addressed the three major hypotheses, were tested for signifi

cance with the criteria that £ < .05. Recall that the first hypothesis

predicted that the male stimulus person would be more sex role stereo

typed than the female stimulus person. The second hypothesis predicted

that the imaginary stimulus person would be more extremely stereotyped

than the videotaped stimulus person would be. The third hypothesis pre

dicted that the stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles

would be more sex role stereotyped than the stimulus person associated

with deviant roles and that the stimulus person associated with the

traditional sex roles would not be rated significantly different from

the stimulus person associated with no sex roles.

The two comparisons of the three levels of the stimulus person sex

role variable that were indicated by the third hypothesis were tested

for significance using the ~-test and the criteria that £ < .OS.

Specifically, the difference between the mean difference scores obtained

for the stimulus person associated with the traditional sex roles and

for the stimulus person associated with deviant roles, was tested for

significance. The second comparison tested involved the difference

between the mean difference scores obtained for the stimulus person

associated with the traditional sex roles and for the stimulus person

associated with no sex roles. Using the letter symbols that refer to

the independent variables as they are utilized in the factorial model

of Figure 1, the first comparison is expressed as Cz - C3• The second

comparison is expressed as Cz - Cl"
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Although no interaction effects were anticipated, as reported

later in detail, the stimulus person sex by stimulus person sex role

interaction effect on the dependent variable achieved significance.

Since it qualifies the separate effects of the two variables. those

particular comparisons which bear directly on the first and third

hypotheses were tested for significance. The relevant questions

regarding the sources of significant variation include the following:

(1) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of

the traditional female and the traditional male equal to the

difference between the mean difference scores of the deviant

female and the deviant male (using the notation system utilized

in Figure 1. this is algebraically expressed as ~lf2 - ~2C3 =

AlC 3 - A2C3) ?

(2) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of

the traditional female and the traditional male equal to the

difference between the mean difference scores of the sex role

unspecified female and the sex role unspecified male (algebrai

cally expressed as ~lf2 - A2CZ = AlCI - A2fl)?

(3) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of the

traditional female and deviant female equal to the difference

between the mean difference scores of the traditional male and

the deviant male (algebraically expressed as ~lf2 - AlC 3 =

A2CZ - A2C3) ?

(4) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of the

traditional female and the sex role unspecified female equal

to the difference between the mean difference scores of the
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traditional male and the deviant male (algebraically expressed

as A]P2 - AICl = !2f2 - AZCl ) ?

The first and third comparisons are algebraically equivalent and

involve the same test of significance. The second and fourth compari

sons are algebraically equivalent and involve the same tests of signifi

cance. However, the first and second comparisons address how the

interaction between stimulus person sex and stimulus person sex role

qualifies the effect of the stimulus person's sex on the perceptions of

the stimulus person. The third and fourth comparisons address how the

interaction qualifies the effect of stimulus person sex role on the

perceptions of the stimulus person.

The Scheffe ~-method for testing any and all possible comparisons

(Edwards, 1967) was selected to test the relevant multiple comparisons

of the significant interaction. This method was chosen because the

large number of experimental conditions substantially increases the

probability of obtaining significant comparisons by chance alone

(McNemar, 1962). Other considerations in selecting the s-method in

clude the nature of the independent variable and the unequal sample

sizes for each experimental condtion. McNemar points out that the ~

method is an appropriate test for the effects of nominal independent

variables, such as those of this experiment. Moreover, the Scheffe

method is a robust test that is not seriously affected by unequal ~'s.

The criteria for significance was set at ~ < .05.

The fourth hypothesis predicted that the difference between the

subjects' BSRI femininity ratings and masculinity ratings of themselves

would correlate with the difference between their BSRI femininity
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ratings and masculinity ratings of the stimulus person presented to

them. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient was computed

to determine whether or not a relationship exists between the

difference scores of the subjects' self ratings and the difference

scores of the subjects' ratings of the stimulus persons. The criteria

for significance was set at ~ < .05.

Additional Analyses and Statistics

In addition to the analyses outlined above, relevant supplemental

analyses were performed and descriptive statistics were computed.

These included tests of significance for the test-retest reliability

measures obtained for the subsample of subjects who rated themselves

twice on the BSRI on separate occasions, and for the validity measures

that were obtained for scales. They also include descriptive

statistics for the other BSRI measures (i.e., the femininity, mascu

linity, and social desirability ratings of the stimulus people) by

experimental condition and descriptive statistics for the BSRI measures

of the subjects' self perceptions by the demographic characteristics

of the subjects.

The analyses that were performed on the BSRI difference score

means for the stimulus persons to test the hypotheses were performed

on the PAQ difference scores in order to check the experimental

validity of the dependent measure. The correlations between the initial

and repeated self ratings of the subsample of subjects who rated them

selves twice on the PAQ measures were calculated and tested for

significance for an assessment of the test-retest reliability of the

PAQ. Descriptive statistics for the PAQ femininity, masculinity, and
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M-F ratings of the stimulus persons by experimental conditions and for

the PAQ measures of the subjects' perceptions of themselves by the

demographic characteristics of the subjects were also computed.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The results of the data analyses are presented in two major

sections. The first section covers the statistical analyses on the

dependent measure (i.e., on the BSRI difference score) and their

relationship to each of the four hypotheses. It also includes the

results of the same statistical analyses on the PAQ measure for the

purpose of providing perspective on the experimental validity of the

dependent measure. The results of the analyses on the dependent

measure will be compared to the analyses on the PAQ difference score

for any discrepancies that might influence the interpretation of the.

former. The second section covers the additional analyses. They

provide a frame of reference within which to evaluate the validity and

the degree of sex role stereotyping reflected in the perceptions of the

experimental stimulus persons. The additional analyses also provide

prospective on the theoretical importance of the experimental results.

This section covers several psychometric properties of the BSRI (i.e.,

the measuring instrument of the dependent variable), including its

construct validity and the relationships of its femininity, masculinity,

and social desirability measures across experimental conditions. It

includes a consideration of the subjects' characteristics, their

ratings of themselves, and the relationship of their self ratings to

the ratings of the experimental stimulus persons.

The collected data are provided in the appendices. Appendix B

consists of the experimental data, which includes the ratings obtained
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by the stimulus person on the BSRI and PAQ scales and the demographic

characteristics of the subject. The data coding system is also included.

Appendix C consists of the subjects' ratings of themselves and includes

the same kind of information as the experimental data.

BSRI Results

Table 3 presents the source table for the analysis of variance

on the dependent measure, the BSRI difference score. The overall

between-group variation achieves significance (!(11,922) = 11.548;

~ < .001). Table 4 reports the BSRI mean difference scores, standard

deviations, and sample sizes for each of the 12 experimental conditions

(i.e., the stimulus person sex by imaginary-videotaped stimulus person

conditions by stimulus person sex role conditions). The following

discussion relates the results on the dependent measure to each of

the hypotheses.

Recall that the first hypothesis predicts that the perceptions

of a male stimulus person will be more sex role stereotyped than the

perceptions of a female stimulus person. As Table 3 indicates, the

main effect for the stimulus person sex achieves significance (F(1.922)

= 10.160; ~ < .001). There is a significant difference between the

mean difference score obtained by the female stimulus person (X =

0.169, ~ = 1.056, n = 469) and the mean difference score obtained by

the male stimulus person (X = -0.019, ~ = 0.896. n = 465). The signs

of the means indicate that both the female and male stimulus persons

were rated in sex role stereotyped directions. The female's mean

difference score is positive, representing the tendency to rate her

stronger in feminine ways than in masculine ways. The male's mean



Table 3. Analysis of Variance for the BSRI Difference Scores
for Experimental Ratings of Stimulus People

Sum of Degrees of
Source of Variation Squares Freedom F-Ratio

Main Effects

Stimulus Person Sex 8.760 1 10.160*
Imaginary-Videotaped

Stimulus Person 67.953 1 78.814*
Stimulus Person Sex Role 12.925 2 7.495*

Two-Way Interactions

Stimulus Person Sex by
Imaginary-Videotaped
Stimulus Person - 1.164 1 1.350

Stimulus Person Sex by
Stimulus Person Sex Role 18.293 2 10.608*

Imaginary-Videotaped
Stimulus Person by
Stimulus Person Sex Role 1.183 2 0.686

Three-Way Interaction

Stimulus Person Sex by
Imaginary-Videotaped
Stimulus Person by
Stimulus Person Sex Role 0.306 2 0.178

Within Group 794.938 922

Total 904.464

*Significant F Ratio, E.. < .001.
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Table 4. BSRI mean Difference Scores, Standard Deviations,
and n' s for Stimulus Person Sex by Imaginary
Videotaped Stimulus Person by Stimulus Person
Sex Role Conditions

Stimulus Person SEX

99

IMAGINARY Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person
SEX ROLE

Female Male

Unspecified

Traditional

Deviant

VIDEOTAPED Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person
SEX ROLE

0.552 0.449
s = 0.978 s - 0.842

n = 77 n - 76

0.719 0.084
s = 0.478 s = 0.967

n = 78 n = 83

0.155 0.113
s = 1.155 s = 0.945

n = 76 n = 76

Unspecified

Traditional

Deviant

-0.081
s = 0.885

n = 83

0.076
s = 0.937

n = 80

-0.405
s = 0.984

n = 75

-0.119
s = 0.857

n = 78

-0.438
s = 0.685

n = 77

-0.206
s = 0.773

n = 75
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difference score is negative, representing a ,tendency to rate h±m

stronger in 'masculine ways than in feminine ways. However, the magni

tude of each mean indicates that the female stimulus person tends to

be ,rated with a'stronger feminine bias than the male stimulus person

tends to be rated with a masculine bias. Thus, although the female and

male stimulus persons are rated significantly different from each other

and in sex role stereotyped directions, the results of the stimulus

person sex effect fails to support the first hypothesis. The results

disclose that the female stimulus person is much more sex role stereo

typed than the male stimulus person, in contradiction to th~ prediction

that the male stimulus person would be more sex role stereotyped.

The second hypothesis predicts that the perceptions of an imagined

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the perceptions of a

videotaped stimulus person. As the analysis of variance indicates, the

imaginary-videotaped stimulus person effect achieves si~~ficance

.. (F(l,922) • 78.814; £. < .001)". The mean difference score obtained by

the imaginary stimulus person (X'" 0.344 x!!. = l.Oll, ~ ... 466) is

significantly different from the mean difference score obtained by

the videotaped stimulus person (X '= -0.19l,!!. = 0.879,!!. = 468). The

means reveal that the imaginary stimulus person tends to be rated more

feminine (Le , , the imaginary pexson ' s mean is biased in the positive

direction) than the vid~otaped stimulus person tends to be rated

masculine (Le., the videotaped person's mean is biased in the negative

direction) • The magnitude of the imaginary person's mean is almost

twice the magnitude of the videotaped person's mean. Thus, the second

hypothesis, that the imaginary stimulus person would be perceived more
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sex role stereotyped than the videotaped stimulus person would be, is

supported by the results of the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person

effect.

The third hypothesis, that the perceptions of a person identified

by traditional sex role labels will be more sex role stereotyped than

the perceptions of a person identified by non-traditional sex role

labels, but they will not be different from the perceptions of a person

for whom no sex role labels are presented, is supported by the results

of the empirical tests. The stimulus person sex role effect achieves

significance (!(2,922) = 7.495, ~ < .001). The mean difference scores

obtained by the stimulus persons for the three sex role conditions are

as follows: (1) the stimulus person associated with traditional sex

role labels, ! = 0.111, ~ = 0.989, n = 318; (2) the stimulus person

associated with no sex role labels, X = 0.193, ~ = 0.942, ~ = 314; and

(3) the stimulus person associated with deviant sex roles, X = -0.084,

s = 0.993, ~ = 302. The third hypothesis requires a test of two

specific comparisons. The first comparison is the difference between

the mean of the stimulus person associated with traditional sex role

labels (represented by C2 using the notation provided in Figure 1)

and the mean of the stimulus person associated with deviant sex role

labels (represented by C3). This comparison is expressed as Cz - C3.

The difference between the traditional and the deviant stimulus

persons' means achieves significance (F(1,922) - 9.579, ~ < .05). The

traditional person obtained a mean difference score biased in the

feminine direction (i.e., biased in the positive direction) and the

deviant person obtained a mean difference score biased in the masculine

direction (i.e., biased in the negative direction). The magnitude of
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the traditional person's mean is greater than that of the dev1ant

person's mean. In other words, the stimulus person associated with

traditional sex roles tends to be rated significantly more feminine

than the deviant person tends to be rated masculine. Thus, the third

hypothesis receives partial confirmation by this result.

The second comparison required by the third hypothesis is the

difference between the mean of the stimulus person associated with

traditional sex role labels (represented by C2) and that of the stimulus

person associated with no sex role labels (represented by C1). This

comparison is expressed as C2 - C1• The difference between the tradi

tional and the sex role unspecified stimulus persons' means fails to .

achieve significance' (F(l,922) • 1.695, .£.' n.s.). The stimulus person

associated with traditional sex roles and the stimulus person associated

with no sex roles tend to be perceived in similar ways. Note that both

their means are biased in the positive direction, and are hence,

femininely biased. Thus, the results of these two comparisons support

the third hypothesis that the traditional stimulus person will tend to

be perceived in significantly more sex role stereotyped ways than the

deviant stimulus person, but no differently than the stimulus person

associated with no sex roles.

Stimulus Person Sex by Sex Role Interaction Effect

Although the stimulus person sex and stimulus person sex role

effects achieve significance, the analysis of variance reveals a

significant two-way interaction effect between the two variables

(F(2,922) = lQ.608, .£. < .001) that required further analysis to deter

mine how it qualifies the effect of each variable. Table 5 reports
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the mean difference scores, standard deviations, and sample sizes

for the six experimental conditions of the interaction of the stimulus

persons' sex and the stimulus persons' sex role. The mean difference

scores for the stimulus person sex by sex role conditions are presented

pictorially in Figure 2.

Table 5. BSRI Mean Difference Scores, Standard Deviations, and n's
for Stimulus Person Sex by Stimulus Person Sex Role 
Conditions

Stimulus Stimulus Person SEX

Person Female MaleSEX ROLE

Unspecified 0.223 0.161
s = 0.937 s = 0.855

n = 160 n = 154

Traditional 0.394 -0.168
s = 0.964 s = 0.831

n = 158 n = 160

Deviant -0.123 -0.045
s = 1.077 s = 0.865

n = 151 n = 151

The following four questions regarding the nature of the inter-

action are particularly relevant to the first and third hypotheses:

(1) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of

the traditional female and the traditional male equal to the

difference between the mean difference scores of the deviant

female and the deviant male (using the notation system utilized

in Figure 1, this is algebraically expressed as AIC2 - A2~2 =
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Figure 2. BSRI Mean Difference Scores for Stimulus Person
Sex by Stimulus Person Sex Role Conditions
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(2) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of

the traditional female and the traditional male equal to the

difference between .the mean difference scores of the sex role

unspecified female and the sex role unspecified male (algebrai

cally expressed as AIeZ - A2f2 = AICl - A2fl ) ?

(3) Is the difference between the mean difference scores of

the traditional female and deviant female equal to the

difference between the mean difference scores of the tra

ditional male and the deviant male (algebraically expressed

as AICZ - Alf3 = A2C2 - A2C3) ?

(4) Is the difference between the mean difference scores

of the traditional female and the sex role unspecified female

equal to the difference between the mean difference scores of

the traditional male and the deviant male (algebraically expressed

The first and third comparisons are algebraically equivalent-

and involve the same test of significance. The second and fourth com

parisons are algebraically equivalent and involve the same tests of

significance. However, the first and second comparisons address how

the interaction between stimulus person sex and stimulus person sex

role qualifies the effect of the stimulus persons' sex on the per

ceptions of the stimulus persons. The third and fourth comparisons

address how the interaction qualifies the effect of stimulus person sex

role on the perceptions of the stimulus persons.
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The comparison of the difference between the mean difference

scores of the traditional female and male with the difference between

the deviant female and male achieves significance (F(3,922) = 18.697,

.E. < .05). The difference between the mean difference score of the

traditional female (X • 0.394, ~ = 0.964, £ .. 158) and the mean

difference score of the traditional male (X = -0.168, ~ = 0.831, n =
160) is significantly different from the difference between the mean

difference score of the deviant female (X = -0.123, ~ = 1.077,. n = 151)

and the mean difference acoxe of the deviant male (X - -0.045, s ..

0.865, £ = 151). Note that the traditional female tends to be rated

with a feminine bias (i.e., her mean is biased in the positive

direction) that is more than twIce as 'large as the masculine bias of

the traditional male's mean. His mean is biased in the negative

direction. Both the traditional female and male are sex. role stereo

typed, but the traditional female is more so than the 'traditional male.

In contrast, the mean difference scores of the deviant female and male

are both masculinely biased and not very different from each other •

. Although the deviant male is sex. role stereotyped, the deviant male's

masculinely biased mean is very small. Thus, this comparison provides

only partial support for the first hypothesis that the male stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the female stimulus

person. The traditional female is much more sex role stereotyped than

the traditional male, but the deviant male is slightly sex role stereo

typed while the deviant female is unexpectedly cross sex role stereo

typed.

The comparison of t~e difference between the mean difference

scores of the traditional female and male with the difference between
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the mean difference scores of the sex role unspecified female and male

also achieves significance (F(3,922) = 11.889, £ < .05). In other

words, the difference between the mean difference score of the tradi

tional female (X = 0.394, ~ = 0.964. ~ = 158) and the mean difference

score of the traditional male (! = -0.168, ~ = 0.831. ~ = 160) is

significantly different from the difference between the mean difference

score of the sex role unspecified female (! = 0.223. ~ = 0.937. ~ =

160) and the mean difference score of the sex role uaspecified male

(! = 0.161. ~ = 0.855. n = 154). As indicated above. both the tradi

tional female and male are sex role stereotyped. though the traditional

female is significantly more sex role stereotyped than the traditional

male. In contrast, the means of both the sex role unspecified female

and male are femininely biased (their means are biased in the positive

direction), and the means are not very different from each other in

magnitude. The sex role unspecified female is sex role stereotyped,

but the sex role unspecified male is cross sex role stereotyped. This

comparison fails to support the first hypothesis that the male stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the female stimulus

person will be. To the contrary, the sex role unspecified female is

strongly sex role stereotyped, and the sex role unspecified male is

unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped.

Thus, the effect of the stimulus persons' sex role on the per

ceptions of the stimulus persons, according to the person's sex, is

such that when the female and male are associated with traditional sex

roles, they are both sex role stereotyped, though the traditional female

is more sex role stereotyped. When they are associated with deviant

sex roles, the female is cross sex role stereotyped and the male is
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sex role stereotyped, though his mean is small enough to be regarded

as almost balanced between femininity and masculinity. When the female

and male are associated with no sex roles, the female is sex role

stereotyped and the male is cross sex role stereotyped.

Now consider these results in terms of the third hypothesis that

the traditional stimulus persons will be more sex role stereotyped than

the deviant stimulus persons and the traditional stimulus persons will

be perceived no differently than the sex role unspecified stimulus

persons. The comparison of the difference between the mean difference

scores of the traditi9nal female and deviant female with the difference

between the mean difference scores of the traditional male and deviant

male achieves significance (F(3,922) a"18.697, ~ < .05). The dif

ference between the females' mean difference scores is significantly

different from the difference between the males' mean difference scores.

The traditional female's mean is more sex role stereotyped than the

deviant female's mean, which is cross sex stereotyped. In contrast,

the means of both the traditional and deviant males are sex role

stereotyped, though the deviant male's mean is very small. Thus, the

first part of the third hypothesis that the traditional stimulus persons

would be more sex role stereotyped than the deviant stimulus persons,

receives partial support in the case of the female stimulus person.

The traditional female is significantly more sex role stereotyped than

the deviant female, who is unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped,

but the traditional and deviant males are sex role stereotyped and are

not significantly different from each other.

The comparison of the difference between the mean difference

scores of the traditional female and sex role unspecified female with
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the difference between the mean difference scores of the traditional

male and the sex role unspecified male achieves significance (F(3,922)

• 11.889, ~ < .05). The mean difference scores of the traditional and

sex role unspecified females are both sex role stereotyped and are not

perceived significantly different from each other, whereas, the mean

difference scores of the traditional and sex role unspecified males

are significantly different from each other. The traditional male is

sex role stereotyped and is perceived significantly different from the

sex role unspecified male, who is unexpectedly cross sex role stereo

typed. Thus, the second part ~f the third hypothesis that the tradi

tional stimulus persons will be rated no differently than the sex role

unspecified stimUlus. persons receives partial support in the case of

the traditional and sex role'unspecified female stimulus persons, who

are not rated different from each other. It fails to be supported in

the case of the traditional and deviant male stimulus persons, who are

rated significantly differently from each other and in opposite

directions.

Thus, the effect of the stimulus persons' sex on the perceptions

of the stimulus person relative to the person's sex role is such'that

the traditional stimulus person is more sex role. stereotyped than the

deviant person, if the stimulus person is a female but not if the

stimulus person is a male. The traditional stimulus person is rated no

differently than the sex role unspecified person, if the stimulus person

is a female but not if the stimulus person is a male.

To summarize the results of the two-way interaction between

stimulus person sex and sex role, the first hypothesis fails to be

supported in the cases of the traditional and sex role unspecified
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stimulus person. Rather than the traditional and sex role unspecified

male stimulus persons, the traditional and sex role unspecified female

stimulus persons are more sex role stereotyped. In the case of the

deviant stimulus persons, the female is cross sex role stereotyped and

the male is sex role stereotyped. The third hypothesis receives

partial support in the case of the female stimulus person, but not in

the case of the male stimulus person. The traditional female stimulus

person is significantly more sex role stereotyped than the deviant

female stimulus person but not significantly more sex role stereo

typed than the sex role unspecified female. The traditional male

stimulus person is not significantly more sex role stereotyped than the

deviant male stimulus person, but the traditional male is significantly

more sex role stereotyped than the sex role unspecified male.

As the analysis of variance in Table 3 indicates, there are no

other significant interactions. Neither the two-way interactions

between stimulus person sex and imaginary-videotaped stimulus person

(F(1,922) = 1.350; ~ > .05) or between imaginary-videotaped stimulus

person and stimulus person sex role (F(2,922) = 0.686; £ > .05), nor

the three-way interaction among the three variables achieves signifi

cance (F(2,922) = 0.178; p > .05).

The Correlation between Experimental and Subjects' Self Ratings

The discussion now turns to the consideration of the fourth

hypothesis and the results that bear on it. Tne fourth hypothesis

predicts that regardless of the experimental condition, the tendency

of the subjects to sex-type themselves will be positively correlated

with the tendency to sex role stereotype the stimulus persons. In
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other words, the difference between the subjects' femininity and

masculinity ratings of the stimulus person will be positively correlated

with the difference between their femininity and. masculinity ratings of

themselves. Table 6 reports the correlation coefficients of the sub

jects' ratings of the stimulus person on the BSRI measure and their

ratings of themselves on the BSRI measure. As it indicates, the

correlation between the BSRI difference scores obtained by the experi

mental stimulus persons and the BSRI difference scores of the subjects'

self ratings fails to achieve significance (~~ -.013; df • 704;

,2"n.s.).. The correlation between the subjects' ratings of the experi

mental stimulus persons and their self ratin~s is so small as to be· of

little practical significance. The results do not support the

hypothesis that regardless of experimental condition, the tendency to

sex-type the self is related to the tendency to sex role stereotype a

stimUlus person.

However, Table 6 discloses some other interesting results. Note

that the subjects' masculinity ratings of the stimulus persons do not

correlate significantly with their masculinity ratings of themselves

(r =·-.020; df = 704; ,2"n.s.). However, the subjects' femininity

ratings of the stimulus person are significantly correlated in the

positive direction with their femininity ratings of themselves' (~ =

.222; df = 704; ,2, < .001), though the magnitude of the correlation is

small. In addition, the subjects' social desirability ratings of the

stimulus persons are significantly correlated in the positive direction

with their social desirability ratings of themselves (!. = .153; df =

704; ~ < .001), though the magnitude of the correlation is small.
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Table 6. Correlation Coefficients of BSRI Measures for Experimental
Ratings with BSRI Measures for Self Ratings

Self Ratings

Experimental
Ratings

BSRI
Difference
Score

BSRI
Femininity

BSRI
Masculinity

BSRI
Social
Desirability

BSRI
Difference
Score

-.013

BSRI
Femininity

.222*

BSRI
Masculinity

-.020

BSRI
Social
Desirability

.153*

*Significant, ~ < .001.
Note. n:lll 706

PAg Results

Because it was convenient to collect concurrent data on the PAg

scales to provide a check on the experimental validity of the BSRI

measures, those data were collected. The following discussion reports

the results of the analyses of the PAg data that correspond to the

results of the analyses relevant to the four hypotheses that were per-

formed upon the BSRI data.

Table 7 presents the source table for the analysis of variance on

the validity measures (Le., on the PAg mean difference score). The



Table 7. Analysis of Variance for the PAQ Difference Scores
for Experimental Ratings of Stimulus People

Sum of Degrees of
Source of Variation Squares Freedom F-Ratio

Main Effects

Stimulus Person Sex 0.265 1 0.633

Imaginary-Videotaped
Stimulus Person 25.008 1 59.792*

Stimulus Person Sex Role 5.483 2 6.555*

Two-Way Interactions

Stimulus Person Sex by
Imaginary-Videotaped 0.744 1 1. 778
Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person Sex by
Stimulus Person Sex Role 6.896 2 8.243*

Imaginary-Videotaped
Stimulus Person by 3.562 2 4.258**
Stimulus Person Sex Role

Three-Way Interaction

Stimulus Person Sex by
Imaginary-Videotaped 0.038 2 0.045
Stimulus Person by
Stimulus Person Sex Role

With Group 385.623 922

Total 427.447

*Significant F-Ratio, £.< .001.
**Significant F-Ratio, £.= .014.
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overall between-groups variation achieves significance (F(11,922) =

9.091; £ < .001). Table 8 provides the mean difference scores, the

standard deviations, and sample sizes for each of the 12 stimulus person

sex by imaginary-videotaped stimulus person by stimulus person sex role

conditions. As Table 7 indicates, the main effect for stimulus person

sex fails to achieve significance (!(1,922) = 0.633; £,n.s.). On the

PAQ, the mean difference score obtained by the female stimulus person

(X = 0.190, ~ = 0.728, ~ = 469) is not significantly different from the

mean difference score obtained by the male stimulus person (! = 0.227,

~ = 0.620, n = 465). Both the female and male stimulus persons are

rated more feminine than masculine (i.e., their means are both biased

in the positive direction). Thus, the results of the stimulus person

sex effect on the PAQ mean difference scores fails to support the first

hypothesis that the male stimulus person will be more sex role stereo

typed than the female. To the contrary, not only is the female more

sex role stereotyped than the male, but the male is unexpectedly rated

more feminine than masculine (i.e., cross sex role stereotyped) also.

The main effect for the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person

variable achieves significance (F(1,922) = 59.792, £ < .001). The mean

difference scores obtained by the imaginary stimulus person (! = 0.372,

~ = 0.680, n = 466) is significantly different from the mean difference

score obtained by the videotaped stimulus person (X = 0.046, ~ = 0.633,

n = 468). Both the imaginary stimulus person and videotaped stimulus

person are rated more feminine than masculine (i.e., their mean

difference scores are biased in the positive direction), but the

imaginary stimulus person is rated much more feminine than masculine

than what the videotaped stimulus person is. Thus, the second



Table 8. PAQ Mean Difference Scores, Standard Deviations, and n's
for Stimulus Person Sex by Imaginary-Videotaped Stimulus
Person by Stimulus Person Sex Role Conditions

Stimulus Person SEX
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IMAGINARY Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person
SEX ROLE

Unspecified

Traditional

Deviant

VIDEOTAPED Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person
SEX ROLE

Unspecified

Traditional

Deviant

Female

0.460
s .. 0.695

n .. 77

0.574
s .. 0:652

n .. 78

0.114
s = 0.740

n = 76

-0.060
s = 0.775

n = 83

0.114
s = 0.626

n = 80

-0.110
s =0.606

n = 75

Male

0.515
s .. 0.546

n .. 76

0.330
s .. 0.659

n .. 83

0.239
s = 0.655

n = 76

-0.159
s = 0.636

n = 78

-0.046
s = 0.563

n = 77

-0.162
s = 0.485

n = 75
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hypothesis that the imaginary stimulus person will be more sex role

stereotyped than the videotaped stimulus is supported by the results

of the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person effect on the PAQ mean

difference score.

The main effect on the PAQ measure for the stimulus person sex

role achieves significance (F(2,922) a 6.555, ~ < .001). The mean

difference scores for the three sex role conditions are as follows:

(1) the stimulus person associated with the traditional sex role labels,

X • 0.245, ~ • 0.668, ~ ~ 318; (2) the stimulus person associated with

no sex role· labels, X • 0.275, ~ • 0.705, ~ m 314; and (3) the stimulus

person associated with the deviant sex role labels, X m 0.101, ~ ~

0.642, ~ - 302. The two comparisons tested for significance are those

that are relevant to the third hypothesis and are the same as those

tested on the BSRI mean difference scores.

The first part-of the third hypothesis predicts that the stimulus

person associated with the traditional sex roles will be more sex role

stereotyped than ~he stimulus person associated with the deviant sex

roles. The difference between the mean difference score obtained by

the stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles and the mean

difference score obtained by the stimulus person associated with the

deviant s~x roles achieves significance (!(1,922) = 18.139, ~ < .05) •

. The femininely biased mean difference score of the traditional stimulus.

person is significantly greater than the femininely biased mean differ

ence score of the deviant stimulus person. Thus, the first part of the

third hypothesis is supported by the results of the PAQ measures.

The second part of the third hypothesis predicts that the stimulus

person associated with the traditional sex roles will be no more sex
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role stereotyped than the stimulus person associated with no sex roles.

The difference between the mean difference score obtained by the

stimulus person associated with the traditional sex roles and the mean

difference score obtained by the stimulus person associated with no sex

roles fails to achieve significance (!(2,922) = 0.845, £,n.s.). The

femininely biased mean difference score of the traditional stimulus

person is not significantly different from the femininely biased mean

difference score of the stimulus person associated with no sex roles.

Thus, the second part of the third hypothesis is supported by the results

of the PAQ measure.

The two-way interaction effect between stimulus person sex and

stimulus person sex role achieves significance (!(2,922) = 8.243,

£ < .001). Table 9 provides the mean difference scores, standard

deviations, and sample sizes for the six experimental conditions of the

sex by sex role interaction. Figure 3 presents the means in pictorial

form. The two multiple comparisons that are relevant to the hypotheses

and that are the same as those tested on the BSRI data, were tested

for significance.

The first comparison is the difference between the mean difference

score of the female stimulus person associated with the traditional

sex role (! = 0.341, ~ = 0.643, ~ = 158) and the mean difference score

of the male stimulus person associated with the traditional sex role

(X = 0.149, ~ = 0.615, ~ = 160) compared to the difference between the

mean difference score of the female associated with the deviant sex

role (X = 0.003, ~ = 0.678, ~ = 151) and the mean difference score of

the male associated with the deviant sex role (X = 0.200, ~ = 0.574,

n = 151). The comparison achieves significance ([(3,922) = 12.659, £ <
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Table 9. PAQ Mean Difference Scores, Standard Deviations, and n's
for Stimulus Person Sex by Stimulus Person Sex Role 
Conditions

Stimulus Stimulus Person SEX
Person
SEX ROLE Female Male

Unspecified 0.218 0.334
s .. 0.740 s =0 0.595

n = 160 n = 154

Traditional 0.341 0.149
s = 0.643 s ... 0.615

n .. 158 n .. 160

Deviant 0.003 0.200
s ,. 0.678 s = 0.574

n = 151 n = 151

.05. All four st,imu1us people are rated with a feminine bias; their

mean difference scores are biased in the positive direction. In spite

of sex role association, the females tend to be sex role stereotyped,

although the deviant female's mean is so small it could be considered

balanced between femininity and masculinity. The two males tend to

be unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped, regardless of the sex role

with whic~ they are associated. The traditional female is rated

significantly more stereotypically feminine than the traditional ~le

is, but the deviant female is rated significantly less stereotypically

feminine than the deviant male. Thus, the PAQ results from this com-

parison fail to support the first hypothesis that the male stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the female stimulus

person. To the contrary, on the one hand, the traditional female is
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sex role stereotyped and the traditional male is cross sex role stereo

typed. On the one hand, the deviant male, who is cross sex role stereo

typed, is rated significantly more femininely biased than the deviant

female is.

The second comparison is the difference between the mean difference

score of the female ass9ciated withthe traditional sex role (X z 0.341,

~ .. 0.643, .!!. .. 158) and the mean difference score of the male associated

with the, t~aditional sex role (X .. 0.149, ~ .. 0.615, n .. 160), compared

to the difference between the mean difference score of the female

associated 'with no sex roles (X .. 0.218, ~ .. 0.740, .!!. .. 160) and the

mean difference score of the male associated with no sex roles (X ..

0.334, ..! .. 0.595, .!!. .. 154). This comparison achieves significance

(F)3,922) .. 7.922, E.. < .05). The four means are femininely biased.

The traditional female's mean is more sex role stereotyped than the

traditional male's mean, which, as previously indic~ted', is unexpectedly

cross sex role stereotyped. The sex role'unspecified female's mean

difference score, is lower than, but not significantly different from,

the sex role unspecified male's mean difference score, which is

unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped. Thus, the first hypothesis

fails to be supported by 'the results of this comparison. To the

contrary, on the one hand, the traditional female is significantly more

sex rol~ stereotyped than the traditional male, who is cross sex-.

role stereoyped. On the other hand, although the sex role unspecified

male is rated significantly more stereotypically feminine than the

sex role unspecified female, he is cross sex role stereotyped.

Now consider the PAQ two-way interaction results for sex by sex

role in terms of the third hypothesis, which predicts that the
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traditional stimulus persons will be more sex role stereotyped than

the deviant stimulus person, but no differently stereotyped than the

sex role unspecified stimulus persons. The comparison of the

difference between the traditional female's mean difference score and

the deviant female's mean difference score with the difference between

the traditional male's mean difference score and the deviant male's

mean difference score achieves significance (!(3,922) = 12.659, £ <

.05). The mean difference scores of the four stimulus people are all

femininely biased. The traditional and deviant females are both sex

role stereotyped; the traditional female is significantly more sex

role stereotyped than the deviant female, whose mean difference score

is only slightly biased in the feminine direction. The traditional and

deviant males are both cross sex role stereotyped. The deviant male

obtains a mean that is more femininely biased than the mean obtained

by the traditional male, but the two means are not significantly

different. Consequently, neither male is sex role stereotyped. Thus,

the first part of the third hypothesis, that the traditional stimulus

people will be more sex role stereotyped than the deviant stimulus

people, receives only partial support. The traditional stimulus

person is more sex role stereotyped when that stimulus person is a

female, but not when it is a male.

The comparison of the difference between the traditional female

and sex role unspecified female and the difference between the

traditional male and sex role unspecified male achieves significance

(!(3,922) = 7.922, £ < .05). The four means are femininely biased.

In other words, both the traditional female and the sex role unspecified

female are sex role stereotyped, but both the traditional male and sex
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role unspecified male are cross sex role stereotyped. The traditional

female's mean is greater than the sex role unspecified female's mean.

but they are not significantly different from each other. The tradi

tional male's mean is significantly less femininely biased than the sex

role unspecified male's mean is. Thus. the second part of the third

hypothesis is partially supported by the results of this compar.ison.

The traditional stimulus person is rated no differently than the sex

role unspecified person if the two persons are females. but not if they

are males.

To summarize the results of the two-way interaction between stimulus

person sex and sex role on the PAQ measure, the first hypothesis fails

to be supported. Rather than the male, it is the female stimulus

person who is consistently sex. role stereotyped across sex" roles. In

the cases of the stimulus persons associated with the deviant sex roles

and of the stimulus persons associated with no sex roles. the male

stimulus person is more femininely sex role stereotyped than the female

stimulus persons. The third hypothesis receives only partial support

by the results of the PAQ two-way interaction analysis. The traditional

stimulus person is more sex role stereotyped than the deviant stimulus

person, but no differently than the sex role unspecified stimulus person.

when the stimulus persons are females, but not when they are males.

Imaginary-Videotaped Stimulus Person and Stimulus Person Sex Role

Interaction on the PAQ

As the analysis of variance on the PAQ measure in Table 7 indicates,

there is a significant interaction effect between the imaginary

videotaped stimulus person and the stimulus person sex role (F(2,922)
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4.258, ~ < ~05). Since it qualifies the effect of the two variables,

the following comparisons, relevant to the hypothesis, were tested for

significance.

(1) The difference between the mean difference scores of the

imaginary stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles

and the videotaped stimulus person associated with traditional

sex roles, compared to the difference between the mean difference

scores of the imaginary stimulus person associated with deviant

sex roles and the videotaped stimulus person associated with

deviant sex roles (using the notation utilized in Figure 1, this

(2) The difference between the mean difference scores of the

imaginary stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles

and the videotaped stimulus person associated with traditional

sex roles, comparea to the difference between the mean difference

scores of the imaginary stimulus person associated with no sex

roles and the videotaped stimulus person associated with no sex

(3) The difference between the mean difference scores of the

imaginary stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles

and the imaginary stimulus person associated with deviant sex roles,
.

comoared to the diffeence between the mean difference scores of- .

the videotaped stimulus person associated with traditional sex

roles and the videotaped stimulus person associated with deviant

and,
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(4) The difference between the imaginary stimulus person

associated with traditional sex roles and the imaginary

stimulus person associated with no sex roles compared to the

difference between the mean difference scores of the videotaped

stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles and the

videotaped stimulus person associated with no sex roles

(algebraically expressed as ~lC2 - BICI = B2f2 - !2fl)'

The first and third comparisons are equivalent, and the second and

fourth are equivalent. The first two comparisons address the effect of

the interaction on the effect of the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person

variable. The third and fourth comparisons address the effect of the

interaction on the effect of the stimulus person sex role variable.

Figure 4 presents the PAQ mean difference scores for the

imaginary-videotaped stimulus person by stimulus person sex role con

ditions. Consider the first two comparisons and how the interaction

effect qualifies the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person main effect.

The comparison of the difference between the mean difference score of

the imaginary, traditional stimulus person (X = 0.448, ~ = 0.660, ~ =

161) and the mean difference score of the videotaped, traditional

stimulus person (! = 0.036, ~ = 0.599, n = 157) and the difference

between the mean difference score of the imaginary, deviant stimulus

person (X = 0.176, ~ = 0.702, n = 152) and the videotaped, deviant

stimulus person (! = 0.026, ~ = 0.549, n = 150) achieves significance

(F(3,922) ; 5.674, £ < .05). Note that all four means are femininely

biased. The imaginary, traditional stimulus person is rated signifi

cantly more stereotypically feminine than the Videotaped, traditional
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stimulus person. In contrast, the imaginary, deviant person, is not

rated significantly different from the videotaped, deviant stimulus

person. Thus, the second hypothesis that the imaginary stimulus

person will be more extremely rated than the videotaped stimulus

person, is supported in the case of the ~timulus persons associated

with traditional sex roles but not in the case of the stimulus persons

associated with deviant sex roles •

. The comparison of the difference between the mean difference scores.

of the imaginary and videotaped stimulus person associated with tradi

tional sex roles and the difference between the mean difference scores

of the imaginary and videotaped, sex role unspec~fied stimulus person,

fails to achieve significance (F(3.922) = 0.001, £,n.s.). The

difference between the mean difference score of the imaginary, tradi

tional stimulus person (X·: 0.448, ~: 0.660, ~ ="161) and the mean

difference score of the videotaped, traditional stimulus person (X

- 0.036, ~ - 0.599, n..= 157) is not significantly d~fferent from the

difference between· the mean difference score of the imaginary, sex role

unspecified stimulus person (X = 0.487, ~ = 0.625, ~ = 153) and the

mean difference score of the videotaped, sex role unspec~fied stimulus

person (X = 0.074, s = 0.710, ~ = 161). Although all four means are

femininely biased, the means of the imaginary,· traditional and sex

role unspecified stimulus persons are strongly biased in the stereo

typically feminine direction and the means of the videotaped, traditional

and sex role unspecified stimulus persons are only slightly femininely

biased. In other words, the imaginary stimulus persons are signifi

cantly more stereotyped in the feminine direction than the videotaped

stimulus person whether they are associated with traditional sex roles
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or with no sex roles. Thus, the second hypothesis that the imaginary

stimulus person will be more stereotyped in one stereotyped direction

or the other is supported by the results of the comparison of the

difference between the means of the imaginary, traditional stimulus

persons and the videotaped, traditional stimulus persons with the

difference between the means of the imaginary, sex role unspecified

stimulus persons and the videotaped, sex role unspecified stimulus

persons. It is not supported in the case of the imaginary and video

taped deviant stimulus persons.

Now consider these two comparisons as they address the third

hypothesis that the stimulus persons associated with traditional sex

roles will be more stereotyped than the stimulus persons associated

with deviant sex roles but the stimulus persons associated with

traditional sex roles will not be rated differently from the stimulus

persons associated with no sex roles. The comparison of the difference

between the mean difference scores of the imaginary, traditional

stimulus person and the imaginary, deviant stimulus person with the

difference between the mean difference scores of the videotaped, tradi

tional stimulus person and the videotaped, deviant stimulus person

achieves significance (F(3,922) = 5.674, ~ < .05). The means of the

imaginary, traditional stimulus persons and of the imaginary, deviant

stimulus persons are significantly different; those of the videotaped,

traditional stimulus persons and of the videotaped, deviant stimulus

persons are not. Note that although the four means are femininely

biased, the means of the videotaped persons associated with either

traditional sex roles or deviant sex roles are only slightly femininely

biased. In contrast, the means of the imaginary stimulus persons
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associated with traditional sex roles is more strongly biased in the

stereotypically feminine direction than the mean of the imaginary

persons associated with deviant roles, which is not significantly

different from the means of the videotaped stimulus persons. Thus,

the first part of the third hypothesis (i.e., that the traditional

stimulus person will be more stereotyped than the deviant stimulus

person) receives support in the case of imaginary traditional and

deviant stimulus persons, but not ·in the case of the videotaped

traditional and deviant persons.

The comparison of the difference between the imaginary stimulus

person associated with traditional sex roles and the imaginary stimulus

person associated with no sex roles with the difference between the

videotaped stimulus person associated wit~ traditional sex roles and

the videotaped stimulus person associated with no sex roles does not

achieve significance (F(3,922) < 0.001, ~,n.s.). The difference

between the mean difference scores of the imaginary, traditional and

sex role unspecified stimulus persons, which are both strongly biased

in the stereotypically feminine direction, is not significantly

different from the difference between the mean difference scores of the

videotaped, traditional and sex role unspecified stimulus person, which

are both only slightly biased in the stereotypically'feminine direction.

Thus, the second part of the third hypothesis that the traditional

stimulus person will not be rated different from the sex role

unspecified stimulus person, is supported by the results of this

comparison.

To briefly summarize the effect of the interaction of the

imaginary-videotaped stimulus person and the stimulus person sex role
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variables on the PAQ measure. the second hypothesis that the imaginary

stimulus persons will be more stereotyped than the videotaped stimulus

persons is partially supported by the specific comparisons. The

imaginary stimulus person is more strongly stereotyped in the feminine

direction than the videotaped stimulus person when associated with

either traditional sex roles or no sex roles. but not when associated

with deviant sex roles. The third hypothesis, that the traditional

stimulus person will be more stereotyped than the deviant stimulus

person but not more than the sex role unspecified stimulus person, is

also partially supported by the specific comparisons. The traditional

stimulus person is more strongly stereotyped than the deviant stimulus

person. when they are imagined. but not when they are videotaped. In

'addition. ·che traditional stimulus person is stereotyped no differently

than the sex role unspecified stimulus person whether they are imagined

or they are videotaped.

The interaction between stimulus person sex and imaginary

videotaped stimulus pers~n does n~t achieve significance (F(1,922) =

1.778, ~.n.s.). The three-way interaction effect also fails to achieve

significance (F(2.922) = 0.045. ~.n.s.).

The Correlation between Experimental and Subjects' Self Ratings

on the PAQ

The discussion now turns to the consideration of the fourth

hypothesis and the PAQ results that bear on it. Recall that the fourth

hypothesis predicts that regardless of the experimental condition, the

subjects' tendency to sex type themselves will be positively related to

their tendency to sex role stereotype the stimulus person. Table 10
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reports the correlation coefficients for the subjects' ratings of the

stimulus person on the PAQ measures and their ratings of themselves on

the PAQ measures. As it indicates, there is a significant, but very

small, negative correlation between the PAQ difference scores obtained

by the experimental stimulus persons and the PAQ difference scores of

the subjects' self ratings (!.. -.073, df • 704, Eo < .025). The

correlation is so small as to be of little practical significance.

Table 10. Correlation Coefficients of PAQ Measures for
Experimental Ratings with PAQ Measures for
Self Ratings

Self Rating~Experimental
Ratings

PAQ
Difference

PAQ
Femininity

PAQ
Masculinity

PAQ
M-F

PAQ
Difference

Score

-.073**

PAQ
Femininity

.157*

PAQ
Masculinity

-.030

PAQ
M-F

-.013

* Significant, Eo < .OOL
** Significant, Eo < .025.

Note: n::l 706

Table 10 also discloses a significant positive correlation

between the subjects' femininity ratings of the stimulus person and

their femininity ratings of themselves (r = .157, df = 704, Eo. < .001).

The coefficients for the correlation between the subjects' masculinity
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ratings of the stimulus person and their masculinity ratings of them

selves (!.. -.030, ~ • 704, ~,n.s.) and for the subjects' M-F ratings

of the stimulus person and their M-F ratings of themselves (!.. -.013,

~ • 703, ~,n.s~) are almost equal to zero and do not achieve

significance.

The discussion now turns to a comparison of the results of the

analyses on the dependent measure (i.e., the BSRI mean difference

score) with the results of the analyses on the validity measure (i.e.,

the PAQ mean difference score). This comparison between the results

of the analyses on the BSSI mean difference scores and the PAQ mean

difference scores proceeds in the order followed by the statistical

analyses. . .

BSRI and PAQ Results Compared

This discussion of the comparison of the experimental results of

the analyses on the BSRI and PAQ measures begins with the main effects

and their relationship to the hypotheses. Next, the results of the

analyses on the two measures for the interaction effects and their

relevance to the hypotheses will be compared. Finally, the corre

lations between the experimental ratings and the subjects I self ratings

for each set of measures will be compared in relation to the fourth

hypothesis. A comparison of Tables 3 and 7 discloses the obvious

similarities and differences between the analyses of the two sets of

mean difference scores.

The first difference between the analyses on the two sets of data

occurs for the stimulus person sex main effect. It achieves signifi

cance on the BSRI but not on the FAQ mean difference scores. However,
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both analyses fail to support the first hypothesis that the male

stimulus person will tend to be more sex role stereotyped than the female

stimulus person. On the BSRI, both the female and male stimulus persons

obtain sex role stereotyped mean difference scores, but the mean differ

ence score of the female stimulus pers~n is more sex role stereotyped in

the feminine direction than the mean difference score of the male

stimulus person is sex role stereotyped in the masculine direction. On

the PAQ, both the female and male stimulus persons obtain mean difference

scdres biased in the stereotypically feminine direction. On the PAQ,

the female and male are not perceived significantly differently, but the

female is sex role stereotyped, while the male ~s cross sex role

stereotyped. Thus, the results of the two,analyses indicate that rather

than the male stimulus person, it is the female stimulus person who

tends to be more sex role stereotyped of the two stimulus persons.. In

other words, the results of the BSRI main effects as they rel~ted to the

. hypothesis tend to be validated by those of the PAQ, even though there is

a difference in the direction in which the male stimulus person is rated.

The main· effect of the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person vari

able on both the BSRI measure and on the PAQ measure achieves

significance. On the BSRI, the imaginary stimulus person obtains a

mean difference score biased in the feminine direction,' while the video

taped stimulus person obtains a mean difference score biased in the

masculine direction. However, the magnitude of the imaginary stimulus

person's mean is almost twice as great as that of videotaped stimulus

person's mean. On the PAQ, both the imaginary and videotaped stimulus

persons obtain mean difference scores biased in the feminine direction,

but the mean of the imaginary person is significantly greater than the
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mean of the videotaped person. Thus, the second hypothesis is supported

.by the results of the main effects of the imaginary-videotaped

stimulus person variable on both the dependent and validity measures.

though there is a difference in the direction in which the videotaped

stimulus person is rated. Thus, the relationship. of the BSRI results

to the second hypothesis tend to be validated by the relationship of

the PAQ results to the second hypothesis.

The main effect of the stimulus person sex role achieves signifi

cance on both the BSRI and on the PAQ mean difference scores. The

results of the multiple comparisons of the traditional, deviant, and

sex role unspecified stimulus. persons' mean difference scores on the

BSRI support the third hypothesis that the stimulus persons associated

with traditional sex roles will be more sex role stereotyped than the

stimulus persons associated with deviant sex roles, but will be no

differently stereotyped than the stimulus person associated with no

sex roles. The traditional stimulus person obtained a mean signifi

cantly different than the mean of the deviant stimulus person but not

significantly different from the mean of the sex role unspecified

stimulus person. The mean of the traditional stimulus person is

biased in the stereotypica11y feminine direction, as is the mean of the

sex role unspecified stimulus person, and the mean of the deviant

stimulus person is biased in the stereotypica1ly masculine direction.

The results of the multiple comparisons on the PAQ mean difference

scores by stimulus sex role also support the third hypothesis. The

mean of the traditional stimulus person is significantly more stereo

typed than the deviant stimulus person but is not stereotyped

significantly different from how the sex role unspecified stimulus
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person is rated. However, in contrast to the three stimulus persons'

means by sex role on the BSRI, all three means on the PAQ are

femininely stereotyped. Thus, the relationship of the BSRI results

to the third hypothesis is validated by that of the PAQ results.

The two-way interaction effect of the stimulus person sex and the

stimulus person sex role on the mean difference scores on both the

BSRI measure and the PAQ measure achieves significance. On the BSRI,

the interaction effect on the perceptions of the stimulus persons in

relation to their. sex is such that the female stimulus person is more

sex role stereotyped than the male st~lus person when they are

associated with traditional sex roles, or when they are associated with

no sex roles. When the male is associated with traditional sex roles,

he is sex role stereotyped, but when the male is associated with no sex

roles, he is unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped. The male stimulus

person is more sex role stereotyped than the,female stimulus person

(who is unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped) when they are associ

ated with deviant sex roles. Thus, the results of the analysis of

the stimulus person sex by. sex role interaction effect on the BSRI mean

difference scores support the first hypothesis only in the case of the

female and male deviant stimulus person; the first hypothesis fails to

be supported in the case of the traditional and sex role unspecified,

female and male stimulus persons.

On the PAQ, the interaction effect on the perceptions of the

stimulus persons relative to their sex is such that the female stimulus

person is more sex role stereotyped than the male stimulus person under

all three sex role conditions. The male stimulus person is unexpectedly

cross sex role stereotyped under all three conditions. Thus, the sex
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by sex role interaction effect on the PAQ mean difference scores fails

to support the first hypothesis. Like the results of the analyses on

the BSRI means, the PAQ analyses contradict the first hypothesis in

the cases of the female and male stimulus persons associated with the

traditional sex roles and with no sex roles. In these cases it is the

female and not the male who is more sex role stereotyped. In the case

of the female and male stimulus persons associated with deviant roles,

the results of the analyses on the BSRI and PAQ means diverge in

relationship to the hypothesis. On the BSRI measure, the deviant male

is more sex role stereotyped than the deviant female, who is cross sex

role stereotyped. On the PAQ measure, the deviant female is sex role

stereotyped and the deviant,male is cross sex role stereotyped.

Now compare the effect of the interaction between the stimulus

person sex and sex role on the perceptions of the stimulus persons
,

relative to the persons' sex role, across the BSRI and PAQ measures.

On the BSRI measure, the stimulus person associated with traditional

sex roles is more sex role stereotyped than the person associated with

the deviant roles when the person is a female. The deviant female is

unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped. In addition, the traditional

stimulus person is stereotyped no differently than the sex role

unspecified stimulus person when the person is a female. The traditional

male is rated no differently than the deviant male (both are sex role

stereotyped but the traditional male is rated significantly different

from the sex role unspecified male (who is unexpectedly cross sex role

stereotyped). Thus, the results of the BSRI comparisons support the

third hypothesis that the traditional stimulus person will be more sex
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role stereotyped than the deviant stimulus person but no differently

stereotyped than the sex role unspecified stimulus person in the case

of the female stimulus person, but not in the case of the male stimulus

person.

Similarly, on the PAQ measure, the stimulus person associated with

the traditional sex role is more sex role stereotyped than the stimulus

person associated with the deviant sex role but is not significantly

different f;om the stimulus person associated with no sex roles, when

the stimulus persons are female but not when they are male. Thus, the

results of the analyses of the interaction effect of stimulus person .

sex and sex role on th~ PAQ measure of the perceptions of the stimulus

person relative to t~e sex roles with which the person is associated,

agree with those of the BSRI analyses in supporting the prediction that

the traditional stimulus person will be more sex role stereotyped than

the deviant stimulus person but not the sex role unspecified stimulus

person, when the stimulus persons are females but not when they are

males.

No other interaction effects on the BSRI measure achieves signifi

cance. As on the BSRI measure, the interaction between stimulus

person sex and imaginary-videotaped stimulus person does not achieve

significance. However, unlike the BSRI measure, the interaction effect

between the imaginary-videotaped stimulus person and ~timulus person

sex role on the PAQ measure does achieve significance. The mean

difference scores of the imaginary and videotaped stimulus persons

associated with deviant sex roles are the basis of the interaction

effect. The traditional, imaginary stimulus person is significantly

more stereotyped than the traditional, videotaped stimulus person and
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the imaginary stimulus person associated with no sex roles is signifi

cantly more stereotyped than the videotaped stimulus person associated

with no sex roles. These results concur with the imaginary-videotaped

stimulus person effect on the BSRI and support the second hypothesis

that the imaginary stimulus person will be more stereotyped than the

videotaped stimulus person. The imaginary and videotaped deviant

stimulus persons are not rated significantly different, and this result

fails to support the second hypothesis. The third hypothesis receives

partial support by the results of the interaction comparisons. The

imaginary, traditional stimulus person is significantly more stereotyped

in the feminine direction than the imaginary, deviant stimulus person,

and this result supports the first part of the third hypothesis. How

ever, the videotaped, traditional and videotaped, deviant stimulus

persons are not stereotyped significantly different from each other,

and this result fails to support the first part of the hypothesis. The

second part of the third hypothesis is supported by the results of the

interaction. The traditional stimulus person is not perceived signifi

cantly different from the sex role unspecified stimulus, whether the

persons are imagined or videotaped.

As on the BSRI measure, the three-way interaction effect among the

stimulus person sex and imaginary-videotaped stimulus person and stimu

lus person sex role on the PAQ measure does not achieve significance.

Finally, the discussion of the experimental results ends with a

comparison of the correlations of the experimental ratings and the

subjects' self ratings on the BSRI with those on the PAQ. The corre

lation between the subjects' ratings of the stimulus persons and their

ratings of themselves on the BSRI fail to support the fourth hypothesis.
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It predicts that the subjects' ratings of the stimulus persons will be

positively correlated with their ratings of themselves. On the BSRI,

the correlation between the difference scores do not achieve signifi

cance; the difference scores obtained by the experimental stimulus

persons do not correlate with the difference scores obtained by sub

jects for their self ratings. On the PAQ, the correlation between the

,difference scores obtained by the experimental stimulus persons and

the difference scores obtained by the subjects do correlate signifi

~ntly. However, the correlation is so small as to be of little

practical importance. The positive correlations between the subjects'

femininitr ratings of the stimulus person and their femininity ratings

of themselves on both the BSRI and PAQ achieve significance. The

negligible correlations between the subjects' masculinity ratings of

the stimulus persons and their masculinity ratings of themselves on

both the BSRI and PAQ fail to achieve significance.

Now, consider the additional analyses.

Additional Analyses

This section addresses two important aspects of the data. One

is the psychometric properties of the dependent measure (i.e., the

BSRI mean difference score). The other is the self ratings of the

subjects. The psychometric properties are particularly important to

the investigation and interpretation of sex role stereotyping because

there are no absolute standards by which to compare the presence or

absence of sex role stereotyping or to compare the degree of sex role

stereotyping reflected in measures of it. The first part of this
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section addresses the validity of the measuring instrument of the

dependent variable in terms of the intercorrelations among the ratings

of the experimental stimulus persons on the BSRI and on the PAQ.

Since the dependent measure is the difference between a pair of ratings,

the accuracy of the difference in reflecting the kind of ratings upon

which they are predicated is an important consideration in interpreting

the meaning of the measure. This aspect of the validity of the

dependent measure requires an inspection of the femininity and

masculinity ratings. Consequently, the important characteristics of

the femininity and masculinity ratings of the experimental stimulus

persons across experimental conditions are reported in the second part

of this section. The subjects' ratings of themselves provide another

set of correlations among measurements on the BSRI and PAQ scales by

which to evaluate the validity of the BSRI. These correlations are

provided in the third part of this section. The fourth part reports

the test-retest reliability of the BSRI. The fifth part of this section

reports the ratings of the experimental stimulus persons in terms of

the subjects' demographic characteristics.

The self ratings of the subjects provide two kinds of relevant

information. On the one hand, a description of the subjects' ratings

of themselves in terms of their demographic characteristics provides a

description of what the sample of subjects is like. On the other hand,

their self ratings provide a frame of reference within which to

evaluate the degree of sex role stereotyping reflected in the magnitude

and direction of the mean difference scores obtained by the experimental

stimulus persons. Consequently, the subjects' ratings of themselves

will be covered in the final part of the additional analyses section.
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Intercorrelations of BSRI and PAQ Measures

The correlations between the corresponding measures on the BSRI

scales and the PAQ scales provide a measure of concurrent validity for

the dependent measu~e. In addition, the intercorrelations among the

measures on the scales of the BSRI and PAQ provide a measure of con-

struct validity. Data for such correlations were provided on the one

hand, by the subjects' ratings of the experimental stimulus persons

and on the other hand, by the subjects' ratings of themselves.

Consider first the correlations among the BSRI and PAQ measures

of the perceptions of the experimental stimulus persons. The co

efficients for them ,are reported in Table 11. On the whole, the
• I

correlations between the three corresponding BSRI and PAQ ratings are

positive and very substantial. The correlation between the BSRI and,

PAQ difference scores for the subjects' ratings of the stimulus persons,

regardless o.f experimental condition, is.!." .723, df .. 932, ~.< .001.

The correlation between the BSRI and PAQ femininity ratings of the

stimulus persons is r • .567, df .. 932, ~ < .001. The correlation

between the BSRI and PAQ masculinity ratings of the stimulus person

is .!. = .795, df .. 932, ~ < .001. These results contribute concurrent

validity to, and hence confidence in, the dependent measure. The

correlation between the BSRI and PAQ difference scores for the stimulus

persons is impressive and validates the relative magnitude of the

difference between the femininity and masculinity ratings of the

experimental stimulus persons reflected in the dependent measure,

the BSRI mean difference scores.

The pattern of interrelationships among the measures on the scales

of each inventory tend to conform to the pattern expected by the



Table 11. Intercorre1ation Matrix of BSRI Measures and PAQ Measures for Experimental Ratings

BSRI PAQ

Social
Difference Femininity Masculinity Desirability Difference Femininity Masculinity M-F

BSRI

Difference

Femininity .505*

Masculinity -.826* .069**

Social
Desirability -.088** .420* .376*

PAQ

Difference .723* .452* -.540* .046

Femininity .103** .567* .252* .521* .481*

Masculinity -.688* -.001 .795* .395* -.663* .338*

M-F -.658* -.278* .580* .202* -.669* -.088** .64/.*

* Significant, £. < .001. 
** Significant, £. < .02.

Note: N = 934.

....

.J:....
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construct theory upon which the scales are founded. For example,

the BSRI difference scores are positively correlated with the BSRI

femininity scores (r ...505, df ... 932, Eo < .001) and negatively

correlated with the BSRI masculinity scores (r :os -.826, df - 932, Eo <

.001). The relationship is stronger for the latter than for the

former pair of ratings. The BSRI femininity and masculinity ratings

of the experimental stimulus persons are significantly related (r ..

".069, df - 932, .E. < .02), but the magnitude of the relationship is so

small as to be of little practical significance. In other words, the

BSRI femininity and masculinity ratings tend to be fairly independent

of each other. The correlation between the PAQ femininity a~d mascu

linity ratings of 'the experimental stimulus persons (!. ... 338, df 

932, .E. < .001) is positive and moderate in size. This outcome does not

necessarily violate the assumption that the PAQ femininity and

masculinity scales a~e independent. ;tt is the ratings on th~se scales

of the stimulus persons that are related, such that a tendency to rate

the stimulus person high on femininity is accompanied with the tendency

to rate the stimulus person high on masculinity. However, that the

correlation between the PAQ femininity and masculinity ratings is

positive, does not conform to the conventional, theoretical expectation

that femininity and masculinity are inversely related (Constantinople,

1973).

The PAQ M-F ratings also tend to be related to the PAQ difference

scores (r = -.669, df = 952, .E. < .001) and to the PAQ masculinity

ratings (r ...644, df :os 932, .E. < .001) in the expected directions. The

relationship with each is also substantial. However, the M-F ratings
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tend to be fairly independent of the femininity ratings (!.. -.088,

df • 932, E. < .005). Though the relationship is significant, the

magnitude is so small as to be of little practical significance.

The correlations betw~en the BSRI social desirability ratings and

the other BSRI ratings are of particular interest. The BSRI social

desirability ratings are moderately correlated with the BSRI femininity

ratings (r • .420, df • 932, E. < .001) and the BSRI masculinity ratings

(!. ••376, df - 932, E. < .001). However, the relationship between the

social desirability ratings and the BSRI difference scores (r • -.088,

df • 932, ~ < .0~5), though statistically significant, is so small as

to be of li~tle practical importance. Given the construction of th e

inventory, the social desirability ratings ought to be positively

related to the other two ratings. If the relationships had been nega

tive, one would be forced to conclude that the stimulus people were not

regarded in socially desirable ways. This, however, is not the case.

On the other hand, the relationship between the social desirability

ratings and the difference scores are much more independent. The

tendency to rate the stimulus persons in socially desirable ways does

not confound the tendency to rate the stimulus persons more or less

feminine or masculine.

The remaining correlations between the scales of one inventory with

the scales of the other tend to confirm the pattern outlined for the

intra-inventory correlations among the scale ratings.

That the relationships among the measures on each inventory and

among the measures across the inventories are substantial and conform

to the expected directions of the construct theory and operational
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definitions, enhances the confidence that the BSRI is measuring the

perception of stereotyped femininity and masculinity in the perceptions

of the stimulus persons.

Femininity, Masculinity, and Social Desirability Ratings

of the Stimulus Persons

The femininity and masculinity means on the BSRI for the 12

experimental conditions are reported in Table 12. There is one

general feature of the femininity means and the masculinity means that

deserves melltion. Both the femininity and masculinity means tend to

be relatively high across experimental conditions. All the means tend

to fall above the r~spective scale midpoints (the midpoint of each

scale is 4.000; the range is 1.000 to 7.000), though none of them tend

to be extremely high. Moveover, the standard deviations of the means

tend to be small, indicatfOg that the ratings tend to cluster closely

about the means as opposed to dispersing or fluctuating widely through

out the range of possible values of the measures. The small standard

deviations suggest agreement among the subjects in their perceptions

of the femininity and masculinity reflected by the stimulus persons •.

There are some important implications of the relative strength of

the femininity and masculinity means of each experimental condition

compared to the strength of the femininity and masculinity means of

the other experimental conditions, and of the relative strength of the

femininity and masculinity means to the range of possible values. On

the one hand, that the BSRI femininity and masculinity means all tend

to fall somewhat above the scale midpoints discloses that the mean

difference scores for each of the conditions do not camouflage grossly



Table 12. Means. Standard Deviationa. and ~IS on BSRI Scales for Stimulus Person Sex by lmaginary
Videotaped Stimulus Person by Stimulus Person .Sex Role Conditions

Stimulus Person Sex

Female Social Male Social
Femininity~ Mas~~linity_ ~si!~bi1.!ty _¥elll!ninity l-fasculinity _ Desirability

Imaginary Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person Sex Role
Unspecified

Traditional

Deviant

4.861 4.309 4.712 4.594 . 4.145 4.568
s =0.462 s ... 0.860 s ... 0.444 s ... 0.549 s .. 0.809 s = 0.471

n = 77 n a 77 n =7.7 n a 76 n I: 76 n a 76

4.746 4.027 4.546 4.601 4.518 4.711
s = 0.531 a ... 0.973 s ... 0.454 s ... 0.517 s I: 0.833 8 I: 0.554

n I: 78 n ... 78 n ... 78 n =0 78 n ... 83 n ... 83
-

4.601 4.446 4.609 4.569 4.456 4.688
s ... 0.588 s =0.993 s ... 0.540 s ... 0.556 8 ... 0.819 8 ... 0.538

n = 76 n ... 76 n ... 76 . m I: 76 n ... 76 n ... 76

Videotaped Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person Sex Role

Unspecified 4.473 4.554 4.544 4.370 4.489 4.557
s ... 0.509 s ... 0.658 s ... 0.355 s ... 0.429 s ... 0.735 s ... 0.411

n = 83 n ... 83 n = 83 n ... 78 n ... 78 n I: 78

Traditional 4.431 4.355 4.506 4.460 4.898 4.694
s = 0.573 s = 0.860 s ... 0.501 s ... 0.439 s I: 0.672 s =0 0.694

Deviant 4.364 4.769 4.627 4.410 4.616 4.647
s = 0.659 s =0.741 s = 0.506 s = 0.525 s ... 0.819 s ... 0.473 ....

n = 75 n ... 75 n = 75 n = 75 n ... 75 n = 75 .po
I,n
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extreme ratings between experimental conditions. In other words, the

male and female persons' mean difference scores (-0.019 and 0.169,

respe'ctively) could occur between femininity and masculinity ratings

that tend to be extremely biased toward either end of the scale range,

or that tend to fall toward the middle. For example, a mean difference

of -0.019 may occur for a sample of ratings the femininity mean of

which is 6.58 and the masculinity mean of which is 6.60, while mean

difference of 0.169 may occur for a sample of ratings the femininity

mean of which is 2.3 and the masculinity mean of which is 2.13. The

mean difference scores would accurately ~eflect the differences in

femininity and masculinity ratings for each sample but would not

accurately reflect the difference in the magnitude o~ the feminine

and masculine bias between the two samples. In other words, in this

example, the fi.rst. sample of ratings are masculinely biased in the sense

that the masculinity ratings tend to be greater than the femininity

ratings, as reflected in both the mean difference score and the

femininity and masculinity means of the example sample. However,

comparing the femininity means of the two example samples would dis

close that a~though the masculinity mean of the first sample is greater

than its femininity mean, the femininity mean of the first sample is

also extremely greater than the femininity mean of the second sample.

In other' words, the femininity and masculinity ratings of the first

sample reflect perceptions that are very strongly biased in both the

feminine and masculine directions, and those of the second sample

reflect perceptions that are only slightly biased in both the feminine

and masculine directions. This difference in strength of bias in the

femininity and masculinity ratings of the two samples would have
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important implications for the interpretation of the data, but would

not be reflected in their mean difference scores.

These kinds of extremes in the femininity and masculinity ratings

of the stimulus persons do not occur across the experimental conditions.

Instead, the fe~inity and masculinity ratings of the 12 stimulus

person conditions tend to cluster together somewhat above the scale

midpoints, but not exorbitantly so. Thus, the mean difference scores

can be interpreted with the confidence that they accurately reflect

the relative differences in the strength of femininity and masculinity

ratings among the 12 experimental stimulus persons, as well as the

relative strength of the femininity and masculinity ratings per each

experimental condition. In other words, there are no striking con

tradictions between the pairs of femininity and masculinity means and

the corresponding mean difference scores in terms of the relative

degree of sex role stereotyping reflected in them compared to each

other across experimental conditions.

On the other hand, that. the BSRI femininity and masculinity means

all tend to fall somewhat above the scale midpoints implies that the

degree of sex role stereotyping in the subjects' perceptions of the

stimulus persons in general is small. All of the stimulus persons are

perceived as somewhat feminine and somewhat masculine, as opposed to

being perceived as not very feminine and not very masculine, or as

extremely feminine and extremely masculine, depending upon the

experimental condtion. Also, it is noteworthy that in spite of the

relative difference in each experimental stimulus person's femininity

and masculinity ratings, all the stimulus persons are perceived to

be both feminine and masculine rather than much more one than the other.
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However, within the context that the BSRI femininity and

masculinity means for the female and male stimulus person across sex

roles tend to cluster together somewhat above the midpoints of the

scale ranges, the comparisons between their means does disclose some

noteworthy outcomes. Figure 5 presents the BSRI femininity and

masculinity means for the stimulus person sex by stimulus person sex

role conditions. Notice that the man's femininity means fluctuate

very little relative to each other across sex roles. It is the man's

masculinity means that vary greatly across sex roles. The sex role

unspecified man's masculinity mean is the lowest of the three

masculinity means obtained by the male stimulus person across sex

roles. The only lower masculinity mean is that obtained by the

traditional female. In contrast, the traditional man's masculinity

mean is the greatest of the male's and female's 1D8sculinity means across

sex roles. It is the male's masculinity ratings which fluctuate widely

about their relatively constant femininity ratings that determines the

bias of their respective mean difference scores. Considering this

arrangement of femininity and masculinity means for the male across

sex roles, it is clear that the feminine bias of the sex role

unspecified male is not due to being rated more feminine than the other

males but ratner is due to being rated much less masculine than the .

traditional and deviant male.

Also notice that while the traditional female is more sex role

stereotyped than the traditional male is in terms of their mean

difference scores, in terms of her femininity mean and his masculinity

mean (which is greater than the former), he is more sex role stereotyped.

In this case, it is her very low masculinity mean and his high
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femininity mean that tips the bias. In terms of mean difference scores,

the traditional woman is not more sex role stereotyped than the tradi

tional man, not because she is rated more feminine than he is rated

masculine, but rather because she tends to be rated high on femininity

and low on masculinity, while he tends to be rated high on both

masculinity and femininity.

The relatively greater fluctuation of both the woman's and man's

masculinity means than of their femininity means poses some inter

esting possibilities. The relative consistency 'of agreement upon the

femininity of the woman and of the man across sex roles in contrast

to the considerable var'iation of their masculinity means suggests

that femininity is a more reliably recognizable tendency and that

masculinity is a less reliably recognizable tendency. The perception

of the stimulus persons' femininity is more consistent across varying

conditions than the perception of the stimulus persons' masculinity.

The relative uniforinity of the femininity means of both the female and

male stimulus persons across sex roles suggest that the assessment of

masculinity may be more affected by the changing cues.

The maj or feature that stands out from cursory examination of the

social desirability means across experimental conditions is that they

tend to' be as high as, or higher than, the BSRI femininity and

masculinity means. However, while the social desirability means are

substantial, they too are not extremely high. Thus, the subjects tend

to rate the stimulus persons in socially desirable ways under the

various eXperimental circumstances, but not exorbitantly so. The social

desirability means do not suggest an extreme liking or disliking for,

or an extreme positive or negative evaluation of, any of the
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experimental stimulus persons. This casual comparison of the means is

consistent with the. correlations between the social des~rability

ratings and the femininity and masculinity ratings of the stimulus

persons and with the correlation between the social desirability ratings

and the difference scores of the stimulus persons.

Like the BSRI means, the PAQ femininity and masculinity means

(reported in Table 13) tend to be relatively high, across experimental

conditions, though none of them tend to be extremely high. Also like

the BSRI means across experimental conditions, the PAQ femininity and

masculinity means t~nd to cluster together somewhat above the scale

midpoints (which is 2.000 for each scale) as opposed to the upper end

of the scales (the scale ranges are each 0.000 to 4.000). The

standard deviations of the means tend to be small. The PAQ femininity

and masculinity means for the female and male stimulus person across

sex roles also disclose a greater fluctuation among the masculinity

means than among the femininity means.

The following discussion turns to the subjects' self ratings and

the perspective they contribute to the validity of the BSRI and the

dependent measure.

Intercorrelations of Subjects' Self Ratings on the BSRI and PAQ

Table 14 reports the correlations among the BSRI and PAQ measures

of the subjects' perceptions of themselves. As with the experimental

ratings, the correlations of the three corresponding measures on the

two instruments are positive and very substantial, indicating con

siderable agreement between the pairs of measures. The correlation

between the BSRI and PAQ difference scores for the subjects' self



Table 13. Means, Standard Deviations, and n'a on PAQ Sca1ea for Stimulus Peraon Sex by lmaginary
Videotaped Stimulus Person by Stimulus Person Sex Role Conditions

Stimulua Person Sex

Female - Male
Femininity Masculinity M-F Femininity Masculinity M-F

Imaginary Stimulus Person

Stimulus Person Sex Role

Unspecified 2.633 2.174 1.839 2.490 1.975 1.878
s "" 0.440 8 "" 0.654 8 "" 0.474 S .. 0.537 S "" 0.571 s co 0.458

n - 77 n ... 77 n ... 77 n co 76 n III 76 n = 76

Traditional 2.582 2.008 1.758 2.559 2.229 2.008
S ... 0.543 8 III 0.610 s ... 0.506 s = 0.565 s ... 0.6373 S ... 0.454

n III 78 n ... 78 n "" 78 n ... 83 n = 83. n ... 83

Deviant 2.403 2.290 2.044 2.505 2.266 1.998
a ... 0.569 a "" 0.666 a ... 0~467 a ... 0.554 a "" 0.619 a ... 0.393

n ... 76 n III 76 n "" 76 n ... 76 n .. 76 n -76

Videotaped Stimulua Peraon

Stimulua Person Sex Role

Unspecified 2.377 2.383 2.035 2.399 2.240 2.024
S ... 0.510 a ... 0.593 a ... 0.461 a ... 0.475 a ... 0.579 a ... 0.414

n - 83 n ... 83 n ... 83 n "" 78 n "" 78 n = 78

Traditional 2.367 2.253 1.991 2.558 2.604 2.177
s ... 0.551 a - 0".597 a - 0.437 a = 0.450 S - 0.543 a ... 0.388

n ... 80 n ... 80 n ... 80 n ... 77 n ... 77 n ... 77

Deviant 2.340 2.450 2.252 2.475 2.313 2.078 ..-
a ... 0.512 a - 0.589 a ... 0.444 s ... 0.628 a ... 0.632 a ... 0.379 VI

N
n ... 75 n ... 75 n = 75 n = 75 n = 75 n ... 75



Table 14. Intercorre1ation Matrix of BSRI Measures and PAQ Measures for Subjects' Self Ratings.

BSRI PAQ
Social

Difference Femiriinity Mascu1init~Desirabit!~y _ _Diff~rence F~mil1.inity ~~cu1inity M-F

BSRI

Difference

Femininity .489*

Masculinity -.763* .191*

Social
Desirability -.025 .330* .272*

PAQ

Difference .729* .379* -.549* -.039

Femininity .355* .595* .042 .348* .591*

Masculinity -.568* .076** .695* .362* -.684* .185*

M-F -.649* -.297* .510* .146* -.662 -.282* .•551*

* Significant, ~ < .001.

** Significant, ~ < .01.

NOTE. N::: 1285.

I-'
VI
UJ
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ratings is !... .729, df .. 1183, .E. < .001. The correlation between the

BSRI and PAQ femininity ratings is !. .. .595, ~ - 1183, .E. < .001, and

the correlation between the BSRI and PAQ masculinity ratings is !. ..

•695, ~ .. 1183, Eo < .001. Comparing these correlations' with the

corresponding correlations of the ratings of the experimental' stimulus

persons discloses a high degree of similarity both in direction and in

magnitude between the two sets of correlation coefficients.

The pattern of interrelationships among the subjects' self ratings

on the'scales of each inventory tend to conform to the pattern expected

by the construct theory upon which the scales are constructed•. For

example, the BSRI difference scores are positively correlated with the

BSRI femininity ratings (r ...489, df - 1183, .E. < .001) and negatively

correlated with the BSRI masculinity ratings (r .. -. 763, ~ .. 1183,

.E. < .001). The BSRI femininity and masculinity scores are liignifi

cantly and positively correlated (!. ....191, ~ .. 1183, .E. < .001).

Though the magnitude of correlation is small, it is greater than the

magnitude of the correlation between the BSRI femininity and masculinity

ratings of the experimental stiDD11us persons. The subjects' PAQ

femininity and masculinity ratings of themselves are also significantly

and positively correlated (r .. .185, df ... 1183, .E. < .001) to about the

same degree as the subjects' BSRI femininity and masculinity ratings of

themselves. However, the correlation is lower in magnitude than that

between the PAQ femininity and masculinity ratings of the experimental

sti-~lus persons.

The pattern of correlations between the subjects' BSRI social

desirability ratings of themselves and their other self ratings on the

BSRI closely resembles the pattern and magnitude of the correlations
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among the subjects' ratings of the experimental stimulus persons on the

BSRI. Their social desirability ratings are moderately and positively

correlated with both their BSRI femininity ratings (r • .330, df ...

1183, .E. < .001) and their masculinity ratings (r - .272, df - 1183,

E. < .001). The subjec~s' social desirability ratings of themselves

do not correlate with their difference scores (r - .025, df • 1183,

E.,ns.). Thus, the tendency of the subjects to rate themselves in

socially desirable ways does not confound their tendency to rate them

selves more or less feminine or masculine.

The remaining correlations between the scales of one inventory

with the scales of the other ten4 to confirm the pattern outlined for

the intra-inventory correlations among the scales.

In summary, the intercorrelations among the BSRI and PAQ

measures of the subjects' self ratings tend to closely resemble the

intercorrelations among the BSRI and PAQ measures of the subjects'

ratings of the experimental stimulus persons. Consequently, they

enhance confidence that the BSRI ratings of the experimental stimulus

persons indeed measure the constructs of femininity and masculinity in

the perceptions of the stimulus persons.

Test-Retest Reliability. The ratings of the subsample of subjects

who rated themsleves on the BSRI and PAQ a second time were correlated

with those subjects' ratings of themselves the first time they rated

themselves. The correlations between these subjects' initial ratings

and their repeated ratings are reported in Table 15. The correlations

for each of the four PAQ measures between the two administrations of



Table 15. Correlations between Subjects' Initial Self Ratings and Repeat~d Self Ratings
on BSRI Measures and PAQ Measures

Initial
Self
Ratings

BSRI

Difference

F~mininity

Masculinity

Social
Desirability

PAQ

Differenl::e

Femininity

Masculinity

M-F

BSRI

Social
Difference Femininity Masculinity .Desirability

.947*

.891*

.954*

.853*

PAQ

Difference Femininity Masculinity M-F

.827*

.767*

.845*

.838*

*Significant. ~ < .001.

NOTE. N = 101.

.""":V\
0'
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the inventories are all very substantial and positive. They range from

a low of ~ ••767 to a high of ~ • .954. These correlations provide a

reliability measure for the scales of the two instruments, and given the

correlations, the test-retest reliability for the two inventories is

. high.

Subjects' Demographic Data. The following discussion is a brief

description of the experimental and self ratings by the demographic

characteristics of the sample of subjects. The experimental ratings of

the stimulus persons according to the subjects' sex, marital status, and

age will be described first. Then the subjects' ratings of themselves

according to their sex, marital status, and age, will be described.

Table 16 provides the means of the ratings of the experimental

stimulus persons on the BSRI scales and on the PAQ scales according to

the sex of the subjects. The male subjects' BSRI mean difference score

(X .. 0.074, !!. • 0.895, !!. .. 437) and the female subjects' BSRI mean

difference score (X .. 0.077, !!. .. 1.058, ~ .. 497) for the stimulus persons

are both positively, and hence femininely, biased. Both mean difference

scores are very small. The males' PAQ mean difference score (X = .181,

!!. =0 0.633, !!. .. 437) and the females' PAQ mean difference score (X =

.233, .!. = 0.713, .!!. .. 497) are also both positively (Le., femininely)

biased. The magnitude of both the males' and females' PAQ mean differ

ence scores is greater than their BSRI mean difference scores both in

terms of absolute value and relative to their possible values. Thus,

both the males and females tend to rate the stimulus persons with a

feminine bias which is greater on the PAQ than on the BSRI measure. One

of the most notable features of the male and female subjects' BSRI and



Table 16. Means, Standard Deviations, and.!!.' s on the BSRI and PAQ
Scales for the Experimental Ratings by Sex of Subjects

Subjects' Sex

Female Male

BSRI

Difference Score 0.077 0.074
s • 1.058 s • 0.895

Femininity 4.546 4.534
.!. • 0.,559 .! • 0.553

Masculinity 4.468 4.460
s • 0.911 s .. 0.780

Social Desirability 4.666 4.561
s • 0.506 s ,. 0.455

PAQ

Difference Score 0.233 0.181
s .. 0.713 s ,. 0.633

Femininity 2.487 2.459
s • 0.554 s .. 0.521

Masculinity 2.254 2.279
s =0 0.664 s .. 0.591

M-F 2.003 2.010
s • 0.476 s .. 0.442

n • 497 n .. 437

158
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PAQ mean femininity and masculinity ratings for the experimental stimulus

persons is the similarity between the male and female subjects' ratings

of the experimental stimulus persons on both the BSRI and PAQ measures.

Another notable feature is that they all fall well above the respective

scale midpoint. As the mean difference scores indicate, .in the case of

both the BSRI and PAQ, the males and females tend to rate the stimulus

persons more feminine than masculine, more so on the PAQ than on the

BSRI. Moreover, both the males and females tend to rate the stimulus

persons in socially desirable ways; the females tend to do so to a

somewhat greater degree than the males tend to do so.

Table 17 reports the means of the measures on the BSRI and on the

PAQ for the experimental ratings of the .stimulus persons according to

the marital status of the subjects. The mean difference score of the

married subjects tends to be femininely biased on both the BSRI and PAQ.

The mean difference score of the single subjects for the stimulus person

on the BSRI is masculinely biased, though only slightly so, while their

mean difference score on the PAQ is femininely biased. Both married

subjects' and single subjects' femininity and masculinity means tend to

fall well over the respective scale midpoint. On both the BSRI and PAQ

masculinity measures, the married subjects tend to rate the stimulus

persons substantially less masculine than the single subjects do, though

their femininity ratings of the stimulus persons tend to be very similar.

This outcome suggests that married and single subjects may perceive

masculinity differently or may construe masculinity differently. How

ever, in spite of this difference in masculinity ratings, the married

and single subjects tend to rate the stimulus persons in socially



Table 17. Means, Standard Deviations and n's on the BSRI and PAQ
Scales for the Experimental Ratings by Marital Status
of Subjects.

Subjects' Marital Status

160

Single Married

BSRI

Difference Score -0.044 0.315
.! • 0.931 s .. 1.045

Femininity 4.527 4.568
s • 0.549 s • 0.570

Masculinity 4.571 4.252
s • 0.778 s • 0.950

Social Desirability 4.617 4.616
s .. 0.466 s .. 0.522

PAQ

Difference Score 0.167 0.292
.! .. 0.li69 s .. 0~686

Femininity 2.508 2.405
s .. 0.539 s .. 0.533

Masculinity 2.342 2.113
s .. 0.605 s = 0.653

M-F 2.032 1.954
s • 0.462 s .. 0.453

n .. 623 n = 311
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desirable ways. Their social desirability means for stimulus persons

are virtually equal and are substantially above the scale midpoint.

Table 18 reports the mean difference scores and the femininity,

masculinity, and social desirability means for the experimental stimulus

persons on the BSRI, and their standard deviations and sample sizes,

according to the age of the subjects. It also reports the PAQ means,

standard deviations, and sample sizes for the PAQ measures. The general

tendency is for the BSRI and PAQ mean difference scores to increase in

the degree of feminine bias from tpe late teens through the mid-thirties

and then decrease in the degree of feminine bias through the middle-age

years. The younger people's mean difference scores for the stimulus

person tend to be masculinely biased. Figure 6 presents the means o~

the BSRI measures by age of the subjects graphically; Figure ,7 presents

them for the PAQ measures. While the BSRI femininity means tend to

fluctuate up and down across subject age groups, they tend to cluster

closely together well above the scale midpoint. The BSRI'mascu1inity

means tend to decrease with age through the ~ar1y middle-age years and

then to increase again with age. In other words, on the BSRI, subjects

between the ages of 25 and 44 do not tend to rate the stimulus persons

more feminine than the others do, but rather they tend to rate them less

masculine than the others do. On the PAQ, the subjects' femininity and

masculinity means tend to decrease with age through the early midd1e

age years and then to increase again with age. The subjects' BSRI mean

social desirability ratings tend to remain high across the age cate

gories, in spite of the fluctuation in masculinity ratings.

Table 19 presents the product-moment correlations for selected sub

ject demographic characteristics and ratings of the experimental stimulus



Table 18. Means. Standard Deviations. and nls on BSRI and PAQ Scales for the Experimental Ratings
by Age of Subjects

Ag~~f Subjects

16-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54
years__ ~ ~ears __~ars __year~._ .yearil .yellrli years years

BSRI

Difference Score -0.134 -0.041 0.295 0.451 0.523 0.269 0.143 0.125
s ::I 0.918 .! = 0.905 s - 1.014 s ::I 0.873 s • 1.251 s ~ 1.035 s - 1.090 s = 1.160- -

Femininity 4.464 4.540 4.650 4.559 4.630 4.433 4.598 4.768
s = 0.540 s = 0.564 .! ::I 0.517 .! ::I 0.457 .! • 0.696 .! • 0.660 s • 0.512 S ... 0.585

Masculinity 4.597 4.580 4.355 4.108 4.107 4.164 4.455 4.643
s = 0.776 s "'" 0.714 ~ ::I 0.839 .! "'" 0.857 ~ ... 1.154 ~ • 0.827 s ::I 1.000 s = 1.066

socla1 i 4.623 4.623 4.524 4.673 4.597 4.633 4.733 4.664
Des 'rability s = 0.444 ~ = 0.473 ~ - 0.496 .! = 0.600 .! ::I 0.446 S = 0.468 s ::I 0.598 8 ::I 0.475

PAQ

Difference Score 0.138 0.124 0.354 0.457 0.523 0.094 0.197 0.348
s = 0.646 S = 0.685 s =0.694 S =0.593 s ::I 0.728 S =0.595 8 ::I 0.732 S ::I 0.713- - - -

Femininity 2.508 2.496 2.484 2.440 2.319 2.236 2.472 2.464
s = 0.548 S ::I 0.555 ~ = 0.488 ~ ::I 0.555 ~ - 0.594 ~ ::I 0.415 S ::I 0.487 S ::I 0.484

Masculinity 2.370 2.372 2.131 1.983 1.995 2.142 2.215 2.116
S = 0.619 8 = 0.592 s ::I 0.652 s ::I 0.573 s =0.639 S ::I 0.543 S ::I 0.724 S = 0.668- - - -

M-F 2.061 2.072 1'.863 1.855 1.910 2.010 2.044 1.955
.! = 0.430 s ::I 0.460 s = 0.494 s = 0.408 S =0.504 s ::I 0.442 s ::I 0.488 S ::I 0.301- - - -

n = 288 n = 290 n ::I 135 On = 75 n = 54 n = 36 n ::I 40 n = 14

~

'"N
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persons on the BSRI and PAQ measures. The correlations between the

subjects' sex and their BSRI difference scores and femininity and mascu

linity ratings are not significant. The correlation between the subjects'

sex and their social desirability ratings of the stimulus persons

achieves statistical significance but is very small. The correlations

between the difference scores and marital status may be due to the fact

that the older subjects tend to be married while the younger ones tend

to be single. Notice that the subjects' ratings of the stimulus persons

are correlated ~th the age of the subjects, with the exception of the

social desirability ratings. Marital status and age of the subjects are

related to the BSRI difference scores and masculinity ratings in similar

fashion.

Thus, overall, the male and feamle subjects tend to agree in their

ratings of the stimulus perso~s and tend to rate them with a feminine

bias, though it is less pr.onounced on the B~RI than on the ~AQ. The

ma'sculinity ratings of the stimulus persons by married and single sub

jects disclose that the married subjects tend to rate the stimulus persons

much less masculine than the single subjects do. The rise and fall of

the feminine bias in the BSRI mean difference scores for the experimental

stimulus persons with the age of the subjects is due not to a corresponding

rise and fall in the femininity ratings with the age of the subjects, but

rather to an inverse fall and rise in the masculinity ratings. In spite

of the fluctuations in femininity and masculinity ratings by age, marital

status, or sex of the subjects, the subjects tend to rate the stimulus

persons in socially desirable ways, though not exorbitantly so. The

high degree of similarity in the pattern of means of the ratings on the

BSRI scales and on the PAQ scales, for the stimulus persons by the



Table 19. Correlation Matrix for Experimental BSRI and PAQ Measures and Selected
Subject Characteristics

BSRI PAQ
Social

Difference Femininity MasculiJ:l:l.~Y_Desirability Difference _Femininity Masculinity M-F

Age
of Subject .173~

Sex
of Subject .002

Marital
Status .172~

of Subject

.061**

.010

.035

-.160*

.005

",:,.176*

.028

.108*

-.001

.092**

.038

.087**

-.083**

.025

-.091**

-.169* -.098**

-.020 -.007

-.171* -.080**

* Significant. ~ < .001.

** Significant. ~ < .05.

NOTE: Coding of Subjects's characteristics is as follows: Sex, male = I, female = 2;
Marital Status. single = 1. married = 2. N = 934.

....
0\
0'1
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demographic characteristics of the subjects. contributes confidence in

the validity of the dependent measures. In addition. it contributes

confidence that the perceptions of the stimulus persons are not seriously

affected by the personal characteristics of the subjects.

Now consider a description of the subjects in terms of their self

ratings and demographic characteristics. Table 20 provides the means

on the BSRI and PAQ measures for the subjects' self ratings by their

sex. The males' BSRI mean difference score (X ... -0.376 • .! ... 0.778.

n • 575) is substantial and negatively. or masculinely. biased. and the

females' BSRI mean difference score (X • 0~410. ~ • 0.892. ~ • 607) is

substantial and positively. or femininely. biased. The males' PAQ mean

difference score (X • 0.049. ~ • 0.623. ~ .. 575) falls slightly above

the range midpoint in the feminine direction. and the females' PAQ mean

difference score (X • 0.548. ~ • 0.688. ~ • 607) is substantial and

positively. or femininely biased. Thus, females tend to rate themselves

with a feminine bias in both their BSRI and PAQ mean difference scores,

while the males tend to rate themselves with a masculine bias in their

BSRI mean difference score but with a slight feminine bias in their PAQ

mean difference score.

The males' BSRI femininity mean (X .. 4.572. ~ .. 0.578, .!!. :II 575)

falls substantially above the scale midpoint, as does their BSRI

masculinity mean (X:I 4.948, ~ .. 0.775, ~ .. 575). The males' PAQ

femininity mean (X :I 2.691, ~ = 0.519, ~ :I 575) and their PAQ mascu

linity mean (X = 2.644, ~ .. 0.568, ~ "" 575) are almost equal. The

females' BSRI femininity mean (X = 4.999, ~ = 0.528, !!. = 607) falls

well above their BSRI masculinity mean (X = 4.588, ~ = 0.787, ~ = 607);

both fall substantially above their scale midpoints. The females' PAQ



Table 20. Means, Standard Deviations, and n on the BSRI and PAQ
Scales for the Subjects' Self Rating by Sex of Subjects

Subjects' Sex
Female Male

BSRI

Difference Score 0.410 -0.376
s .. 0.892 .!. .. 0.779

Femininity 4.999 4.572
s • 0.528 s .. 0.578

Masculinity 4.588 4.948
S .. 0.787 s .. 0.775

Social Desirability 4.804 4.984
S • 0.457 s .. 0.450

PAQ

Difference Score· 0.548 0.049
s =r 0.688 s .. 0.623

Femininity 3.026 2.691
s =r 0.470 s = 0.519

Masculinity 2.478 2.644
s .. 0.573 s .. 0.568

M-F 1.750 2.162
s .. 0.509 s .. 0.446

n .. 607 n = 575

168
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femininity mean (X ... 3.026, s .. 0.470, ~ ~ 607) also falls well above

their PAQ masculinity mean (X - 2.478, s ... 0.573, n .. 607); both fall
I - - -

well above their scale midpoints. Thus, both the males' and females'

BSRI and PAQ femininity and masculinity means are substantial. The

females tend to rate themselves much more feminine than masculine on

both the BSRI and PAQ measures, although their masculinity means on the

two inventories are substantially above each scale midpoint. The males

tend to rate themselves much more masculine than feminine on the BSRI,

although their femininity mean is substanti.ally above the scale mid-

po!.nt. However, on the PAQ, the males tend to rate themselves almost

equally femi.nine and masculine '; their mean ratings on each scale are

substantial. The females' mean social desirability rating (X .. 4.804,

~ • 0.457, ~ ... 575) and the males' mean social desir~bility rating

(X ... 4.984, ~ - 0.450, .!!. • 607) on the BSRI are both substantially

above the scale midpoints. Thus, both the males and females tend to

rate themselves in socially desirable ways, though not exorbitantly_so.

The subjects' mean ratings of themselves on the BSRI and the PAQ

by their marital status are presented in Table 21. The single subjects

tend to rate themselves more feminine than masculine on both the BSRI

and PAQ measures. The married subjects tend to rate themselves more

masculine than feminine on the BSRI, but more feminine than masculine

on the PAQ. Both the single and married subjects tend to rate themselves

in socially desirable ways on the BSRI, though not excessively so.

The means of the subjects' self ratings on the BSRI and on the

PAQ scales by the subjects' age are presented in Table 22. In general,

on the BSRI, the subjects tend to rate themselves increasingly more

masculine than feminine with age in terms of their difference scores.



Table 21. Means, Standard Deviations, and n's on the BSRI and PAQ
Scales for the Subjects' Self Ratings by Marital Status
of Subjects

Subjects' Marital Status

Single Married

BSRI

Difference Score 0.098 -0.134
.! • 0.879 s • 0.927

Femininity 4.761 4.863
s ,. 0.598 s ,. 0.576

Masculinity 4.663 4.997
s ,. 0.802 s • 0.749

Social Desirability 4.836 5.042
s ,. 0.438 s • 0.487

PAQ

Difference Score 0.382 0.123
s .. 0.699 s ,. 0.678

Femininity 2.888 2.805
s ,. 0.524 s .. 0.512

Masculinity 2.506 2.683
s ,. 0.575 s .. 0.564

M-F 1.928 2.006
s .. 0.523 s .. 0.516

n .. 830 n .. 343

170



Table 22. Means. Standard Deviations and n's on BSRI and PAQ Scales for the Subjects Self Ratings
by Age of Subjects -

Age of~ubjecta

16-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54
yearEJ years y~ars __~ar~ y~~rs _~ears __3ears_ years

BSRI

Difference Score

Femininity

Masculinity

Social
Desirability

PAQ

Difference Score

Femininity

Masculinity

M-F

0.166 0.089 -0.221 -0.012 -0.098 -0.147 -0.246 -0.224
s = 0.863 .!. ... 0.929 .!. ~ 0.875.!.'" 0.875.!. = 0.901.!. ~ 1.015 s ~ 0.839 s ... 0.806

4.719 4.792 4.838 4.876 4.955 4.797 4.696 5.062
s =0.608 s =0.558 .!. =0.587 .!. ... 0.576 .!. ... 0.578 .!. ... 0.733 s ... 0.580 s ... 0.618

4.559 4.703 5.059 4.888 5.052 4.943 4.942 5.286
8 =0.769 .! ....0.809 .! =0.147 .! ... 0.748 .! ... 0.740 .! ... 0.894 s ... 0.749 s ... 0.676

4.795 4.855 4.925 5.113 5.055 5.050 5.076 5.160
s ... 0.415 s =0.440 s ... 0.457 .! ... 0.493 .! ... 0.450 .! ... 0.534 .! ... 0.524 s ... 0.626

0.460 0.358 0.164 0.188 -0.034 0.108 0.019 0.101
s - 0.720 s - 0.700 s ... 0.687 s = 0.670 s = 0.571 s ... 0.656 s ... 0.584 s = 0.474- - - -

2.910 2.889 2.827 2.857 2.726 2.772 2.676 2.857
s = 0.504 s ... 0.513 .! =0.540 .! ... 0.471 .! ... 0.509 .! =0.634 s ... 0.572 8 = 0.584

2.451 2.531 2.664 2.670 2.760 2.664 2.657 2.756
s = 0.582 s ... 0.563 s =0.616 s III 0.557 s =0.503 s III 0.538 s III 0.568 S ... 0.528- - - -

1.868 1.944 2.016 1.989 2.040 2.008 2.101 2.167
s ... 0.499 s ... 0.546 s ... 0.539 S ... 0.574 s ... 0.397 S ... 0.551 s ... 0.426 S = 0.367- - - -

n = 382 n ~ 379 n = 149 n = 92 n = 62 n ... 45 n = 47 n = 21

........
k::'
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In terms of the PAQ difference scores, the subjects tend to rate the~

selves less predominantly feminine with age. Figure 8 presents the

means of the subjects' self ratings on the BSRI scales by their age.

Figure 9 presents the means of the subjects' self ratings on the PAQ

scales by their age. As Figure 8 illustrates, on the BSRI. the

subjects tend to rate themselves increasingly masculine and feminine

with age. The young adults tend to rate themselves more feminine than

they tend to rate themselves masculine. The older subjects tend to

rate themselves more masculine than feminine. The variation among the

means of the 1¢.dd1e-aged adults may be due in part to the small sample

sizes. On the PAQ, the subjects tend to rate themselves more feminine

than masculine across age categories, though there is a decrease in the

predominance of the feminine bias with age. Note that while there is a

tendency for the subjects' femininity ratings to decrease with age,

there is a more pronounced tendency for the subjects' masculinity

ratings to increase with age. The subjects' BSRI mean social

desirability ratings across age categories discloses a tendency on

the part of the subjects to describe themselves in socially desirable

ways, though not extremely so. Note that the tendency to do so

increases with age.

Table 23 reports that the Product-moment correlation coefficients

for the relationships between the subjects' demographic characteristics

and their self ratings on the BSRI and PAQ. The correlations betw~en

the subjects' age and their ratings on the BSRI and PAQ measures

achieve significance, though they are small. The direction of the

correlations are consistent with observations outlined above with

respect to the subjects' age and their self ratings. The correlations
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Table 23. Correlation Matrix for BSRI Measures and PAQ Measures of Subjects' Self Ratings
and Selected Subject Characteristics

Social
Difference Femininity Masculinity Desirability Difference Femininity Masculinity M-F

Age
of Subject -.142* .077** .216* .219*- -.202* -.\1.05* .151* .137*

Sex
of Subject .434* .358* -.223* .187* .355* .318* -.145* -.3981t

Marital
Status -.111* .084** .186* .203* .165* -.068 .139* -.066**
of Subject

* Significant. ~ < .001.

** Significant. ~ < .01.

NOTE: Coding of subjects' characteristics is as follows: Sex. male = I, female = 2;
Marital Status, single = 1. married = 2. N = 1185.

~
"'-J
t;A
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between the subjects' sex and their self ratings and between their

marital status and their self ratings achieve significance, although

they tend to be small. The directions of the correlations are con

sistent with observat:f.ons outlined previously about the self ratings

and sex and marital status of the subjects. Note that the pattern of

correlations between the subjects' marital status and their self

ratings on the BSRI and PAQ correspond closely· to the pattern of corre

lations between their age and their self ratings. This similarity in

patterns suggests that the relation between the subjects' self ratings

and their marital status may be confounded with the relationship

bet~en the subjects' self ratings and their age.

Figure 10 ~resents the BSRI mean difference scores for the sub

jects' ratings of themselves by their ethnic/national background.

Figure 11 presents them for· the PAQ ratings. The mean difference

scores are arranged in the ascending order of the BSRI means in both

figures. The BSRI mean difference scores tend to arrange themselves

into three clusters. The first cluster includes the following groups:

Other Mixed, Native Americans, Samoans, Black Americans, and

Unspecified. On the BSRI, their mean difference scores tend to fall

well below the range midpoint in the masculine direction. The second

cluster consists of the following groups: Caucasian, Hawaiian,

Hispanic Mixed, Chinese, Asian Mixed, Caucasian Mixed, and Filipino.

Their BSRI mean difference scores tend to fall somewhat below and above

the midpoint of the range. In other words, they tend to be somewhat

more masculine than feminine, or somewhat more feminine than masculine.

The third cluster includes the following groups: Portuguese, Japanese
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and Hispanic. They tend to rate themselves much more feminine than

masculine.

Differences in subjects' ratings of themselves by ethnic/national·

background is of questionable importance. They are confounded in

part by the considerable fluctuation in sample sizes and in part by

other variables, such as sex, marital status, and age. However, the

5 groups with substantial sample sizes exhibit an interesting pattern

in relation to each other. The Caucasian subjects' mean difference

score (X • -0.089, ~ • 0.922, ~ • 344) is·the lowest of the 5 and is

slightly biased in the masculine direction. The Japanese subjects.'

mean difference score (X .. 0.207, ~ .. 0.897,~ .. 293) is the greatest

of the 5 and is biased in the feminine direction. The mean difference

scores of the subjects of the mixed Asian background (X .·0.001, ~ a

0.803, ~ .. 73), of the Caucasian mixed background (X .. 0.058, ~ .. 0.951,

.!!. • 149), and of the Filipino background (X .. 0.114, !. ... 0.727, .!!. ..

136) tend to fall between the mean difference scores of the Caucasian

and Japanese subjects.

Summary of Results

The statistical analyses on the dependent measure (Le., on the

BSRI mean difference score) disclose the following results:

(1) The stimulus person sex main effect, though significant,

fails to confirm the first hypothesis that the male stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the female

stimulus person. To the contrary, it is the female stimulus

person who tends to be significantly more sex role stereotyped

than the male stimulus person.
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(2) The imaginary-videotaped st~ulus person effect achieves

significance and supports the hypothesis that the imaginary

stimulus person will be more sex role stereotyped than the

videotaped stimulus person. In this case. the imaginAry

stimulus person tends to be sex role stereotyped in the ~eminine

direction; the videotaped stimulus person tends to be sex role

stereotyped in the masculine direction.

(3) The'stimulus person sex role effect achieves significance.

The results of the comparisons among the levels of the sex role

variable support the third hypothesis that the stimulus person

associated with the traditional sex roles will be more sex role

stereotyped than the stimulus person associated with the deviant

sex roles, but the traditional stimulus person will be no

differently sex role stereotyped than the stimulus person

associated with no sex roles. The traditional and sex role

unspecified stimulus persons tend to be stereotyped in· the

feminine direction; the deviant stimulus person tends to be

stereotyped in the masculine direction.

(4) The stimulus person sex and st±mulus person sex role main

effects are qualified by a significant two-way interaction

effect between the two variables. The interaction effect qualifies

the stimulus person sex main effect such that the female stimulus

person is more sex role stereotyped than the male stimulus person

when they are associated with the traditional sex roles or with no

sex roles. However, when the female and male are associated

with the deviant sex roles, the males is more sex role stereotyped.
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The interaction effect qualifies the stimulus person sex role main

effect such that the traditional stimulus person is significantly

more sex role stereotyped than the deviant stimulus person, but

not sex role stereotyped significantly different from the sex role

unspecified stimulus person when the stimulus person is a female.

but not when the stimulus person is a male. When the stimulus

person is a male. the traditional person and deviant person are

rated with a masculine bias and are not significantly different

from each other. However, when the stimulus person is a male,

the sex role unspecified stimulus person is rated with a feminine

bias and is significantly different from the traditional stimulus

person.

(5) The interaction between the stimulus person sex and imaginary

videotaped stimulus person effects on the BSRI mean difference

score and the interaction between the imaginary-videotaped stimulus

person and stimulus person sex role do not achieve significance;

nor does the three-way interaction effect of stimulus person sex,

imaginary-videotaped stimulus person, and stimulus person sex

role on the BSRI mean difference score.

(6) The fourth hypothesis fails to be supported by the correlation

between the ratings obtained by the experimental stimulus person

and the subjects' ratings of themselves. The tendency to sex role

stereotype the experimental stimulus persons is not directly

related to the tendency to sex role stereotype oneself.

The results of the statistical analyses on the PAQ mean difference

scores (the validity measure) tend to validate the results of the
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statistical analyses on the dependent measure in relation to confirming

or disconfirming the hypotheses. The major discrepancies between the

dependent and validity measures include the following:

(1) There appears to be a feminine bias in the PAQ ratings.

There is a tendency for the mean difference scores obtained

by the stimulus persons to be femininely biased on the PAQ

for all the levels of the three main effects and for all the

conditions of the significant two-way interaction effects.

In contrast, the BSRI mean difference scores exhibit fluctua

tions between femininely biased and masculinely biased mean

difference scores, depending upon the experimental condition.

(2) The interaction effect between the imaginary-videotaped

stimulus person and the stimulus person sex role mean difference

score achieves significance on the PAQ, but does not on the

BSRI mean difference score. It is the comparison between the

imaginary, deviant and videotaped, deviant stimulus persons that

makes the difference. Their PAQ mean difference scores are

femininely biased and are not significantly different from each

other.

(3) The subjects' tendency to sex role stereotype the stimulus

person on the BSRI is not related to the subjects' tendency to

sex type themselves on the BSRI, but on the PAQ the two tendencies

are related. The relationship is a negative one. Although it is

significant, it is so small in magnitude as to be of little

practical significance.
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The additional analyses tend to disclose substantial, positive

relationships between corresponding measures on the BSRI and PAQ scales

for the subjects' ratings of the experimental stimulus persons and for

the subjects' ratings of themselves. The intercorrelations among the

measures on the scales of each inventory also conform to theoretical

expectations ·of the constructions of femininity and masculinity upon

which the scales are predicated. 'The femininity and masculinity means

obtained by the experimental stimulus persons on both the BSRI and PAQ

exhibit no disturbing patterns that the mean difference scores might

camouflage. They also disclose the subtlety of sex role stereotyping

both in terms of the magnitude of the ratings across experimental con

ditions and in terms of their magnitude relative to the scale ranges.

The correlations for the ratings of the sample of subjects who rated

themselves twice on: the BSRI and PAQ, which are positive and very sub

stantial, provide evidence that confirms the test-retest reliability

of both the dependent measure.and the validity measure.

Finally, the descriptive statistics of the subjects' ratings of

the experimental stimulus persons by the demographic characteristics

of the subjects discloses no extreme biases related to the subjects'

characteristics that distort the data. Moreover, although the subjects'

ratings of themselves on the BSRI and PAQ produces means that are greater

in magnitude than their ratings of the experimental stimulus persons,

they are not grossly different. The means of the subjects' self ratings

tend to fall only somewhat above those of the experimental ratings.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

This chapter presents a detailed discussion of the experimental

outcomes as well as a discussion of the additional analyses con

ducted. The discussion of the experimental analyses focuses first

on the relationship of the empirical results to the hypotheses and the

reasoning upon which they are predicated, and then it focuses on an

explanation of the unexpected outcomes. The additional analyses focuses

on the validity of the dependent measure and on the conclusions drawn

from the experimental results from several perspectives. They include

the experimental validity of the dependent measure (1.e., a com

parison of the experimental results on the BSRI measure with those on

the PAQ measure); the validity of the interpretation of the BSRI mean

difference scores relative to their corresponding femininity and

masculinity ratings; the importance of the social desirability ratings;

the construct validity of the dependent measures; a comparison of the

design of the BSRI and PAQ intstruments; and a comparison of the sex

role stereotyping reflected in the experimental ratings with the sex

role stereotyping reflected in the subjects' perceptions of themselves.

Discussion of Experimental Results

This section of the discussion focuses on the importance of the

results of the empirical tests of the hyp~theses to the reasoning

behind them. It begins with a brief review of the sex role stereotype

construct and its expected effects on a person's perceptions of other
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people. Then, the first and third hypotheses and the results of the

statistical tests related to them will be reviewed. In addition, the

discrepancies between the expected and obtained outcomes will be dis

cussed. Finally, whether or not the results empirically support the

reasoning and the relevant theoretical expectations regarding the

effects of sex role stereotypes on the perceptions of the stimulus

persons will be considered. The second and fourth hypotheses will

each, in turn, be considered in a similar manner.

Sex Role Stereotype Construct Review

As a particular case of stereotypes in general, sex role stereo

types are, theoretically, exaggerated images or symbolic distillations

of prejudiced beliefs about the nature of each of the two sexes. They.

are collections of attributes associated with the cognitive cate

gories defining the concepts of female and male and of sex roles.

The attributes include traits that are regarded positively and traits

that are regarded negatively, and they include traits that are re

garded positively under some circuni'stances and negatively under other

circumstances. They include simultaneously traits that are inherently

contradictory. Such is the irrationality of sex role stereotypes.

As with stereotypes in general, there is "a grain of truth" in

sex role stereotypes. There is some relationship between the traits

attributed to women as a group and to men as a group and the traits

actually possessed or manifested by each group, but the nature of the

relationship is obscure.

Sex role stereotypes operate as cognitive filters which distort

incoming information so that the resulting perception is distorted in
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the direction of the stereotype. To maintain simplicity in perception

and thought, sex role stereotypes screen incoming information. They

direct their possessor to view immediate experience in terms of the

available sex role stereotyped categories by sensitizing the individual

to cues confirming them and by selectively focusing immediate attention

and recall on confirming evidence, to the neglect of disconfirm1ng

evidence. They are elicited by minimal, but highly salient cues which

refer to highly obvious features, such as distinguishing physical

characteristics, in this case, a person's sex. Labels or symbols

that refer to these obvious and salient features (e.g., "woman" or

"man," "wife" or "husband," or "mother" or "father") likewise evoke

the sex role stereotype filters, which focus exaggerated attention on

the labeled characteristic at the expense of other more relevant

characteristics, and hence, expedite sex role stereotyped classifica

tion of a woman or a man. By channeling the cognitive processing of

perceptions, sex role stereotypes overemphasize simplicity, resist

contradicting evidence, preempt differentiated thinking, and interfere

with sound reasoning in classifying experience. The result is the

erroneous perception of individuals.

The social structure enhances the tenuous validity of sex role

stereotypes in its fundamental divisions that organize social behavior

into sex roles. On the one hand, the social structure reflects the

biological divisions between females and males in the division of

provinces and social roles between women and men. Women are ascribed

roles and attributes that revolve around the domestic or familial

domain, and men are ascribed roles and attributes that center upon the

public domain or the marketplace. On the other hand, the way in which
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individuals come to construe themselves, and eventually others,

reflects the biological divisions, since girls' and boys' bodies are

the initial referents for self definition, and sex roles provide the

criteria for elaborating the self definition in ways that are con

gruent' with both their bodies and social demands. Socialization is

the social process that provides individuals with the requisite feed

back about what is collectively regarded as biologically and socially

appropriate behavior, attitudes, and interests for females and males

to exhibit, and that regulates conformity through direct and vicarious

reinforcement patterns. Although these collective beliefs are not

explicitly articulated and codified, because they operate largely out

of awareness, they are the referents by which individuals locate the~

selves and other people within the social system and by which people

determine the nature of their relationship to, and their interaction

with, others in any particular set of circumstances. Sex role

expectations are consolidated in sex role stereotypes. Because sex

role stereotypes transmit sex role prescriptions and distort per

ceptions of others, they operate as self-fulfilling prophecies.

The thrust of theory, as well as social commentary, emphasizes

the virtually inevitable distortion of the perceptions of individuals

by sex role stereotypes. Sex and sex roles are fundamental components

in the parallel organization fo society and the personalities of the

individuals that comprise the society. As sex role expectations for

public and pri.vate behavior, sex role stereotypes are the standards

by w-hich the individual appraises social demands and compliance with

them on her Ihis part and on the part of other individuals. As

virtually unavoidable referents, sex and sex roles are potent cues
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for eliciting sex role stereotypes, and their psychological and social

pervasiveness virtually assures that sex role stereotypes will be

invoked in the formation of perceptions of individual women and men,

simply because she/he is a woman or a man, whatever the circumstances.

The occurrence of sex role stereotyping has generally been in

ferred from discriminatory behavior, largely against women. However,

given refinements in the instruments designed to measure sex role

stereotyping in person perception, the virtually foregone conclusion

that sex role stereotypes inevitably distort person perceptions, was

translated into the research hypotheses. The first hypothesis

addresses the effect of the stimulus person sex on person perception.

The second focuses on the degree of sex role stereotyping that

occurs when the stimulus person is an abstraction as opposed to when

the stimulus person is a concrete person. The third hypothesis

addresses the effect of the sex role compliance and non-compliance on

person perception. The fourth hypothesis focuses on the relationspip

between the tendency of an individual to sex role stereotype her/him

self and her/his tendency to sex role stereotype another person.

Since the first and third hypotheses are related theoretically

and the ef.fect of the independent variables of each interact with

each other, they will be discussed together and will be covered first.

Hypothesis No.1.. The perceptions of a male stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the

perceptions of a female stimulus person.

Hypothesis No.3. The perceptions of a person identified

by traditional sex role labels will be more sex role
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stereotyped than the perceptions of a person identified

by non-traditional sex role labels, but they will~ be

different from the perceptions of a person for whom no

sex role lables are presented.

The empirical studies conducted by Rosenkrantz et ale (1968)

documented the continuing existence of distinctive feminine and mascu

line sex role stereotypes. However, the variety of empirical studies

that manipulated various aspects of sex role conformity or deviance

on the part of women and from ~hich it has been inferred. that sex role

stereotypes have biased judgments of women's ~ompetence or performance,

provide results that collectively suggest that women are not necessarily

consistently sex role stereotyped. In addition, it was reasoned that

the pervasive public attention focused on women and the constraints

imposed upon them by traditional feminine sex roles, has sensitized

people to the tendency to sex role stereotype women and to the

dysfunctional effects of that tendency. It was reasoned that such

sensitization would evoke a tendency to resist or to compensate for the

inclination to sex role stereotype women and thereby attenuate the

tendency to sex role stereotype them. Since no comparably pervasive

attention has been focused on men and the dysfunctional effects of sex

role stereotyping men, there would be no comparable tendency to

attenuate the tendency to sex role stereotype them. Thus, it was

hypothesized that a man would be more rigidly held to sex role stereo

types (i.e., he would be more sex role stereotyped) than a woman

would be.

With respect to the sex role variable, the empirical studies that

compare judgments of a stimulus person on the basis of the person's
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sex role compliance or deviation tend to focus predominantly on women,

as opposed to men; on roles that require considerable ability and/or

training, as opposed to the fundamental roles that constitute the core

of each sex role; and on deviant roles that are traditionally regarded

appropriate for the other sex (i.e •• deviant roles that represent

cross sex role choices). as opposed to deviant roles that simply

represent the choice to not adopt the traditional fundamental sex roles.

Recall that the theoretical and operational definitions of the funda

mental traditional sex roles for this study include the roles of wife.

mother. and homemaker for the feminine sex role, and the roles of

husband. father. and prOVider-protector for the masculine sex role.

In contemporary society. "provider-protector" means being gainfully

employed, and economically responsible and secure. The operational

definition of the deviant sex role for a woman is being single. having

no children, and being g"ainfu11y employed. as opposed to being a home

maker. The operational definition of the deviant sex role for a man

is being single, having no children. and being unemployed.

On the one hand, it was reasoned that a woman's or man's associa

tion with the traditional fundamental sex roles would confirm sex role

stereotypic expectations and would thus provide an additional pull for

sex role stereotype filters. resulting in more sex role stereotyped

perceptions of her /him than if the woman or man were associated with

deviant roles. The ambiguity or uncertainty concomitant w:i.th no

indication of sex role compliance or non-comp1iance should favor the

use of sex role stereotypes. On the other hand, it was also reasoned

that regardless of sex role association, the woman would be femininely

sex role stereotyped and the man would be masculinely sex role
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stereotyped. With regard to deviation from sex role expectations,

because sex role stereotypes should override disconfirming evidence,

the deviant woman and deviant man should also be appropriately sex role

stereotyped. Thus, it was hypothesized that the woman associated with

the traditional sex role would be more sex role stereotyped than the

deviant woman, though not necessarily more so than the sex role un

specified woman. It was expected that the perceptions of all three

would be femininely biased. Similarly, the man associated with the

traditional sex role would be more sex role stereotyped than the deviant

man, though not necessarily more so than the sex role unspecified man.

It was also expected the perceptions of all three men would be mascu

linely biased.

Both the stimulus person sex main effect and the stimulus person

sex role main effect on the dependent measure achieve significance. In

the case of the stimulus person sex effect, in contrast to the predicted

outcome, it is the female stimulus person, instead of the male, who is

more sex role stereotyped of the two sexes. Both the female and male

stimulus persons tend to be sex role stereotyped. In other words, the

perceptions of the female tend to be femininely biased, and those of the

male tend to be masculinely biased. In the case of the stimulus person

sex role, the comparisons between the BSRI mean difference scores of the

traditional and deviant stimulus person and the traditional and sex role

unspecified stimulus persons conform to the predicted outcome. The

traditional stimulus person is more sex role stereotyped in the

feminine direction than the deviant stimulus person is sex role stereo

typed in the masculine direction, but the traditional stimulus person
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is sex role stereotyped no differntly than the stimulus person associ

ated with no sex roles.

The interaction effect between the stimulus person sex and sex

role on the BSRI mean difference score qualifies the outcome of the main

effect of each. On the one hand, contrary to the expected outcome of

the stimulus person sex effect, the female stimulus person is more sex

role stereotyped than the male stimulus person when the two are associ

ated with traditional sex roles and when they are associated with no

sex roles. The male associated with traditional sex roles is sex role

stereotyped though less so than the female associated with traditional

sex roles. The male associated with no sex roles is unexpectedly per

ceived to be no different from the female associated with no sex roles

and is unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped. The male stimulus

person is more sex role stereotyped than the female stimulus person when

they are associated with deviant sex roles. However, the two are

unexpectedly not rated significantly different from each other, and

the female is unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped.

On the other hand, consistent with the expected outcome of the

stimulus person sex role effect, the stimulus person associated with

traditional sex roles is more sex role stereotyped than the person

associated with deviant sex roles, but not differently sex role stereo

typed than the stimulus person associated with no sex roles, when the

stimulus person is a female. However, the deviant female is unex

pectedly cross sex role stereotyped. When the stimulus person is a

male, the stimulus person associated with traditional sex roles is

unexpectedly sex role stereotyped significantly different from the

stimulus person associated with no sex roles. The latter is
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unexpectedly cross sex role stereotyped. In addition, when the stimulus

person is a male, the stimulus person associated with the traditional

sex roles is unexpectedly perceived not to be significantly different

from the male stimulus associated with deviant sex roles.

Of the mean difference scores for each experimental condition of

the two-way interaction, those that are biased in expected directions

include the female associated with traditional sex roles and the female

associated with no sex roles; both of which are sex role stereotyped.

They also include the male associated with traditional sex roles and

the male associated with deviant sex roles; both of which are sex role

stereotyped. The female associated with deviant sex roles and the male

associated with no sex roles are the two cases whose mean difference

scores do not conform to the directions expected for them. Both of

them are cross sex role stereotyped.

These outcomes require consideration from two perspectives. The

first is how they reflect upon -the theoretical assumptions regarding

sex role stereotyping. The second is what may account for the un

expected outcomes. How the results of the statistical tests of the

first and third hypotheses on the dependent measure reflect upon the

theoretical definition of sex role stereotyping and its effects upon

person perception is considered first.

The results confirm the proposition that a person's sex is a

sufficiently salient cue to elicit perceptions of a woman or a man

distorted in sex role stereotyped directions, particularly if she or

he is associated with traditional sex roles, if the woman is associated

with no sex roles, or if the man is associated with deviant sex roles.

However, it is the woman who tends to be more sex role stereotyped than
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the man, when sex role stereotyping occurs. The tendency disconfirms

the reasoning that the considerable public attention the women's

liberation movement has focused on the sex role stereotyping of women,

attentuates the sex role stereotyping of women relative to men.

The results confirm the proposition that being associated with the

traditional sex role is a sufficiently salient cue to intensify sex

role stereotyping, particularly if the stimulus person is a woman.

It is curious that ambiguity or the lack of any distinguishing informa

tion with respect to sex role compliance or non-compliance is conducive

to sex role stereotyping in the case of the female stimulus person for

whom no sex role information is available (the sex role unspecified

female's mean difference score is biased in the feminine direction),

but in the case of the male stimulus person for whom no sex role in

formationrsprovided (the sex role unspecified male's mean difference

score is biased in the feminine direction also), sex role stereotyping

does not occur. Instead for him, ambiguity or the lack of any dis

tinguishing information with respect to sex role compliance or non

compliance is conducive to cross sex stereotyping. In other words,

when the stimulus person is a female and no sex role information is

provided about her, she is perceived as being in compliance with stereo

typically feminine sex role expectations; when the stimulus person is a

male and no sex role information is provided about him, he is not per

ceived as being in compliance with stereotypica11y masculine sex role

expectations. It is also curious that when the stimulus person is a

female and the information provided about her connotes non-compliance

with sex role expectations, she is cross sex role stereotyped, but when

the stimulus person is a male and the information provided about him
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connotes non-compliance with sex role expectations, he is sex role

stereotyped. The discrepancies between the perceptions of the female

and male stimulus persons, which depend on the sex role information

provided about them, has important implications for the reasoning

behind the third hypothesis and for the basic assumptions regarding

sex role stereotyping.

It was reasoned that sex role association would provide salient

cues in cognitively locating oneself and other people within any social

context because sex role expectations and input regarding them occupy

a fundamental position in the organization and functioning of both

society and individuals. The significantly greater sex role stereotyping

of the female and male associated with traditional roles, as compared

with the cross sex role stereotyping of the female associated with

deviant sex roles and the male associated with no sex roles, most

clearly demonstrates the salience of traditional sex role information

juxtaposed to no sex role information or deviant sex role information

in eliciting sex role stereotyped perceptions. In other words, whether

or not the female and male stimulus person is sex role stereotyped

depends on whether or not she and he are associated with no sex role

information, but when the female and male are associated with tradi

tional sex role information, thpy are both sex role stereotyped.

With respect to the basic assumptions regarding sex role stereo

typing, the results of this interaction effect do not substantiate the

assumptions that sex role stereotypes are cognitive filters that

inevitably distort perceptions of women and men in a sex role stereo

typed direction. For example. if this assumption were an accurate

description of the state of affairs, the mean difference score obtained
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by the deviant female stimulus person would be expected to be femininely

biased simply because she is a female and in spite of the fact that she

is not married, has no children, and is employed as a carpenter. Thus,

sex role stereotyping does not appear to be inevitable. It does not

appear to selectively direct attention to available con~irming evidence

and away from available disconfirming evidence in this case. The

femininely biased mean difference score of the sex role unspecified

male also contradicts the assumption that sex role stereotypes in

evitably distort the perceptions of women and men in sex role stereo

typed directions. However, since no disconfirming evidence was provided

for the sex role unspecified male, his mean difference score does not

contradict the proposition that sex role stereotyping rigidly resists

disconfirming evidence. His mean may, instead, reflect the capricious

ness of sex role stereotyping.

Overall, the fluctuations among the mean difference scores of the

female and male stimulus person, depending upon the sex role information

provided about her or him, suggest that sex role stereotyping of women

and men does not necessarily result in erroneous perceptions of them.

Given the information available to the subjects, sex role stereotyped

perceptions are accurate in the case of the female and male associated

with traditional sex roles. In the case of the female associated with

the deviant sex role, a cross sex role stereotyped perception is

justifiable, given the available sex role information. The mean

difference scores of the sex role unspecified female and male and of

the deviant male are not necessarily erroneous, given the available

information. In other words, that the female and male associated with

no sex roles are perceived more feminine or masculine does not
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constitute an erroneous perception. It may be that the unexpected

feminine bias in the perceptions of the male stimulus person associ

ated with no sex roles, as well as the expected bias of the sex role

unspecified female, is due to the ambiguity resulting from no dis

tinguishing information about him and her. This possibility will be

discussed further later.

Thus, the effect of the interaction of the stimulus person sex

and sex role on the dependent measure does not tend to support the

basic assumption that sex role stereotypes inevitably preempt

differentiated perceptions of women and 1J1en. The fluctuation among

the mean difference scores that result from the interaction indicate

that the available information influences the subjects' appraisal of

the female and male stimulus persons.

The disparity between the expected sex role stereotyped per

ceptions of the female and male stimulus person regardless of

sex role association and the obtained pattern of variation among the

mean difference scores of the stimulus person sex and sex role inter

action effect, raises the question of what accounts for the variation.

The discussion now turns to an explanation for the unexpected results

of the stimulus person sex and sex role interaction effect. They

include the following:

(1) The female stimulus person is more sex role stereotyped

than the male stimulus person; more specifically, the female

associated with traditional sex roles and the female associated

with no sex roles are more sex role stereotyped than the male

stimulus person regardless of which of the two sex role conditions

with which he is associated.
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(2) The female stimulus person associated with the deviant

sex role is cross sex ~ole stereotyped.

(3) The male stimulus person associated with no sex roles is

not only perceived significantly different from the male stimulus

person associated with the tr~ditional sex roles but is. also

cross sex role stereotyped.

(4) The male stimulus person associated with the traditional

sex role is no more sex role stereotyped than the male stimulus

person associated with deviant sex roles.

The greater sex role stereotyping of the traditional and sex role

unspecified female stimulus persons than of the male stimulus persons

does not mean that the females were discriminated against. These ex

perimental results do not support the conclusion that either the

traditional woman or the deviant woman are being "discriminated

against" (Le., in the sense that they are being treated with some

disadvantage because of their sex). To conclude that the traditional

woman was discriminated against because she was rated with a substantial

feminine bias (i.e., because she was sex role stereotyped), or to con

clude that the deviant woman was discriminated against because her mean

was biased in the masculine direction (i.e., because s~e was cross sex

role stereotyped) reaches beyond the nature of the data.

On the one hand, such conclusions would presume that to be rated

in either direction is not a desirable occurrence; in which case, the

distortion lies in the presumption rather than in the ratings of the

subjects. The mean social desirability ratings do not reflect much

variability in the degree to which the stimulus persons tend to be
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rated in socially desirable ways across the experimental conditions.

In addition, the magnitude of the social desirability means tend to

be proportionally as great or greater than the mean femininity and

masculinity ratings of the stimulus persons across the experimental

conditions. Thus, the social desirability means obtained by the

stimulus persons fail to support such an assertion.

On the other hand, the task was not designed to compare the sub

jects' responses for explicit or implicit evaluation judgments of the

stimulus persons or their performance on the basis of their sex. For

example, the female and male stimulus persons were not compared for

differential judgments of normalcy, maturity, healthiness, or social

competency as in the Broverman et al. study (1972); of their similarity

to middle-level managers as in the Schein study (1973); or of their

social attractiveness as in the Spence and Helmreich study (1972). Nor

were the subjects' responses compared for differential evaluations of

the female and male stimulus persons' competency, such as in the

evaluations of the scholarship reflected in professional articles

(Goldberg, 1968), of the quality of paintings (Phetersen et al.,

1971), or of the quality of poetry (Starer & Denmark, 1974). In other

words, the subjects were not given the opportunity to treat a woman and

a man differently, in. spite of the woman's and man's equal performance,

or lack of contrary evidence to their equality, simply because she is a

woman and he is a man. Tnus, to attribute the ratings of the female

stimulus person to sex discrimination against them is not justified.

The concept of the social appraisal functions of stereotypes

(Pettigrew, 1968) in conjunction with sex role theory provides an
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alternate explantion to the concept of sexism (i.e., referring to

female and male chauvinism, to prejudice against women or men, and/or

to discrimination against women or men), to account for the pattern of

mean difference scores that occurs as a result of the stimulus person

sex by sex role interaction effect. It can account for both the

expected and unexpected results. According to Pettigrew, sex role

stereotypes may operate as irrational, uncompromising cognitive

filters that distort one's perceptions of women and men sometimes, and

for some people, they may distort one's perceptions of women and men

most of the time. However, as social prescriptions, sex role stereo

types serve the realistic demands of social adaptation. They provide

a frame of reference within which to appraise other role participants,

the appropriate social roles to be performed, and the immediate social

demands of the social environment. Sex role stereotypes are standards

by whic~ an individual gauges sex role compliance and, by implication,

non-compliance. If the appraisal of the social objects in any particu

lar social context matches sex role expectations, it is sex role

stereotyped; if it does not, the appraisal or perception is not

stereotyped. Of course, appraisals may range between these extremes.

The important point is that sex role stereotypes may operate as nothing

more than socio-cultural referents by which to assess the degree of

conformity or non-conformity on the part of potential role partners.

How the resultant appraisal is construed (i.e., more or less stereo

typed) has important implications for plotting the course of subsequent

social behavior. However, it is only one of the many factors that con

tribute to the choice of subsequent behavior.
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The impact of the appraisal on subsequent behavior is not the

focus of concern here. The point that is relevant to this discussion

is that whether or not sex role stereotypes are exaggerated images of

women and men, they are also practical cognitive tools in a social

environment that is socio-cu1tura11y organized around those stereo

typic expectations for women and men. Any particular set of circum

stances conforms more or less to those expectations. In other words,

a sex role stereotyped perception of a stimulus person may be a more

or less accurate appraisal of the stimulus person's conformity to sex

role expectations, given the available information. By the same token,

a perception that is not sex role stereotyped may reflect a lJOre or

less accurate appraisal of the stimulus person's nonconformity to sex

role expectations. As Koh1berg (1966) points out, in the later stages

of sex role development, adults come to recognize that sex role

expectations are social customs that are not absolutely binding on the

individual, and that the nature and degree of conformity is a matter of

personal values and choices. Thus, as standards by which to assess the

degree of compliance or non-compliance to sex role expectations on the

part of a stimulus person, sex role stereotypes facilitate social

adaptations appropriate to the perceived socio-cu1tura1 demands of the

particular situation in which the stimulus person is encountered.

Before considering the appropriateness of the subjects' appraisal

of the stimulus persons of this experiment, it is necessary to consider

the conformity, or non-conformity, of the stimulus persons to sex role

expectations, given the information provided about them. Sex role

theory provides the necessary perspective.
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First, recall that sex role theory (Hacker, 1975; Stoll, 1978)

allows for some variability in sex role conformity. Social order

allows for some variation in the manner in which an individual co~

plies with sex role expectations, although there are limits to what is

recognized as compliance. The limits that define compliance or non

compliance are defined by the nature of sex roles. Although feminine

and masculine sex roles are complementary, they do define different

expectations for women and men. Theoretically, one major distinction

between masculine and feminine sex roles is that the former tend to be

achieved roles and the latter tend to be assumed ones. Another dis

tinction between masculine and feminine sex roles is that the former

offers a much greater variety of options from which to select in order

to satisfy the provider-protector expectation than the latter. The

latter tends to be restricted to familial roles focused on the home and

household.

The availability of great variety in role choices and the require

ment for achievement associated with the masculine sex roles may make

it more difficult to accurately detect role compliance in men, than if

these two aspects of the masculine sex role were absent. The variety

of occupations and the concomitant variation in abilities required by

and prestige attributed to them reduces the likelihood that a single

image, such as the masculine stereotype, would accurately describe

any particular man. Exposure to such variety among men throughout the

course of development and socialization may militate against being too

quick to strongly stereotype a man on the basis of so little information

as is provided under the experimental conditions.
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While the role of provider-protector may be satisfied by a wide

variety of options, entry and advancement in the chosen roles depend

on achievements. For example, to become a plumber one must master

the skills of the trade; to become a physician one must complete the

required medical training; or to become a businessman, one must

accumulate the necessary capital. By and large, in order to obtain

any position, one must first demonstrate the necessary qualifications

and then one must demonstrate, according to some public criteria, that

one's qualifications exceed those of other competitors.

Farrell (1974) and Goldberg (1976) argue that the demand for

achievement is not simply directed toward, and then ceases with obtain

ing, a desired occupational position. Achievement through competitive

striving is a social expectation that is internalized early in life and

becomes a basic standard against which men are measured. The pursuit

of achie~ement is manifested not only in striving for advancement to

improve one's position but also in leisure and social activities. Both

Farrell and Goldberg agree that wife and children are identified as

"raison d'etre" of the striving, but in actuality, they become sub

ordinate to the social and internalized expectation that a true man

never rests on his laurels. Rather, he continues to strive to surpass

not only others' achievements but also his OWl)., Achievement through

competitive striving is a central feature of masculinity or "the

masculine mystique."

The importance of this aspect of masculinity is also reflected in

the various theoretical conceptualizations of masculinity juxtaposed

to femininity. Bakan (1966) characterizes masculinity as the human
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manifestation of agency, the tendency of any living organism or

system of living organisms to actively attempt to influence events to

suit its requirements through individualistic accomplishment. In

other words, men are the agents through which the survival and enhan..:e

ment of human society is insured through individual achievement and

enhancement. For Parsons and Bales (1955), masculinity is the

manifestation of an instrumental orientation, the tendency to focus

on goals and on accomplishing the tasks requisite to achieving them.

The significance given to individual achievement as part of the display

of masculinity suggests that for a man to be perceived strongly

masculine, he will have to exhibit some accomplishment on his part that

distinguishes him.

If it is accurate that sex role stereotypes act as standards by

which to assess the degree of sex role comP1iance·in a person, rather

than as intractable cognitive filters that distort information, then

the discrepancies between the expected and obtained outcomes make sense.

Moreover, if the contention that the variety of possible masculine sex

role options and the inherent demand for individualization through

competitive achievement combine to make more specific information

regarding those aspects of masculine sex role expectations necessary

in order to match a male stimulus person to the masculine stereotype

is accurate, then it clarifies further the relationships among the

obtained mean difference scores of the male stimulus person across sex

role conditions. For example, the aspect of achievement is absent from

the characterization of the male stimulus person of this experiment.

Its absence may account, at least in part, for the reduced sex role
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stereotyped perceptions of the traditional man relative to the

tradi tional woman, and for the lack of distinction between the mean

difference scores of the traditional and deviant male stimulus persons.

The traditional man of this study is credited with no particular

accomplishment(s), and no reference was made to his aspirations. For

example, he was not characterized as an "aspiring" carpenter nor as a

successful carpenter. He was credited with no special distinction',

such as winning special recognition or awards for his work, being

a master craftsman or foreman, or setting up his own contracting

business.' He was ,DOt even distinguished as a successful father. He

was identified simply as a husband, father, and employed carpenter,

consistent with the fundamental masculine sex roles. Altthough he was

distinguished from the traditional woman, he was not as strongly sex

role stereotyped as the woman, who similarly satisfied simply the

fundamental feminine sex roles. Furthermore, he was not distinguished

from the man who was identified as being single (i.e., not a husband),

as having no children (Le., not a father), and as being unemployed.

It may take more distinguishing information than was provided, for the

traditional man to be sex role stereotyped commensurate to the degree

that the traditional woman is sex role stereotyped, given a comparable

amount of information. In addition, it may take more distinguishing

information than was provided, for the traditional male stimulus person

to be appraised as in greater compliance with sex role expectations than

the deviant male stimulus person is (Le., for the traditional male to

be regarded a closer match to the masculine sex role stereotype than

the deviant male is).
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The male stimul.us person associated with no sex roles is not only

unexpectedly significantly different from the traditional male stimulus

person, he is not sex role stereotyped as expected. Rather, he is

cross sex role stereotyped. To conclude that in general a male stimulus

person for whom no sex role information is available, will be cross

sex role stereotyped would be unsound. What the feminine bias of his

mean difference implies will be discussed later in relationship to the

psychometric characteristics of the dependent measure. The important

point for the discussion at hand is that enough sex role information

is available about the male stimulus person associated with the

traditional sex roles for the subjects to perceive him in sex role

stereotyped ways, but simply being a man without any identifying sex

role information is not sufficient information for the male stimulus

person to be sex role stereotyped as the traditional male is.

Thus, the sex role information available about the male stimulus

person-is sufficient for him to be sex role stereotyped when he is

associated with the fundamental masculine sex roles, or when at least

some information regarding his marital, family, and employment status

is available, as in the case of the deviant male stimulus person. He

is not sex role stereotyped when no information about him is available,

as in the case of the sex role unspecified male.

Considering the possible variation in the manifestation of mascu

line sex role compliance, those choices made by the male stimulus

persons as indicated by the sex role information provided about them,

do not distinguish the traditional male stimulus persons as an example

of strong sex role stereotyping. Concomitantly, those choices made by
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the deviant male stimulus person do not distinguish him as an example of

noteworthy deviation from masculine sex role expectations. In other

words, the role choices made by the deviant male stimulus person do not

fall outside the limits of variation tolerated for sex role compliance

on the part of men. Having no information regarding the choices in roles

that the sex role unspecified male stimulus person made provides no basis

for accurately appraising his conformity to the expectations of the

masculine sex role and results in his not being sex role stereotyped.

Compared to the expectation that: a man must "earn" or "prove" his

masculinity' through demonstrative achievements, all of the experimental

male stimulus persons fail to comply wi"th this aspect of the masculine

sex role. This deficit on the part of the traditional male stimulus

person may account for his being less sex role stereotyped than the

traditional female is and ~o more sex role stereotyped than the deviant

male.

Now consider the conformity and non-conformity of the female stimulus

person, in terms of their role choices as defined in the experimental

manipulations, compared to the theoretical definition of the feminine

sex role (Hacker, 1975; Stoll, 1978). Sex role and socialization theory

allows for some variation in actual sex role performance and compliance.

The traditional woman's role choices apparently fall within the limits

of sex role conformity and the deviant woman's role choices apparently

fall outside them. It is possible that the limits of the feminine sex

role allow less var~ation in conformity for women than the limits of

the masculine sex role allow for men; that is, the limits for conformity

to the feminine sex role by women may be more clearly defined than the
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limits of the masculine sex role are for men. The sociological analysis

of sex roles provides some perspective on this speculation.

In contrast to masculine sex roles, which are achieved roles,

feminine sex roles are assumed roles. Also in contrast to masculine

sex roles, feminine sex roles are ascribed a much more restricted. range

of role options with which to conform to sex role expectations. Those

options are restricted to familial roles.

Consider the implications of feminine sex roles being assumed roles.

Since feminine sex roles are assumed ones, as opposed to being achieved

ones, entry requirements are less competitive and less demanding than

those of masculine roles. Entry into adult feminine sex roles does not

depend upon the demonstration that the woman's training, skills, or

achievements are appropriate, adequate, or superior. Feminine sex roles

do not require the prior public demonstration that a prospective wife,

mother, and homemaker is a better qualified wife, mother, or homemaker

than other ·women have demonstrated themselves to be. The roles of wife

and homemaker are conferred upon marriage, and motherhood depends upon a

woman's reproductive capacity and on her willingness to bear a child.

Today, the basic prerequistie is that she be selected by a man, and

selection is rarely made on the basis of a woman's parenting skills or

parenting accomplishments, ?r of her homemaking skills or homemaking

accomplishments. This does not mean that women receive no training for

their roles, nor does it mean that the roles require no talent, skills,

or achievements. The important point is that a woman's maternal or

domestic talents and skills, or lack of them, are irrelevant to whether

or not the woman acquires the roles of mother and homemaker. The ease of
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entry into adult feminine sex roles for women does not require individual

women to distinguish themselves one from another in terms of personal

potential and accomplishments, and thus reduces the external motivation

to do so. In other words, individual distinction achieved through com

petition is not part of the sex role expectations for women and is not

needed in order to assume adult feminine sex roles.

The restriction of role options by which women may comply with

feminine sex roles to the familial domain also operates to reduce the

likelihood of women distinguishing themselves as individuals. Familial

roles involve the management and conduct of family relations and domestic

affairs. As Bem andoBem (1970) point out, work outside the home, whether

paid or volunteered, aoes not qualify for satisfaction of the homemaker

role. The pursuit of ° work outside the home on the part of a wife or

mother for the economic survival of her family is still viewed by many

as unfortunate; working outside the home for supplemental spending money

for the family is regarded as fri~olous. The pursuit of personal, extra

familial interests and goals on the part of a woman, particularly a wife

or mother, conflicts with the expectation that a woman's husband and

family will occupy the central focus of her interests, activities, and

aspirations, and is frequently regarded as "selfish." Whether labeled

communion (Bakan, 1966) or expressiveness (Parsons & Bales, 1955;

Broverman et a1., 1972), the essence of the adult feminine sex role is

to place the satisfactions of others' needs, particularly of family

members, above or before one's own personal interests and enhancement.

To seek self gratification through personal development as a primary

goal is not part of feminine sex role expectations. It is part of

masculine sex role expectations. Given the singular focus on familial
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roles of feminine sex roles, the lack of involvement with familial

roles obviously fails to satisfy feminine sex role expectations. Thus,

the tendency to rate the deviant woman more masculine than feminine in

contrast to the traditional woma~ may be due to the clarity of the

definitive limits of the feminine sex role.

It is the relegation of extrafamilial interests and pursuits to

the periphery of women's lives and the preoccupation with familial

interests as the focus of their lives, that Bem and Bem refer to as

the "homogenization of American women." Women are made to be more

like each other than different through a socialization process that

makes women's individuality irrelevant to the satisfaction of sex role

requirements. The same process socializes men toward capitalizing on

their individuality. The success of feminine sex role socialization

is reflected in the frequency of women choosing familial roles as the

central focus of their lives over other possibilities and in the small

number of women who do choose other roles from the many other possi

bilities and make them primary priorities. The homogenization of women

underscores the presence of the "grain of truth" in the feminine sex

role stereotype. The frequency with which women tend to give sole

priority to familial roles in their activities establishes the high

likelihood that any woman will conform to the fundamental, feminine

sex role expectations. Thus, the tendency to rate the sex role

unspecified female stimulus person no differently than the traditional

female stimulus person maybe due to the likelihood that a stereotypic

image of the woman being accurate is relatively high.

As indicated previously, it is contended that the feminine sex role

stereotype is a frame of reference with which women can be compared to
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appraise the degree of conformity to feminine sex role expectations

they exhibit. It is also contended that the restricted range of role

options in conjunction with the uniformity promoted among women by the

ease of entry into adult feminine sex roles operates to simplify the

appraisal of feminine sex role conformity on the part of a female

stimulus person relative to the appraisal of masculine sex role con

formity on the part of a male stimulus person. The restricted range

of choices reduces the range of possible manifestations of sex role

compliance. The uniformity of women's sex role choices reduces the

likelihood that any' particular female stimulus person will vary from

sex role expectations. Deviations in sex role choices from feminine

sex role expectations can be readily de~ected.

The tendency for the female stimulus person of this experiment to

be perceived more sex role stereotyped than the male stimulus person,

may be due in part to the high probability of conformity to sex role

expectations on the part of women, given th~ soc:f.al constraints. The

homogenization of women make the feminine sex role stereotype a

relatively accurate appraisal of women in general. The explicit

association with familial roles, such as being a wife, mother, and

homemaker, as the traditional female stimulus person is, contributes

confidence in the accuracy of a sex role stereotyped appraisal of a

woman. The sex role information provided about the traditional female

stimulus person confirms the validity of her expected conformity to sex

role expectations. Consequently, she is perceived as very sex role

stereotyped, and justifiably so.

Given the singular focus of adult feminine sex roles on familial

roles, the lack of involvement with them obviously fails to satisfy
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feminine sex role expectations. The female stimulus person associated

wi th deviant sex roles is obviously not preoccupied wi th familial roles

and consequently faUs to conform to sex role expectations. The

additional information provided about this female st±mulus person

places her outside the l±mits of variation acceptable, within the con

fines of sex role conformity. An accurate appraisal of the deviant

female stimulus person, given the sex role information provided about

her, ought to reflect the discrepancy between the feminine sex role

stereotype and her role choices. In fact the deviant female stimulus

person is perceived significantly different from the traditional female

stimulus person, who is strongly sex role stereotyped. Not only is she

rated significantly different from the traditional stimulus person, but

she is not sex role stereotyped as expected. She is cross sex role

stereotyped. The appraisal of the female stimulus person associated

with no sex roles is sex role stereotyped. Considering the arguments

presented, it is reasonable that she would be. Given little or no

information about her sex role compliance and the high probability of

conformity to the fundamental feminine sex roles on the part of women

in general, a sex role stereotyped appraisal of. her is a justifiable

one.

To summarize the interpretation of the mean difference scores

obtained by the stimulus persons under the interaction effect of the

stimulus person's sex and sex role and their relationship to each other,

it was concluded that they do not support the assumption t~~t' sex role

stereotypes are cognitive structures that invariably distort the per

ceptions of female and male stimulus persons. As measures of the
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effect of these two independent variables, the pattern of mean dif

ference scores are consistent with the contention that sex role

stereotypes act as standards by which to compare individuals in

appraising their conformity to socio-cultural expectations for members

of their sex and sex role g~oup. The resulting perception depends upon

the extent to which the appraisal of the stimulus person matches the

sex role stereotype. It has also been argued that the appraisal of the

conformity of a male stimulus person to masculine sex role expectations

is complicated by the wide range of acceptable variation in manifested

sex role conformity in terms of role choices and achievement levels.

In contrast, the appraisal of the conformity of a female stimulus person

is simplified by the narrow range of acceptable variation in manifested

sex role conformity in terms of role choices and individualization.

These .arguments led to the following conclusions. The information

provided about the traditional female stimulus person is sufficient to

confirm her conformity to feminine sex role expectations and results in

a strongly sex role stereotyped perception, relative to the other mean

difference scores. The information provided about the traditional male

stimulus person is not sufficient to confirm his conformity to masculine

sex role stereotyped commensurate to that of the traditional female

stimulus. Moreover, it is not sufficient to result in an appraisal that

is significantly different than that of the deviant male stimulus person.

By the same token, the information provided about the deviant male

stimulus person is insufficient to significantly distinguish him from

the traditional male stimulus person in terms of masculine sex role

expectations. In contrast, the information provided about the traditional

female stimulus person and the deviant female stimulus person is
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sufficient to result in significantly different appraisals of the two

female stimulus persons. The appraisal of the traditional female

stimulus person matches the feminine sex role stereotype; that of the

deviant female stimulus person does not. The sex role information

provided about her is sufficient to distinguish her as an example of a

female stimulus person who does not comply with feminine sex role

expectations. No sex role information was provided about either the sex

role unspecified female and male stimulus persons, but the former is sex

role stereotyped as expected and the latter is not. It was concluded

that the high probability of conformity to feminine sex role expectations

on the part of women makes the female stimulus person's sex sufficient

to result in a sex role stereotyped appraisal of her. In contrast, the

sex role unspecified male stimulus perso~'s sex is not sufficient

information to provide confidence in his conformity to masculine sex role

expectations, given the inherent characteristics of the masculine sex

roles.

The discussion turns now to the consideration of the results of

the empirical tests of the second hypothesis.

Hypothesis No.2. The perception of an imagined stimulus

person will be more sex role stereotyped than the per

ceptions of a videotaped stimulus person.

It was reasoned that if sex role stereotypes operate as rigid

filters that inevitably distort perceptions in the direction of the

stereotypes, the greater the ambiguity associated with a female or a

male stimulus person, the more practical sex role stereotypes would be
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in forming impressions of an individual and in locating her/him within

the psychosocial context relative to sex role expectations. Conse

quently, it was expected that sex role stereotyping would intensify

under the ambiguous conditions of being required to imagine the stimulus

person, such as when one is required to rate the imaginary, average or

typical adult woman or man, in comparison to the degree of sex role

stereotyping of an individual, such as the videotaped stimulus person,

who is empirically available. In the case of the videotaped stimulus

person, research suggests that stereotyping ought to be mitigated,

though not necessarily eliminated, by a concrete referent.

As the results indicate, the imaginary stimulus person does tend

to be rated more extremely in the femininely sex role stereotyped

direction than the videotaped stimulus person tends to be rated in the

masculinely sex role stereotyped direction. In addition, this effect

holds across the effects of the stimulus person sex and the stimulus

person sex role. There is no significant interaction between the

imaginary-videotaped stimulus person and the other two independent

variables on the dependent measure. In other words, the imaginary male

stimulus person, regardless of sex role association, is sex role stereo

typed in the feminine direction as is the imaginary female stimulus

person. While she is sex role stereotyped, he is cross sex role

stereotyped. In contrast, the videotaped female stimulus person,

regardless of sex role association, is sex role stereotyped in the

masculine direction as is the videotaped male stimulus person. While

he is sex role stereotyped, she is cross sex role stereotyped. Thus,

the results support the contention that the ambiguous conditions are
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more conducive to an ext~eme sex role stereotyped rating. However,

they do not confirm the assumption that the perceptions of a woman or a

man are invariably distorted by the prevalent influence of sex role

stereotypes. Otherwise, the imaginary male stimulus person and the

videotaped female stimulus person would have been sex role stereotyped

rather than cross sex role stereotyped.

What might account for the difference in direction of the imaginary

and videotaped stimulus person is not clear. Considering the contention

that sex role stereotypes may operate as standards which provide a

basis for appraising the compliance of a female or a male stimulus

person with sex role expectations, it could be argued that under the

imaginary and Videotaped conditions subjects are atten~ing to different

cues. One set of cues conforms to stereotypically feminine sex role

expectations and the ~ther set conforms to stereotypically masculine

sex .role expectations. In other words~ under the imaginary conditions

the available information regardi~g the stimulus person, excluding the

person's sex and sex role associatio~, conforms more to what is

stereotypically associated with feminine sex role expectations than to

what is stereotypically associated with masculine ones.

The only other available ·iriformation about the imaginary stimulus

person is the transcript. This reasoning suggests that the transcript

may b~ femininely biased, a proposition which is contradicted by the

pilot ratings of the transcript. Recall that the criteria for the

inclusion of the responses in the transcript was that they be neutral

with respect to femininity and masculinity. However, it is possible

that the sample of subjects who participated in the experiment con

strued the separate responses as largely femininely biased. It is also
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possible that the overall character of the responses were construed

to be femininely biased, rather than a feminine bias of separate

responses added to each other. In other words, in order to avoid any

confounding influence of ideological biases, the responses were

designed to be noncommital to any kind of solution to the civic topics

referred to. However, this noncommital tone may be construed as more

characteristic of feminine sex role expectations than of masculine

ones. Recall that being decisive is regarded a stereotypical1y

masculine trait, whereas being indecisive is stereotypica1ly a feminine

trait (Bem, 1974; Spence & Helmreich, 1978). The noncommita1 tone may

be construed as the imaginary stimulus person's being indecisive and

hence, the feminine bias.

In contrast, under the videotaped conditions, the available

. information about the stimulus person conforms more to what is stereo

typic~ly associated with masculine sex role expectations than to what

is associated with"femipine ones. Aside from the sex and sex role of

the stimulus person and the transcript, the only other available

information is the stimulus persons. In other words, if it is assumed

that the transcript is femininely biased, it cannot account for the

masculine bias in the perceptions of the videotaped stimulus person.

The only other way in which the two conditions vary is the two

stimulus persons who were videotaped. It may be that the personal

attributes of those two individuals were construed as conforming more

to those characteriZing the masculine sex role stereotype than to

those characterizing the feminine sex role stereotype. This reasoning

suggests there is a perceived masculine bias in the personal character

istics of the stimulus persons. This proposition is contradicted by
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the pilot ratings of them. Recall that the woman and man who were

selected to be the experimental videotaped female and male stimulus

persons had been previously rated by an independent sample of the LCC

student body and had been selected on the basis of their being per-

ceived neither particularly feminine or masculine in terms of their

obtained ratings.

If it is the case "that the subject~ perceive the imaginary

stimulus person with a feminine bias, due to a perceived feminine bias

in the transcript, and that they perceive the videotaped stimulus

person with a masculine bias, due to a perceived masculine bias in the

woman's and man's personal attributes, then the results provide

impressive support for the contention that sex role stereotypes serve

social appraisal functions in the perceptions of women and men stimulus

people, rather than operating solely as powerful cognitive filters

that bias. the perceptions of women and men by selectively allowing con-
I

firming information'to pass through them, and selectively not allowing

disconfirming information to pass through them. For example, if it is

a feminine bias in the transcript that elicits the femininely biased

perceptions of both the female and male stimulus peraon, then it must

be concluded that a cognitive filter has not systematically excluded

disconfirming evidence regarding the imaginary male stimulus person.

In his case, the filter failed; it gave way under the disconfirming

evidence associated with the male stimulus person through the

transcript and in spite of his sex or sex role association. In

addition, if it is the personal attributes of the female and male

stimulus persons that elicit the masculinely biased perceptions of

them, then it must be concluded that a cognitive filter has also not
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systematically excluded disconfirming evidence regarding the video

taped female stimulus person. In this case too, the filter failed and

gave way to the personal attributes of the woman in spite of her sex or

sex role association. MOreover, the personal characteristics of the

female and male stimulus persons override the apparent· feminine bias

of the transcript. It is this combination of outcomes, relative to the

kinds of information available about the female and male stimulus

persons that support the contention that the perceptions of stimulus

people, relative to sex role stereotypes, are more susceptible to the

information provided about them ~han previously presumed and that the

potential influence of sex role stereotypes is neither as forceful nor

as inevitable as presumed.

There is another possible explanation for the feminine bias in the

mean difference scores of the imaginary stimulus persons juxtaposed to

the masculine bias of the videotaped stimulus person that will be dis

cussed later after a consideration of the importance of the femininity

and masculinity ratings, upon which the dependent measure is based.

In any event, the outcome of the imaginary-videotaped stimulus

person effect supports the proposition that whether a person is imagined

or is empirically available has a significant influence in how they are

perceived, in spite of the opinions attributed to the stimulus persons.

The discussion now turns to a consideration of the minor

hypothesis and the results of the correlation between the subjects'

ratings of themselves and their ratings of the experimental stimulus

persons •
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Hypothesis No.4. Regardless of the experimental

condition in which subjects participate, the tendency

to sex-type the self will be positively correlated

~.th the tendency to sex role stereotype another

person.

On the one hand, although the correlation between the difference

in the subjects' self femininity and masculinity ratings and the

difference in the subjects' femininity and masculinity ratings of the

experimental stimulus persons fails to achieve significance and thus,

fails to support the fourth hypothesis, the ,outcome is consistent with

the preceding speculations. Sex role stereotypes have been attributed

a pervasive, direct influence in organizing the perceptions of oneself

and the perceptions of people besides the self in a similar sex role

stereotypic fashion. That the subjects' difference scores for their

self ratings 'and the difference scores for their ratings of the experi

mental stimulus persons are independent of each other suggests that,

as Kohlberg asserts, adults come to regard conformity to sex role

stereotypes as a matter of individual choice rather than a bio-social

imperative. In other words, that the subjects' percepti.ons of the

stimulus persons relative to sex role stereotypes are independent of

their perceptions of themselves relative to sex role stereotypes, in

dicates that their perceptions of other people and themselves are not

bound by a common sex role stereotyped cognitive structure. The

independence of the two sets of perceptions implies that the subjects

are more differentiated in their perceptions of people than what sex

role stereotyping theory implies. The independence of the two sets of
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difference scores suggests that sex role stereotypes are not

necessarily self-fulfilling prophecies with respect to person per

ception.

On the other hand, the lack of a linear relationship between the

sets of ratings, without regard for experimental condition, does not

preclude the existence of some other kind of relationship between them.

For example, it is possible that the two sets of ratings may be cor

related, if they were partitioned by experimental condition. Or, a

relationship between them may be found if both sets of ratings were

classified according to Spence and Helmreich's and Bem's system that

distinguishes among femininely sex role stereotyped ratings, mascu

linely sex role stereotyped ratings, androgynous ratings, and ratings

that are undifferentiated with respect to femininity and masculinity.

The following section of the discqssion focuses on the importance

of the additional analyses and their relevance to the preceding dis

cussion.

Additional Analyses

This section addresses those supplementary analyses completed that

enhance the understanding of the experimental results in terms of the

psychometric characteristics of the instruments. The discussion is

divided among six major topics. The first topic to be covered is the

validity of the dependent measure (i.e., the BSRI mean difference score)

relative to the PAQ mean difference score across experimental condi

tions. The second topic is the validity of the interpretation of the

BSRI mean difference scores relative to the BSRI femininity and
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masculinity ratings, upon which they are based. The third topic is a

consideration of the ~ortance of the BSRI social desirability means

obtained-by the stimulus persons. The fourth consideration is the

construct validity of the measuring instrument. The next issue to be

addressed is the basic nature of the BSRI and the PAQ, and its

importance to interpreting the results. The similarities and the

differences between the two instruments will be covered also. The

final focus of the additional analyses is the subjects' self ratings •

. The self ratings will be considered in terms of the perspective they

provide on the degree of sex role stereotyping reflected in the ratings

of the experimental stimulus persons.

Experimental Validity of the Dependent Measure

The first aspect of the validity of the dependent measure to be

considered is the correspondence between the experimental results on

the dependent measure and the experimental results on the validity

measure. On the whole, the outcome of the statistical analyses of the

relevant comparisons on the BSRI mean difference score and those on the

PAQ mean difference score exhibit considerable agreement with each

other. The two exceptions are the effects of the stimulus person sex

(it achieves significance on the dependent measure but not on the PAQ

mean difference score) and of the interaction between the tmaginary

videotaped stimulus person and the stimulus person sex role variables

(it failed to achieve significance on the dependent measure, but on the

PAQ mean difference score, it did achieve significance).

In the case of the disparity in results of the statistical tests

on the main effect of the stimulus person sex on the BSRI and PAQ mean
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difference scores, the results on both measures are qualified by the

interaction effect of the stimulus person sex and sex role. On both

sets of mean difference scores, the nature of this interaction effect

is such that the tests of the relevant specific comparisons confirm

each other in relation to the conclusions relating to the first and

third hypotheses. On both measures, when sex role stereotyping occurs,

it is the female stimulus person who tends to be more sex role stereo

typed than the male stimulus person, particularly when they are

associated with traditional sex roles or with no sex roles. Thus,

these outcomes on both the BSRI and PAQ contradict the first hypothesis

that predicts that the male stimulus ,person would be more sex role

stereotyped than the female stimulus person. When the female and male

stimulus persons are associated with deviant sex roles, they are not

perceived significantly different from each other on both the BSRI and

PAQ mean difference scores. However, on the BSRI, the deviant female

and male are masculinely sex role stereotyped, and on the PAQ, they

are femininely sex role stereotyped.

With respect to the sex role effect, when sex role stereotyping

occurs relative to sex role association, the traditional stimulus person

is more sex role stereotyped than the deviant stimulus person but no

differently sex role stereotyped than the sex role unspecified stimulus

person, if the stimulus person is ~ female. When the stimulus person

is a male, the traditional stimulus person is unexpectedly more sex

role stereotyped than the sex role unspecified stimulus person but no

differently than the deviant stimulus person. This is the case on both

the BSRI and PAQ. Thus, the outcome on the BSRI and the PAQ partially
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support the third hypothesis in similar fashion. This agreement in

expected and unexpected outcomes on the validity measure with the

dependent measure validates the experimental results on the dependent

measure. It lends the confidence that the dependent measure is sensi

tive to variations in the perception of femininity and masculinity in

the stimulus persons. On the whole, the results cf the statistical

tests on the stimulus person sex and sex role interaction effect on the

PAQ mean difference score tend to contribute concurrent experimental

validation to the results of the statistical tests on the dependent

measure across stimulus person sex by sex role conditions.

In the case of the disparity in the results of the statistical

tests on the interaction effect of the imaginary-videotaped stimulus

person and the stimulus person sex role on the BSRI and PAQ mean

difference scores, it is the lack of significance between the PAQ

mean difference s~ores of the imaginary, deviant and videotaped,

deviant stimulus person that disagrees with the significant difference

between the corresponding BSRI mean· difference scores. The PAQ mean

difference scores for the imaginary and videotaped deviant stimulus

persons are both femininely biased. The BSRI mean difference score for

the imaginary, deviant stimulus person is femininely biased, and that

of the vide~taped, deviant stimulus person is masculinely biased.

Although this outcome does not seriously harm the preceding discussion

or confidence in the validity of the dependent measure, it does serve

as a reminder, that in spite of the agreement between the dependent

and validity measures, they are not interchangeable.

The BSRI and PAQ mean difference scores differ from each other in

another important respect, that is most likely due to differences in the
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design of the two instruments. That difference is an apparent

feminine bias in the PAQ mean difference scores. The PAQ mean

difference scores for those effects that achieve significance are all

biased in the feminine direction, in contrast to the BSRI mean dif

ference scpres. Some of the BSRI mean difference scores are biased in

the feminine direction and some are biased in the masculine direction,

depending upon the experimental condition. However, when the BSRI and

PAQ mean femininity and mean masculinity ratings are compared, the

apparent feminine bias of the PAQ mean difference scores takes on a

different appearance.

Experimental BSRI Femininity and Masculinity Measures

As the results section delineates, the BSRI mean femininity

ratings and the mean masculinity ratings exhibit an impressive con

sistent parallelism to the PAQ mean femininity and masculinity ratings

across experimental conditions~ This parallel pattern of means for the

ratings on the two inventories, like the parallel pattern between BSRI

and PAQ mean difference scores across experimental conditional, con

tribute experimental validity to the dependent measures. However,

further insepction of the arrangement of the femininity and masculinity

means on the two inventories relative to each other, discloses that the

PAQ feminiriity means are not proportionally greater than the BSRI

femininity means. The PAQ masculinity means, however, are proportion

ally lower than the BSRI masculinity means.

For example, the femininity means for the stimulus person sex by

stimulus person sex role conditions on the two inventories are not

very different from each other in terms of their relative placement on
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their respective scale ranges. In contrast, relative to their

respective scale ranges and relative to the femininity means, the BSRI

masculinity means tend to be greater than the PAQ masculinity means.

On the whole, the stimulus persons tend to be perceived more masculine

on the BSRI masculinity measure than on the PAQ masculinity me~sure.

The implication of this comparison is that the stimulus persons are

not perceived to be more feminine on the PAQ femininity scale than on

the BSRI femininity scale, as implied by the feminine bias of the

PAQ mean difference scores, but instead, the stimulus persons are per

ceived to be less masculine on the PAQ masculinity scale than on the

BSRI masculinity scale. In other words, the BSRI masculinity scale

appears to be more sensitive to the manifestation of masculinity than

the PAQ masculinity scale appears to be.

The inspection of the BSRI mean femininity and mean masculinity

ratings across experimental conditions discloses another important

aspect of the data that is relevant to interpreting the outcomes on

the dependent measure. That aspect is the tendency for the BSRI

masculinity means to exhibit greater fluctuations among themselves

across experimental conditions than the BSRI femininity means tend

to exhi~it. This is true for the female stimulus person and the male

stimulus person across s~x roles, and for the imaginary and videotaped

stimulus persons across sex roles conditions, in spite of the fact that

the imaginary person's femininity means tend to be greater than the

imaginary person's masculinity means and the videotaped person's

femininity means tend to be smaller than the videotaped person's

masculinity means. In other words, the female stimulus person

associated with the traditional sex role is not more sex role
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stereotyped than the female stimulus person associated with the

deviant roles because the former tends to be rated much more feminine

than the latter, "as the respective feminine and masculine biases in

their BSRI mean difference scores implies. Rather the traditional

femcle is more sex role stereotyped than the deviant female because she

tends to be rated much less masculine than the deviant female. The

two do not tend to be rated very differently in terms of femininity.

Similarly, the male stimulus person is more or less sex role stereotyped

across sex role conditions because he is rated more or less masculine

across sex role conditions. His femininity means are virtually equal

across sex role conditions.

This aspect of the data clarifies the unexpected feminine bias

in the BSRI mean difference score of the male stimulus person associ

ated with no sex roles. Recall that, the sex role unspecified male was

expected to be sex role stereotyped to the same degree as the male

associated with traditional sex roles, but not only is he perceived

significantly different from the traditional male, he is cross sex role

stereotyped. As the preceding discussion suggests, the sex role

unspecified male is not perceived more feminine than the "traditional or

deviant. male, but rather is perceived much less masculine than the

traditional or deviant male.

More generally, the greater fluctuations of the masculinity means

than of the femininity means has important implications for the pre

vious speculations regarding the appraisal of sex role conformity on the

part of women and men relative to the differential nature of feminine

and masculine sex role expectations. Recall that it was argued that
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sex role stereotypes provide standards by which sex role conformity

on the part of a stimulus person can be gauged. It was also argued

that because greater variatic. ...n socially acceptable role performance

is inherent tothesocio-cultural definition of the masculine sex role

than is incorporated in the socio-cultural definition of feminine sex

roles, conformity to stereotypic sex role expectations may be more

difficult to determine for men than it is for women. By the same

token, the greater homogeneity inherent in the socio-cultural

definition of the feminine sex role than in the socio-cultural

definition of the masculine sex role makes the detection of deviations

from stereotypic sex role expectations more readily apparent for

women than men. However, the considerable fluctuation among the BSRI

masculinity means and concomitantly, the considerable similarity among

the BSRI femininity means, suggests that the previous arguments ought

to be broadened. In other words, it is not simply that the conformity

on the part of a male stimulus person to masculine sex role expecta

tions is relatively difficult to detect and that the conformity on the

part of a female stimulus person to feminine sex role expectations is

relatively easy to detect. Rather, the perception of masculinity in

both female and male stimulus persons appears to be more complicated

than the perception of femininity in both the female and male

stimulus persons. In other words, the perceived masculinity of the

female and male stimulus person is more vulnerable to changing con

ditions than the perceived femininity of the female and male stimulus

persons.

Another aspect of the BSRI femininity and masculinity means across

stimulus person sex by stimulus person sex role conditions that deserves
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discussion, is highlighted by the comparison of the mean femininity

and masculinity ratings obtained by the female stimulus person associ

ated with traditional sex roles with the mean femininity and masculinity

ratings obtained by the male stimulus person associated with the tradi

t'ional sex roles. Recall that the BSRI mean difference score obtained

by the traditional female is more sex role stereotyped than the mean

difference score obtained by the traditional male, contrary to expec

tation. However, their femininity and masculinity means reveal that

the traditional male is rated about equally masculine as the tradi

tionai female is rated feminine, and that his femininity mean is

almost as great as her femininity mean. Her masculinity mean is much

lower than either her femininity mean or his masculinity mean.

The relationship between the traditional male stimulus person's

femininity mean and masculinity mean is congruent with the definition

of androgyny (i.e., the traditional male is rated relatively high on

both femininity and masculinity). The trad_itio~l female is, of course,

femininely sex role stereotyped (i.e., rated relatively high on

femininity and relatively low on masculinity). These particular com

parisons of femininity and masculinity means in addition to the com

parison of the femininity and masculinity means of the sex role

unspecified male discussed above, suggest the need to compare the mean

difference scores to the femininity and masculinity ratings for 'a clear

appraisal of the nature of sex role stereotyping (i.e., sex role

stereotyping juxtaposed to cross sex role stereotyping, or juxtaposed

to the lack of a sizable bias in either a sex role stereotyped or a

cross sex role stereotyped direction). In addition, that the stimulus

persons are rated both feminine and masculine regardless of experimental
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condition emphasizes the need for consulting the femininity and

masculinity ratings to avoid the implication that a stimulus person is

inevitably perceived to be either more feminine or more masculine but

not both. In other words, there is a loss of important information in

converting the femininity and masculinity ratings to ,difference scores.

However, the process of comparing the difference scores to the

femininity and masculinity ratings is clumsy.

Another less awkward method for simultaneously assessing the

relative strength of perceived femininity and masculinity in a stimulus

person and that permits the differentiation of androgynous ratings from

sex role stereotyped or cross sex role stereotyped ratings is recom

mended by Spence and Helmreich (1978) and by Bem (1974). It involves a

four-way classification of the femininity and masculinity ratings

utilizilig the uedian femininity and 'masculinity ratings for a sample of

ratings as the criteria for classification. The four resulting cate

gories include androgynous ratings (i.e., high femininity ratings and

concomitantly high masculinity ratings); femininely sex role stereotyped

ratings (i.e., high femininity ratings and low masculinity ratings);

masculinely sex role stereotyped ratings (i.e.~ low femininity ratings

and high masculinity ratings); and undifferentiated ratings (i.e., low

femininity ratings and low masculinity ratings). As Bem points out,

although this system allows important distinctions to be made in the

ratings of a stimulus person, it reduces the ueasurement of the depen

dent variable to a categorical level from an interval-ratio level,

with the attendant restrictions on the mathematical manipulation of

such measurements.
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The issue of an alternate measure to the difference score will

be discussed further later.

The final observation about the femininity and masculinity means

refers to the relationship to the scale range of possible values for

each dimension. The BSRI mean femininity ratings and mean masculinity

ratings for the stimulus persons across experimental conditions tend to

cluster close together and somewhat above the midpoints of their scales,

the area designated as "somewhat true" (as opposed to "somewhat untrue")

on the scales. On the one hand, this arrangement enhances confidence in

the comparability of the mean difference scores in reflecting the degree

of femininity and masculinity perceived in these stimulus persons. On

the other hand, this placement of the cluster of means nearer the mid

points of the scale ranges rather than near opposite extremes of the

scale ranges indicate that regardless of experimental condition, the

degree of sex role stereotyping in these person perceptions is not very

great. Whether this would be true for other stimulus people under other

conditions is a question the answer to which lies in future research.

However, the small degree of sex role stereotyping relative to the

possible intensity permitted by the scale ranges suggest that sex role

stereotyping may be subtle not only in the sense that it operates out of

awareness but also in the sense that its effect is not as intense as-

one would expect given the powerful and pervasive socio-cultural force

attributed to it. Sex role stereotyping may be subtle in the degree to

which it is manifested in the perceptions of a stimulus person, or it

may be subtle in the degree to which it is measurable in the perceptions

of a stimulus person. This problem of the relative magnitude of sex role

stereotyping may be alleviated by the development of a measure that
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simultaneously takes into account the magnitude of the femininity and

masculinity ratings relative to each other and to the range of possible

scores. Such a measure might involve a ratio of the femininity and

masculinity ratings to their scale ranges or a ratio of the femininity

and masculinity ratings to their variances.

Since the arrangement of the PAQ femininity and masculinity means

across experimental conditions parallels that of the BSRI femininity

and masculinity means, these observations regarding the femininity and

masculinity means on the BSRI apply to the femininity and masculinity

means on the PAQ as well.

This discussion of the femininity and masculinity means has pointed

out the complexity in evaluating the nature and the degree of sex role

stereotyping in the mean difference scores. Several issues with respect

to the nature and relative degree of sex role stereotyping have been

raised. One is that, although the relative magnitude of th,e BSRI

femininity and masculinity ratings are not grossly distorted by the mean

difference scores for this sample, they do obscure some information. They

obscure the greater fluctuation of the masculinity means than of the

femininity means across experimental conditions. They obscure the

relatively high ratings on both femininity and masculinity obtained by

the traditional male stimulus person. There is also a loss of informa

tion regarding the magnitude of the femininity and masculinity ratings

relative to their scale ranges. The need for standardization in the

measurement of sex role stereotyping in order to provide a frame of ref

erence within which to evaluate how strongly sex role stereotyped any par

ticular set of ratings is, is indicated by the comparison of the BSRI mean
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difference scores with their corresponding BSRI femininity and masculin

ity means across experimental conditions. Thus, care should be taken in

interpreting the mean difference scores to take into consideration the

nature and magnitude of the femininity and masculinity ratings. Their

relationship to each other and to their potential range of values have

important implications for both the measurement and the theoretical

understanding of sex role stereotypes.

BSRI Social Desirability Ratings

The relative uniformity of the relatively high BSRI mean social

desirability ratings is impressive, in part because the affective tone

generally associated with sex role stereotyping or cross sex role

stereotyping of women and men has been one of aversion. The aversion

generally refers to the assumption that as self-fulfilling prophecies,

sex role stereotypes cause inaccurate perceptions and cause disparaging

perceptions of stimulus persons, particularly women. Sex role stereo

typing is not usually associated with causing either accurate or admir

able perceptions of stimulus persons. The aversion is also associated

with the act of sex role stereotyping, which implies rigid, narrow,

irrational thought. Given the affective connotations of sex role stereo

types and sex role stereotyping, it is noteworthy, that the social

desirability ratings do not tend to fluctuate much depending on the

information provided about the stimulus person by the experimental mani

pulations. In addition, the correlational results indicate that the

social desirability ratings obtained by the stimulus persons are not

related to the difference scores they obtained (i.e., to the tendency to

be rated more feminine than masculine or more masculine than feminine).
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Although their social desirability ratings are related to their

femininity and to their masculinity ratings. the correlations with each

are moderate and not very different from each other. In other words.

ehe relationship between the tendency to perceive the stimulus persons

in socially desirable ~ays and to perceive them in feminine ways is

about equivalent to the relationship between the tendency to perceive

the stimulus persons in socially desirable ways and to perceive them in

masculine ways. That the correlations between the social desirability

ratings and the femininity and masculinity ratings of the stimulus persons

are moderate and about equal also implies 'that femininity or masculinity

is not necessarily regarded as more socially desirable than the other. in

contrast to previous research findings that masculinity is more highly

valued than femininity (Rosenkrantz et al., '1968; Broverman et al.,

1972). This observation is particularly supported by a comparison of

the social desirability ratings and the femininity and masculinity

ratings of the traditional female stimulus person, who is femininely

sex role stereotyped; of the traditional male stimulus person. who is

rated high on both femininity and masculinity; of the sex role

unspecified male stimulus person, who is rated more feminine than

masculine or cross sex role stereotyped; and of the deviant female

stimulus person, who is rated more masculine than feminine or cross sex

role stereotyped. Although the femininity and masculinity ratings

fluctuate greatly relative to each other. their social desirability

ratings are comparably very sinUlar to each other. Thus, the uniformity

in the social desirability ratings of the stimulus persons across exper

imental conditions in conjunction with the correlations of the social
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desirability ratings obtained by the stimulus persons with the

femininity and masculinity ratings and d~fference scores obtained by

them indicate considerable tolerance for variability.

This apparent tolerance for variation in conformity to sex role

expectations raises questions regarding the limits of that tolerance, or

rather, regarding how general it is. For example: (1) Under what con

ditions does the tolerance for such variation subside? Are the mani

festations of the sex role perversions described by Hiller (1947) of the

helplessly delicate, piously virtuous, emotionally labile, passive and

dependent, but nurturing woman and of the obstinately self-sufficient,

uncompromisingly individualistic, coldly competitive, insensitively

aggressive, successful, Machivellian man similarly rated in socially

desirable ways? Or, are the extreme manifestations of deviance, such as

complete sex role reversal (e.g., full-time househusbands/housefathers

who are supported by their wives, and bread-winning wives/mother who

provide the sole support for their husbands and children), homosexual or

bisexual orientations, blatant iconoclasts (e.g., feminists or male

liberationists), and/or welfare mothers or down-and-out men, rated

similarly in socially tolerant or desirable ways? (2) Are femininity

and masculinity generally viewed as comparably desirable or positive,

whether manifested by a woman or a man? It is possible that the con

temporary focus of attention on the concept of androgyny as an alternative

to traditional sex role stereotyped expectations has effected a change in

the preferential valuation of femininity and masculinity indicated by

previous studies. (3) Which stimulus cues (e.g., stimulus person

characteristics, social role cues, or immediate situational cues) are

more or less salient in eliciting more or less sex role stereotyped
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perceptions and which also result in more or less socially desirable

perceptions?

The uniformity of the mean social desirability ratings obtained by

the stimulus persons across experimental conditions is also impressive,

in part because it implies a kind of objectivity 'in the appraisal of

the stimulus persons. The absence of extreme fluctuations in the social

desirability means, in spite of the kind of information provided about

the stimulus person, suggests a suspension of affective judgment in an

attempt to accurately describe the stimulus person on the part of the

subjects. In other ~rds, the uniform, relatively high social

desirability with which the stimulus persons tend ~o be regarded,

implies not only that the stimulus persons were generally well received,

but they also imply a reasonableness to the perceptions of the stimulus

person that is not generally attributed to the perceptions of women and

men, given the influence of sex role expectations.

Intercorrelations of Experimental Ratings of the Stimulus Persons

The pattern of intercorrelations among the BSRI measures, among the

PAQ measures, and between the BSRI and PAQ measures confirm the constrUct

validity of the measures. However, one aspect of them deserves comment

because it relates to the apparent feminine bias in the PAQ mean differ

ence scores and to the subsequent comparison of the two inventories.

That aspect is the correlations between the PAQ M-F and masculinity

ratings and between the PAQ M-F and femininity ratings.

Recall that the PAQ M-F scale consists of items that correlate

much more with each other than with the items of the femininity scale

or with the items of the masculinity scale. It is structured so that a
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rating less than the scale midpoint (i.e., 2.000) represents a feminine

bias and a rating greater than the scale midpoint represents a masculine

bias. The PAQ M-F ratings obtained by the stimulus persons correlate

positively with the PAQ masculinity ratings received by the stimulus

persons, as they are expected. to be. The correlation is very substantial.

The PAQ M-F ratings of the stimulus persons are also inversely related

to the PAQ femininity ratings of the stimulus persons, as expected, but

the magnitude is so small as to be practically insignificant. The

implication of this lopsided relationship with the PAQ masculinity and

femininity ratings is that at least some of the items of the PAQ M-F

scale may more appropriately be included with the PAQ masculinity scale.

Perhaps, if those M-F items whose ratings correlate positively with the

ratings on the PAQ masculinity scale were included iri the masculinity

scale, its sensitivity to the perceived masculinity of the stimulus

persons would increase. Recall that the feminine bias of the PAQ mean

difference scores received by the stimulus persons is due to lower

masculinity ratings, as opposed to greater femininity ratings, on the

PAQ than on the BSRI. Whether or not this aspect of the PAQ ratings

accounts for part of the discrepancy between the BSRI and PAQ measures

is an empirical question for future research.

The following section addresses the design difference of the two

inventories that may account for some of the discrepancy between them.

It also addresses the limitations the two inventories share.

The BSRI and PAW Compared

Both the BSRI and PAQ were constructed to eliminate the conventional

theoretical and operational bias in the measurement of femininity and
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masculinity. Conventionally ~ femininity and masculinity are regarded as

inversely related traits or sets of traits. Because femininity and

masculinity are regarded as opposite.ends of a single continuum, one is

either feminine or masculine. One cannot be both. Operationally, the

elimination of this bias was accomplished by assigning attributes pre

viously determined to be considered more characteristic of women than

men to one scale and those previously determined to be considered more

characteristic of men than women to the other scale. A stimulus person

is then 'rated on the characteristics comprising both scales. Copies of

the BSRI and PAQ inventories are included in the experimental booklet

in Appendix A.

The item format differs from the conventional method of measuring

femininity and masculinity which utilized bipolar continuums with opposite

feminine and masculine tra~s juxtaposed at the extremes. The new format

provides a continuum for each feminine characteristic and each masculine

characteristic. The continuum represents simply the degree to which

the attribute is manifested or possessed by the stimulus person. For

example, on the BSRI, a judge is asked to place a number from 1 to 7

that represents the degree to which the characteristics, such as "inde

pendent" or "tender" is true of the stimulus person, in a box next to

the adjectives. In the case of the PAQ, a continuum is presented for

each item with a statement of the characteristic at each end, which

indicates the absence or presence of the characteristic, such as the

following item:

Not at all aggressive A•••B••• C•••D•••E Very aggressive
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However, not all of the PAQ items clearly connote simply the

presence or absence of a single characteristic. For example, the follow-

ing BSRI and PAQ items have essentially the same meaning:

] He·lpful

Not at all helpful
to others A••• B•••e ...D••• E•••

Very helpful
to others

It is not so clear that the following PAQ item has the same meaning as

either of the subsequent BSRI items:

Very submissive A•..B.••C.•.D••. E•.. Very dominant

Dominant-IIj Yielding

A "7" for "yielding" on the BSRI is not equivalent to an "E" (i. e , , a

"4 ") for the "very submissive" versus "very dominant" item on the PAQ.

Nor is a "1" for "dominant" on the BSRI equivalent to an "A" (i.e. , a

"0 ") for the "very submissive" versus "very dominant" item on the PAQ.

In other words, being submissive and being dominant are not allowed

to be independent of each other on the PAQ. Submissiveness is stereo-

typically a feminine attribute~ Dominance is stereotypically a mascu-

line attribute. Yieldingness, a stereotypically feminine attribute,

and domiance are allowed to vary independently in the BSRI.

Note that "very submissive" versus "very dominant" has been assigned

to the M-F scale of the PAQ. Recall that the M-F scale of the PAQ was

created to accommodate items that correlated more with each other than
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either the femininity or masculinity scales and that seemed to manifest

bipolar properties relative to each other. However, the M-F scale also

contains other items that resemble the unidimensional characteristic

exemplified by the "not at all helpful to others" versus "very helpful to

others" item cited above. These include "not at all aggressive" versus

"very aggressive, or "not at all excitable in a major crisis" versus

"very excitable in a major cr.isis." Consequently, the bipolar character

of the scale is not solely attributable to the bipolar character of the

traits comprising the scale items.

MOreover, the same problem of item bipolarity intrudes on the

femininity and masculinity scales. For example, the item "very passive"

versus "very active," which is assigned to the masculinity scale, does

not allow passivity to vary independently of activeness, and vice versa.

Furthermore, it is not clear that the lack of being active is the same

as being passive or simply being inactive; nor that the lack of being

passive is the same as being active. In other words, is the item

measuring the degree of passiveness as in deference, as in the lack of

initiative, or as in inactivity? Or, is it measuring the degree of

activeness as in initiative or as in the level of physical activity?

Another example is the item livery rough" versus "very gentle," which is

assigned to the femininity scale. What is being measured, the presence or

absence of roughness, which is a stereotypically masculine attribute,

or the presence or absence of gentleness, which is a stereotypically

feminine attribute?

Thus, differences in the design of the two inventories may account

for some of the disparity in the outcomes of the experimental stimulus

persons ratings on the BSRI and PAQ. More specifically, the difference
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in outcomes may be due in part to a structural difference in item format.

Unlike the item format of the BSRI scales which were utilized to obtain

the dependent measure, the item format of the PAQ scales, which were

utilized to obtain the experimental validity measure, tends to exhibit

a bipolarity that violates the assumption that femininity and masculinity

are separate, independent dimensions. In addition, as alluded to in the

preceding section, the correlations between the ratings obtained by the

experimental stimulus persons on the PAQ M-F scale and those obtained by

them on the PAQ femininity and masculinity scales, suggest that the PAQ

M-F ratings may be a separate measure of masculinity, instead of a bi

polar measure of masculinity versus femininity. The inclusion of those

masculine items assigned to the PAQ M-Fsca1e in the PAQ masculinity

scale may enhance its sensitivity to perceived masculinity in a stimulus

person.

There is another characteristic of the two inventories that deserves

comment. Both inventories r femininity and masculinity scales are com

prised of attributes that have been previously rated as socially

desirable, but stereotypica11y feminine or masculine, respectively. The

BSRI femininity scale includes items that have been judged to be signifi

cantly more desirable for women than for men in American society; the BSRI

masculinity scale consists of items that have been judged to be signifi

cantly more desirable for men than for women in American society. The

PAQ femininity scale includes items that have been judged to be

significantly more characteristic of women than of men, but socially

desirable in both women and men; the PAQ masculinity scale consists of

items that have been judged to be significantly more characteristic of

men than of women, but socially desirable in both women and men.
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The intent behind this feature of the instruments is to allow the

stimulus person to be described in a positive way~ in contrast to the

convention of accentuating and focusing on the negative attributes or

connotations associated with women and men. Certainly, there is a need

.to study the best of human behavior. Ho~ver, in the case of sex role

stereotyping, this bias poses the question of how much information about

the relationships between person perception and sex role stereotyping

and/or sexual discrimination may be lost as a consequence of excluding

the "socially undesirable" stereotypic feminine and masculine attributes.

The importance of this information lies in part in the theoretical

definition of sex role stereotypes; namely, that part of the capricious

ness of sex role stereotypes is their tendency to hold contradictory

images simultaneously, or to hold one characteristic positively under

some conditions and negatively under other conditions. In part, the

importance of the question lies in the significance of the affective

quality of sex role stereotypes, which vacillates from social approval

for ideal stereotypic qualities and aversion for distortions or per

versions of the ideal qualities. In addition, a complete understanding

of the perceptions of women and men who comply, or fail to comply, with

sex role expectations must include an assessment of the relationships

between those perceptions and both positive and negative sex role stereo

typic attributes.

Thus, the measures of this research has not allowed the subjects to

judge the stimulus persons in terms of negative sex role stereotypic

attributes. Such a measure would prOVide a more accurate assessment of

the affective response to stimulus people. It would also provide a more

accurate assessment of which cues associated with the stimulus person
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elicit more or less favorable or unfavorable responses and which tend to

lead to discriminatory behavior.

Finally, one other feature of the measuring instrument deserves

discussion. There is no absolute standard by which to determine the

minimum, or maximum, degree of sex role stereotyping~ In other words,

there is no absolute point on a measuring instrument that can be

described as the point at which non-sex-role-stereotyped perceptions dis

continue and at which sex role stereotyped perceptions begin. In part

this is due to the lack of knowledge about which psychological and social

traits, if any, are innately related to biological differences between

women and men and about 'the actual (i.e., empirical) extent to which

women and men are significantly differentiated along those traits. ,

Lack of absolute or constant standards is an old problem withwhieh

psychology has had to cope. It has previously been suggested that further

thought be given to devising a measure that incorporates some standard

by which to evaluate the relative magnitude of ratings. Although no

such standardized measure is available, the subjects' ratings of the~

selves provide a second sample of ratings with which to compare the means

of the ~atings obtained by the experimental stimulus persons in order to

evaluate just how sex role stereotyped they are. The following dis

cussion addresses this comparison.

Subjects' Ratings of Themselves

The following discussion focuses on the female and male subjects'

ratings of themselves as a frame of reference within which to evaluate

the kind and degree of sex role stereotyping reflected in the ratings of

the experimental stimulus persons. It includes a comparison of the
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subjects' ratings of themselves on the BSRI with those of the sample of

female and male subjects who participated in the design research of the

BSRI (Bem &Watson, 1976), and a comparison of the subjects' ratings of

themselves on the PAQ with those of the sample of female and male sub

jects who participated in the design research of the PAQ (Spence et al.,

1975). It also includes a comparison of the subjects' ratings of

themselves on the BSRI with the ratings obtained for the sex role stereo

typed images of women and men collected in an ad hoc replication study

of the original studies determining whether or not people tend to dis

tinguish the typical woman and man in sex role stereotyped ways

(Rosenkrantz et al., 1968; Broverman et al., 1972). The ad hoc replica

tion was conducted about nine months prior to the experiment. These

comparisons establish a frame of reference within which to evaluate the

mean ratings obtained by the ~xperimental stimulus persons and the vari

ation among them.

First, compare the subjects' BSRI ratings of themselves of thi~

study with the normative self ratings provided by the designers of the

BSRI. Note that Bem and Watson do not provide mean difference scores

for their samples. They provide mean ratings for the two independent

samples of ratings utilized in the construction of the BSRI scales, one

from Stanford University and one from Foothill Community College. The

similarity among the three samples of self ratings is impressive.

For example, the mean femininity ratings of the women of this sample

are very si!!Jilar to that of the women of both the Stanford and Foothill

samples (those means are 4.999, 5.01, and 5.08, respectively). The

mean masculinity ratings of the three samples of women are also very

similar (they are 4.588, 4.57, and 4.55, respectively). The women of
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all three samples tend to describe themselves as much more feminine than

masculine. All three samples of women tend to sex role stereotype them

selves.

The means for the men who rated themselves in each of the three

samples reveal a similarly strong correspondence. The mean femininity

rating for the men of this sample, the Stanford sample of men, and the

Foothill sample of men are 4.572, 4.44, and 4.62, respectively. Their

mean masculinity ratings are 4.948, 4.97, and 4.96, respectively. The

men of all three samples tend to describe themselves as much more

masculine than feminine. All three samples of men tend to sex role

stereotype themselves.

The women's and men's social desirability ratings of themselves

across the three samples also show a comparably high degree of similar

ity. The social desirability means for the women of this sample, the

Stanford sample, and the Foothi11.samp1e are 4.984, 5.08, and 4.89,

respectively. Those of the men for this sample, the Stanford sample,

and the Foothill sample are 4.804, 4.91, and 4.88, respectively. The

women and men of all three samples tend to describe themselves in

approximately, equally desirable ways.

Now consider the comparison of the mean PAQ self ratings of the

subjects of this sample with those provided by the designers of the

PAQ. Note that Spence and her colleagues provide mean ratings for

three independent samples, a high school sample of women and men and

two college samples of women and men.

The mean femininity ratings on the PAQ for the women of this sample

and those of the two samples of college women and of the high school

women (they are 3.026, 3.045, 3.045, and 3.006, respectively) are very
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similar. Their mean masculinity ratings (they are 2.478, 2.453, 2.431,

and 2.414, respectively) are also very similar. Thus, the four ~amples

of women tend to describe themselves in equally sex role stereotyped

ways (i.e., much more feminine than masculine) on the PAQ.

Likewise, the mean femininity ratings for the men of this sample

and the other three samples of men are also very similar (they are

2.691, 2.820, 2.786, and 2.599, respectively). The mean masculinity

ratings of the four samples of men are very similar too (they are 2.644,

2.785, 2.636, and 2.689, respectively). Notice that in the case of the

men of this sample and in the case of the two samples of college men,

their mean femininity ratings are slightly greater than their mean

masculinity ratings are. Thus, on the PAQ, the men of this sample and

the two college samples of the Spence et ale research do not tend to sex

role stereotype themselves; instead they tend to rate themselves almost

equally feminine and masculine, though slightly more feminine than

masculine. Although the high school sample of men tend to rate them

selves more masculine than feminine, the difference between their

femininity and masculinity means is very small.

Thus, the high degree of similarity among the femininity and

masculinity means on the BSRI for the women and men subjects' self

ratings of this sample and for the women and men subjects' self ratings

of the previous research is important for two reasons. On the one hand,

it provides reassurance that the sample of women and men who participated

in this experiment are not particularly unique in how they perceive them

selves in terms of femininity, masculinity, and sex role stereotypes.

On the other hand, the virtual equality of the means across the samples

of women's and men's ratings of themselves make them a sound standard by
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which to compare the degree of sex role stereotyping exhibited by the

ratings of the experimental stimulus persons. Before this issue is

addressed, the frame of reference for comparison will be expanded to

include ratings of the "average, American, adult woman" and the

"average, American, adult man."

Prior to the experiment, a pilot study was conducted to replicate

previous studies which compared the ratings of the average or typical

adult woman, the average or typical adult man, and the average or

typical adult whose sex is not indicated. An independent sample of

LCC students were asked to rate the average, American adult woman and

the average, American adult man on the BSRI scales. An analysis of

variance on their BSRI mean difference scores disclosed that, as

previous findings showed, the average adult woman and man are per-
I

ceived to be significantly different from each other. The average

man's mean difference score (X - -0.977, ,s • 0.542, ~ = 32) and the

average woman's mean difference score (X • 0.548, .!. - 0.761, !!. - 42)

reflect sex role stereotyped perceptions for both the average man and

woman. The average man's mean difference score is much more sex role

stereotyped than the average woman's.

Compare the BSRI femininity means obtained by the average woman

and average man. Her femininity mean (X = 5.007, .!. = 0.600, ~ = 42)

is much greater than his femininity mean (X = 4.292, .!. = 0.611, ~ = 32).

In contrast, his masculinity mean (X = 5.269, .!. = 0.425, n = 32) is

much greater than her masculinity mean (X = 4.460), .!. = 0.680, ~ = 42).

The average woman is rated much more feminine than the average man, and

the average man is rated much more masculine than the average woman.
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However, the average woman is rated less feminine than the average

man is rated masculine, and she is rated much more masculine than he is

rated feminine. In other words, the average man is more sex role

stereotyped than the average woman in the sense that he is rated more

masculine than she, is rated feminine. He is also more sex role stereo"""

typed than she is in the sense that both her femininity and masculinity

mean fall between his masculinity mean and his femininity mean.

Now, compare these BSRI ratings of the average, American adult

woman and the average, American adult man to the BSRI self ratings of

the women and men of this experiment and the Stanford and Foothill

samples of self ratings. Since the women's and men's self"""ratings

across the three samples are so similar, they will be referred to

collectively. The mean femininity ratings for the women's self ratings

are very similar to the mean femininity rating of the average American

woman. Their mean masculinity ratings, however, tend to be somewhat

greater than the mean masculinity rating of the average American woman.

The women tend to see themselves about equally feminine as the average

woman tends to be seen, but they see themselves more masculine than

the average woman tends to be seen. Thus, although the women tend to

sex role stereotype themselves as feminine as the average woman tends

to be rated, they tend to sex role stereotype themselves, less than the

average woman tends to be sex role stereotyped, because they rate them

selves more masculine than the average woman tends to be rated.

The mean femininity ratings for the men's self ratings tend to

be considerably greater than the mean femininity rating of the average

American man. Their mean masculinity ratings tend to be considerably
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lower than the mean masculinity rating of the average American man.

Thus, the men tend to see themselves much more feminine than the

average American adult man tends to be seen, and they tend to see

themselves much less masculine than the average, American man tends to

be seen. In other words, the men tend to rate themselves in much less

sex role stereotypically ways than the average man tends to be rated on

both femininity and masculinity.

A comparison of the mean difference scores of the women's self

ratings for this sample (X • 0.410) and of the average woman (X·- -
0.548), and a comparison of the mean difference scores of the men's

self ratings for this sample (X • -0.376) and of the average man

(X • -0.977) summarizes the relationships between the femininity and

masculinity means of the women's and men's self ratings and the

stereotypes of the average AIperican woman and man. The average American

woman and man tend to be more sex role stereotyped than subjects tend to

sex role stereotype themselves. The average man tends to be much more

stereotyped in the masculine direction than the men subjects tend to

rate themselves, but the average woman tends to be only somewhat more

sex role stereotyped than the women subjects tend to rate themselves.

These results tend to be consistent with the previous findings that

.people tend to sex role stereotype the imaginary average woman and man

more than they tend to sex role stereotype themselves. The consistency

among the self ratings on both inventories across the independent

samples is impressive. The means suggest that socialization is

successful in differentiating the self images of women and men in

general sex role stereotyped ways. However, given the comparison
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between the self ratings and the sex role stereotypes of the average

woman and man of the replication study, those self images are not

simply duplicate images of the stereotypes or conventional expectations

of women and men.

Now compare the BSRI ratings of the experimental female and male

stimulus person of this experiment with the BSRI self ratings and the

BSRI ratings of the average woman and man. More specifically, compare

the mean ratings for the 12 stimulus persons that result from the

three-way interaction comparisons.

First, compare the BSRI ratings of the experimental female

stimulus person with the BSRI ratings of the average American adult

woman and with the women's BSRI ratings of themselves. The mean

feminini~y ratings for the female stimulus person of this study across

imaginary-videotaped stimulus person and sex role conditions range from

4.364 to 4.861; the mean masculinity ratings for the female across

experimental conditions range from 4.027 to 4.769. The entire range of

mean femininity ratings for the experimental female stimulus person is

much lower than either the mean femininity rating of the average

American woman and the femininity mean of the women subjects' ratings

of themselves. (The PAQ femininity means of the experimental woman also

tend to be much lower than the femininity mean of the women subjects'

self ratings.) The range of the mean masculinity ratings of the

experimental female extends above and below the masculinity mean of the

average adult woman and the masculinity means of the women subjects'

self ratings. (The PAQ masculinity means of the experimental female

stimulus person tend to be as great as or lower than those of the

women subjects' self ratings.)
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In other words, the experimental female stimulus person tends to

be perceived less to much less feminine than the average woman tends

to be perceived and than the women subjects tend to perceive themselves.

However, the experimental female stimulus tends to be perceived less,

comparably, or more masculine than the average woman and the women's

self perceptions, depending upon the experimental conditions. Thus,

the experimental woman tends to be sex role stereotyped less than

either the average woman tends to be or than women tend to perceive

themselves to be.

Now compare the BSRI ratings of the experimental male stimulus

person with the BSRI ratings of the average Americ~n adult man and

with the men subjects' BSRI ratings of themselves , The mean femininity

ratings for the male stimulus person of. this study across imaginary

videotaped stimulus person and sex role conditions range from 4.370

to 4.601; the mean masculinity ratings for the male across experimental

conditions range from 4.145 to 4.898. The entire range of femininity

means for the experimental male of this study is somewhat to much

greater than the femininity mean of the average man, but is comparable

to the femininity means for the male subjects' self ratings. (The PAQ

femininity means for the experimental male stimulus person tend to be

less than the femininity means of the men subjects self ratings.) In

contrast, the entire range of the experimental male's masculinity

means are much lower than the masculinity mean of the average adult

man, and it is somewhat to much lower than the male subjects' self

ratings. (The PAQ masculinity means for the experimental man tend to

be less than the masculinity means of the men subjects' self ratings.)
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The only masculinity mean for the experimental male that approaches

the men's self ratings masculinity mean is that of the videotaped t

traditional male.

In other words t across the experimental conditions of this

experiment, the male stimulus person tends to be perceived comparably

feminine to how men tend to perceive themselves, and like the men's

self perceptions, the experimental man tends to be perceived more

feminine than the average adult man tends to be perceived. In contrast,

across experimental conditions,' the male stimulus person tends to be

perceived less masculine than the men'subjects tend to perceive them

selves and much less masculine than the average adult man tends to be

perceived. ntus, in terms of femininity and masculinity, the experi

mental man tends to be less sex role stereotyped than either how the

men subjects tend to perceive themselves or how the average adult man

tends to be perceived.

ntis comparison of the femininity and masculinity means of the

men across these three sets of data has particular importance to the

experimental outcomes. Recall that although the mean difference

scores of the imaginary male and the male stimulus person associated

with no sex roles were femininely biased, the femininity means of the

male stimulus person across experimental conditions tend to be

relatively equally feminine. It was the male stimulus person's

masculinity ratings that fluctuated across experimental conditions,

resulting in the fluctuations in the direction of bias in the mean

difference scores. The comparison of the femininity and masculinity

ratings of the experimental male stimulus person and the men subjects'

ratings of themselves that shows them to be about equally feminine,
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suggests that what initially appeared to be a perceived feminine bias

in the experimental conditions (i.e., the transcript) in fact may not

be the result of an obtrusive measure, but rather a valid measure of

the femininity with which the male stimulus person is perceived. This

interpretation is reinforced with the additional comparison with the

ratings of the average adult man. Both the perceptions of the

experimental male stimulus person and the men subjects' self perceptions

tend to be more feminine than the perceptions of the average adult man.

In addition, the pattern of fluctuation that the masculinity means

of the men across the sets of data exhibit, tends to support the con

tention that masculinity is more difficult to achieve because more

complex criteria are associated with conformity to masculine sex role

expectations than is associated with conformity to feminine sex role

expectations. Hence, confo~ty with masculine sex role expectations

is more difficult to appraise than conformity with feminine sex role

expectations. That bo~h the perceptions of the male stimulus person

across experimental conditions and the self perceptions of the men

subjects fail to exhibit the degree of masculine bias that the per

ceptions of the average adult man manifest, suggests that masculinity

is not readily achieved. This is particularly accentuated by the com

parison of the women's self perceptions and the perceptions of the

average adult woman. The women's self perceptions tend to be as

feminine as those of the average adult woman. In other words, the

women subjects' perceptions of themselves more closely match the

femininity attributed to the stereotyped image of a woman than the men

subjects' perceptions of themselves match the masculinity attributed
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to the stereotyped image of a man. Furthermore, the men subjects'

perceive themselves to be as feminine as the experimental male

stimulus person tends to be seen, and much more so than the stereo

typed image of a man. These observations also support the argument

that masculinity is. less readily achieved in person perceptions by men

and women than femininity is.

The comparison of the mean difference scores across the three sets

of ratings summarize the relative degree of sex role stereotyping

reflected in the perceptions of women and men. The mean difference

scores obtained by the experimental female stimulus person across sex

roles and imaginary-videotaped conditions range from -0.110 to 0.574.

The mean difference scores for the imaginary, traditional female

stimulus person and for the imaginary, sex role unspecified female

stimulus person tend to be comparably biased in the feminine direction

as the mean difference scores of the women subjects' self ratings and

the mean difference scores of the average adult woman. -Thus, the mean

difference scores of the experimental female stimulus person indicate

that the perceptions of her range fTem cross sex role stereotyped to

sex role stereotyped as much as either the women subjects tend to sex

role stereotype themselves or as the average adult woman tends to be

sex role stereotyped.

The mean difference scores obtained by the experimental male

stimulus person across sex roles and imaginary-videotaped conditions

range from -0.438 to 0.449. It is the mean difference score of the

videotaped, traditional male stimulus person that is as biased in the

masculine direction as the men subjects' mean difference score for
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their self ratings. None of the experimental male stimulus person's

mean difference scores are as biased in the masculine direction as

the mean difference of the average adult man. Thus, the mean differ

ence scores of the experimental male stimulus person indicate that

the perceptions of him range from cross sex role stereotyped to sex

role stereotyped as much as the men subjects tend to sex role stereo

type themselves. None are sex role stereotyped as much as the average

adult man tends to be sex role stereotyped.

These observations about the mean difference scores agree with

the observations about the femininity and masculinity means regarding

the relative magnitude of sex ~ole stereotyping in the perceptions of

the experimental female and male stimulus persons vis-A-vis the women

and men subjects' perceptions of themselves and the perceptions of the

average adult woman and man. The observations concur that the per

ceptions of the imaginary, average adult woman and imaginary, average

adult man are the most extremely sex role stereotyped of the three sets

of data. The average woman is not as extremely sex role stereotyped

as the average man is. The observations also agree that the self per

ceptions of the women and men subjects are second in degree of

manifested sex role stereotyping. It is the women subjects whose

self perceptions are more extremely sex role stereotyped of the two.

The women subjects' self perceptions also tend to more closely match

the sex role stereotyped image of the average woma.n than the self

perceptions of the men subjects' tend to match the sex role stereotyped

image of the average man. The perceptions of the experimental female

and male stimulus persons tend to be the least sex role stereotyped of

the three sets of perceptions.
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This overall pattern of the relative degree of sex role stereo

typing in person perception presented by the broader frame of reference

including the women and men subjects' self perceptions and the per

ceptions of the average adult woman and man provides additional

support for the prediction of the second hypothesis. It predicted that

concrete stimulus people, such as the videotaped stimulus persons

would be sex role stereotyped less than abstract people, such as the

author of an article or the imaginary stimulus persons of this experi

ment•. The experimental imaginary stimulus person tends to be perceived

more feminine than the experimental videotaped stimulus person tends to

be perceived masculine. While the magnitude of the ratings confirm the

prediction that an imaginary or abstract person will be more sex role

stereotyped than one who is empirically available, the'feminine and

masculine biases confuse the issue. However, the comparison of the

perceptions of the experimental stimulus persons with the perceptions

of the aVerage adult woman and man discloses a pattern that also

supports such a conclusion. The abstract average woman and man (i.e.,

the feminine and masculine sex role stereotypes of women and men) tend

to be perceived in the expected sex role stereotyped directions (i.e.,

much more feminine than masculine in the case of the woman, .and much

more masculine than feminine in the case of the man) • Moreover, they

tend to be rated much more in the respective stereotyped direction than

people tend to rate themselves, a1 though women and men do tend to

perceive themselves in sex role stereotyped ways. Note that these

results are consistent with the results of previous research that

indicate that women and men tend to rate themselves in less sex role
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stereotyped ways than they do the average or typical woman or man. The

average woman and man also tend to be perceived much more in expected

stereotyped ways than the experimental woman and man, both in terms of

degree and direction. Thus, the availability of some concrete experi

ence with the stimulus person accompanying the knowledge of the

person's sex tends to attenuate the tendency to sex role stereotype

her/him. Note that this generalization includes the case of the

experimental imaginary woman and man of this study, since, in contrast

to the conditions surrounding the ratings of the average woman and man,

the transcript provides additional personal experience with imagined

woman and man in the form of would-be opinions given in response to a

survey that are attributed to the woman and man. Thus, these compari

sons across the three sets of data tend to support the proposition that

sex role stereotyping in the" perceptions of women and men tends to be

mitigated by concrete experience with them.

The women and men-subjects' ratings of themselves and the ratings

of the average adult woman and man provide a frame of reference within

which to locate the ratings of the experimental female and male

stimulus persons across sex role and imaginary-videotaped conditions.

As the preceding discussion illustrates, the comparisons among the

three sets of data have important impl~cations for several issues raised

previously in the discussion. The observations tend to further clarify

those issues.

Validity is one such issue. On the one hand, the measures of the

women and men subjects' perceptions of themselves and of the average,

American adult woman and man provide empirical confirmation that sex
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role stereotyping is indeed being measured by the dependent-variable

measuring instrument (i.e., the BSRI). The women and men subjects'

tend to sex role stereotype themselves, and the average adult

woman and man tend to be sex role stereotyped on the BSRI in theoreti

cally appropriate directions. On the other hand, although there are

considerable differences among the ratings of the experimental stimulus

persons, the subjects' self ratings, and the ratings· of the average

woman and man, the observations disclose that the ratings of the

experimental stimulus persons fall wi thin a reasonable range of the

other ratings. This enhances the confidence that they are meanin~ul

reflections of sex role stereotyping in the perceptions of the stimulus

persons.

The second issue for which the preceding observations provide

further perspective is the issue of the criteria for what constitutes

''more or less" sex role stereotyping. The ratings of the average woman

and average man provide a measure of "sex role stereotypes" (i.e., a

measure of how feminine and how masculine the stereotypic image of women

and the stereotypic image of men are). Their means show that sex role

stereotyping does not have an all or none effect. The average woman

is not rated extremely feminine and not-at-all masculine. The average

man is not rated extremely masculine and not-at-all feminine. In

addition, although the ratings obtained by the average woman and

average man are much more sex role stereotyped than the ratings obtained

by the experimental female and male stimulus persons, they fall closer

to the ratings of the experimental stimulus persons than they do to

the extreme ends of the BSRI femininity and masculinity scales and the
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BSRI difference score range. Thus, the magnitude of the means (which

is small relative to the possible ranges of the scale continuums) for

the three sets of data in conjunction with each other, suggests that

sex role stereotyping is subtle in the degree to which it occurs in the

perception of people. Whether this means that the influence 'of sex

role stereotypes as cognitive filters on the person perception is

small, that the measurable influence of sex role stereotypes as cogni

tive filters is small, or that the measuring instruments are not as

sensitive to the influence of sex roles stereotypes on person per

ceptions as they might be, is not discernible from these data.

The third issue to which the comparisons across the experimental

ratings, self ratings, and ratings of the average woman and man add

perspective is the issue of whether or not "sex role stereotyped" and

"cross sex stereotyped" are adequate categories to describe 'the per

ceptions of such broad aspects of people as their manifested, stereo

typic femininity and masculinity. Together, all three sets of data

indicate that women and men tend to be perceived as both feminine and

masculine. This is indicated by the mean femininity and mean mascu

linity ratings obtained by the 6 experimental female and 6 experimental

male stimulus person conditions, those of the women and men subjects'

selves, and those obtained by the average woman and man. The sex role

stereotyping, or cross sex role stereotyping, reflected in their mean

difference scores reflect the magnitude of their perceived femininity

and masculinity relative to each other. These data suggest that people

may not only perceive themselves in the androgynous way Bern indicates,

they may also perceive other people in androgynous ways.
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The comparisons of the ratings across the three sets of data also

provide some perspective on the relatively high femininity ratings

(compared to the masculinity ratings) of the male stimulus person

across the other experimental conditions. The male stimulus person

is perceived no more feminine than the men subjects tend to perceive

themselves. This outcome also supports the contention that the

femininely biased mean difference scores of the male stimulus person

are not simply the consequence of a femininely biased transcript.

The pattern of variability of the masculinity ratings across the

sets of data support the contention that conformity with masculine sex

role expectations is less readily attained or detected than con

formity with feminine sex role expectations.

The broader perspective of subjects' self ratings and the ratings

of the average American adult woman and man provide further evidence

that supports the second hypothesis. The overall pattern of the ratings

of the experimental stimulus persons, the subjects' ratings of the~

selves and the ratings of the average woman and man indicate that the

abstract average American adult woman and man, about whom no other

information besides their sex is made available, is more sex role

stereotyped than the experimental stimulus persons tend to be and than

the women and men subjects tend to sex role stereotype themselves. In

the latter two cases, additional information to the sex of the stimulus

person in question is available in different forms.

-Final1.y, the analysis of the relationship of the exper;mental

ratings to the frame of reference provided by the subjects' self

ratings and the ratings of the average woman and man contributes
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support to the contention that sex role stereotypes operate as

standards in the appraisal of conformity to sex role stereotypes rather

than as invariant cognitive filters that force incom1.ng information

about a woman or man to conform to the stereotyped images of them. In

other words, the operation of sex role ·stereotyping in person per

ception is not a simple, direct process of structuring perceptions of

people around sex role stereotypes. It is a more complex process in

which the concreteness of the stimulus person and the available informa

tion about her or him influences the resulting perceptions of her or

him. MOreover, the resulting perceptio~ exhibit sophisticated

patterns of differentiation. Some reflect extreme sex role stereo

typing; others reflect cross sex role stereotyping; and others reflect

androgynous appraisals of the stimulus persons.

In addition to the foregoing empirical evidence, there is theoreti

cal justification for this conclusion. On the one hand, Kohlberg's

theory regarding the development of cognitive structures which con

strue the relationships among individuals, their sex, and their sex

roles, and the social environment, proposes that the course of

development is toward structures that allow the individual to dis

tingUish between stereotypic feminine and masculine images of women

and men as conventions and individual differences with respect to sex

and sex roles. These differences represent individualized integrations

of femi:n;nity and masculinity on the part of individual women and men.

In general, the complexity of these experimental results are

consistent with Kohlberg's assertion that over the course of develop

ment, sex role concepts undergo a refinement through which psychosocial
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attributes associated with sex roles eventually come to be recognized as

stereotypes. According to Koh1berg, in later stages of development,

individualized conceptions of femininity and masculinity and values

about the appropriate, harmonious balance of the two sets of attributes

for females and males take shape. In other words, over the course of

development, rigid sex-typing of the self and others gives way to the

recognition of individual differences in personally differentiated con

ceptions of femininity and masculinity and their integration in the

personality and social roles of 1Ildividua1 women and men.

On the other hand, Bem I s work and Spence and He1mreich' s work

provide empirical evidence that not only do different individuals

describe themselves in ways which distinguish them consistent with the

four categories outlined previously, but that also indicates those dis

tinctions are related to differences in behavior. If there are people

who construe themselves and who behave in differentiated ways, such as

sex role stereotyped, cross sex role stereotyped, androgynous, or .

undifferentiated, and if people develop the capacity to cognitive1y

construe such differentiations among women and men relative to sex role

stereotypes, then these differentiations ought to also be reflected in

the perceptions of other people, just as they are reflected in the self

images of different individuals.

Although Bem's and Spence and He1mreich's classification system is

consistent with Koh1berg's theorization that cognitive structures of

sex roles and their relationship to gender evolve through social

interaction toward a harmonious integration of femininity and mascu

linity and toward personalized values about their manifestations,

Kohlberg does not specify androgyny as the ultimate or ideal outcome
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of the development of cognitive structures used to construe the social

environment and one's relationships to it. However, where other

theorists propose that the self concept may integrate femininity and

~sculinity, Kohlberg goes on to propose that the perceptions of other

people in addition to the self, may integrate feminine and masculine

tendencies, depending upon the level of development. The cognitive

sex role concepts that process experience with respect to the self

and which are refined to take into account the distinction between

gender attributes and 'sex role expectations, and the co-existence and

integration of feminine and masculine attributes within individuals'

personalities, also process experience with respect to other people.

The important point is that one's perceptions of other individuals may

be androgynous or undifferentiated as opposed to sex role stereotyped

or cross sex role stereotyped.

The discussion has examined the experimental results from two major

perspectives. The first perspective has been the relationships between

the results of the statistical analyses on the dependent measure and the

hypotheses and the reasoning that led to them. It focused on the

effects of the stimulus cues associated with the stimulus persons and

the situational circumstances within which the stimulus person is

encountered on the perceptions of the experimental stimulus person. The

discrepancies between the expected and unexpected outcomes have been

explained in terms of the theoretical characteristics of feminine and

masculine sex role expectations and in terms of developmental theory

regarding the nature of adult cognitive structures relating to sex role

stereotypes. It has proposed that, while sex role stereotypes may

operate as cognitive filters that distort the perceptions of a stimulus
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person on the part of some people some times, they also operate as

practical standards by which to evaluate other people in terms of

social expectations. The discussion points to the need for further

research on the stimulus cues associated with the stimulus person and

with the situational circumstances within which the stimulus person is

encountered that affect more or less differentiated person perceptions

or more or less sex role stereotyped person perceptions.

The second major perspective from which the experimental results

have been discussed is the theoretical and empirical bases for concern

about the careful measurement and interpretation of the perceptions of

women and men in relation to sex role stereotyping. The complexity in

evaluating what are and what are not sex role stereotyped perceptions in

terms of the measurement of perceived femininity and masculinity has

been pointed out.

Although the relationship between differentiated or sex role

stereotyped person perceptions-and the subsequent behavior toward the

stimulus perso~ has not been the subject of this study, it should be

the focus of future research.

The final chapter summarizes the specific conclusions drawn from

the results and discussion. It also summarizes the specific recommenda

tions for directions in future research suggested by the preceding

analyses.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This chapter presents a summary of the conclusions drawn from the

data analyses and of the recommendations for future research. The

conclusions are presented in the first section; the recommendations for

future research are presented in the second section.

Conclusions

The following paragraphs itemize and briefly summarize the c~nclu

sions that have been drawn from the results of this experiment. The

first nine items include conclusions that refer directly to the

hypotheses and the BSRI mean difference scores-. The tenth item sum

marizes the conclusions regarding some of the assumptions about sex

role stereotypes in general, and the eleventh item refers to conclusions

drawn from the comparisons of the experimental data, self ratings, and

the ratings of the average American woman and man.

(1) The first hypothesis that the male stimulus person would be

more sex role stereotyped than the female stimulus person, fails to be

confirmed by the stimulus person sex main effects. To the contrary,

despite the attention given to the women's liberation movement and

discrimination against women, the female stimulus person tends to be

more sex role stereotyped than the male stimulus person. However, he

too is sex role stereotyped.

(2) The third hypothesis is supported by the stimulus person sex

role main effects. The stimulus person associated with traditional
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sex roles is more sex role stereotyped than the stimulus person associ

ated with the deviant sex roles, but is sex role stereotyped in the same

way as the stimulus person associated with no sex roles is stereotyped.

(3) The significant interaction effect between the stimulus

person sex and stimulus person sex role qualifies the results for each

and hence, the preceding conclusions in the following ways:

(a) The stimulus person's sex is a sufficiently salient cue to

elicit sex role stereotyped perceptions of the female and male stimulus

persons when they are associated with traditional sex roles, although the

traditional female stimulus person is more sex role stereotyped than the

traditional male stimulus person.

(b) The stimulus person's sex is also sufficiently salient to

elicit sex role stereotyped perceptions of the female stimulus person

when she is associated with no sex roles (i.e., she is perceived no

differently than the traditional female stimulus person), and when the

male stimulus person is associated with deviant sex roles (i.e., he is

perceived no differently than the traditional male stimulus person).

(c) The stimulus persons' sex role association is a sufficient

cue to elicit more sex role stereotyped perceptions of the traditional

stimulus person than of the deviant stimulus person, when the stimulus

person is a female. It is not sufficient to elicit per~eptions

significantly different between the traditional and sex role unspecified

persons, when the st~~lus person is a female. It is sufficient to

elicit more sex role stereotyped perceptions of the traditional stimulus

person than the stimulus person associated with no sex roles, when the

stimulus person is a male. Stimulus person sex role association is

not sufficient to elicit more sex role stereotyped perceptions of the
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traditional stimulus person than the deviant stimulus person, when the

stimulus person is a male.

(4) It has been suggested that the greater degree of sex role

stereotyping in the perceptions of the traditional female relative to

the traditional male, and the cross sex role stereotyping of the

deviant female and sex role unspecified male are related to the tendency

within the American socio-cultural context to socialize women toward

uniformity in a preoccupation with familial roles while socializing

men toward diversity through individualistic accomplishments in a wide

variety of role options. The uniformity associated with, and hence

expected of, women increases the likelihood that a sex role stereotyped

cognition will accurately and usefully describe the woman associated

with no sex roles and the woman associated with traditional sex roles.

It also enhances the detection of deviation, since the limits of con

formity are narrowly defined. The individualistic striving toward

accomplishment associated with, and hence expected of, men reduces

the likelihood that a sex role stereotyped cognition will accurately

describe any particular man. Some demonstrative evidence of the

achievement(s) of a man may be needed in addition to information about

sex role conformity in order for the man associated with the traditional

sex role to be sex role stereotyped commensurate in degree to that of

the traditional woman. In addition, more distinguishing information is

needed to differentiate between the traditional and the deviant male

stimulus persons than was provided. In the case of the sex role

unspecified male, simply being a man is not sufficient to be perceived

in masculinely sex role stereotyped ways.
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(5) The second hypothesis that the imaginary stimulus person

would be more sex role stereotyped than the videotaped stimulus person

is confirmed by the difference between the mean difference scores and

the magnitude of the mean difference scores obtained by the imaginary

and videotaped stimulus person. However, even though the imaginary

stimulus person tends to be rated more extremely than the videotaped

stimulus person as predicted, the outcome is complicated by the bias in

opposite directions of the perceptions of the imaginary and videotaped

persons. Being required to imagine the stimulus person enhances the

perception of femininity in the stimulus person and mitigates the per

ception of masculinity in the stimulus person. In the case of the

videotaped stimulus person, the presence of a concrete reference tends

to enhance the perception of masculinity in the stimulus person.

(6) The fourth hypothesis that the subjects' ratings of the experi

mental stimulus person would be positively correlated with the subjects'

ratings of themselves failed to be ·confirmed. Although the mean differ

ence scores obtained by the experimental stimulus persons and the mean

difference scores of the subjects' self ratings are not linearly corre

lated, this does not preclude their being related in some other way.

(7) There is substantial correspondence between the patterns of

the BSRI and PAQ mean difference scores and the femininity and mascu

linity means on the BSRI and PAQ, both in terms of the arrangement of

means relative to each other across experimental conditions and in

terms of the intercorrelation coefficients for the measures.

(a) Although there are some differences in particular comparisons,

the relationships of the PAQ mean difference scores to each other across

experimental conditions exhibit a parallel pattern to those of the BSRI.
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The relationship of the PAQ mean difference scores to the experimental

hypothesis confirms the experimental validity of the dependent measure.

(b) The correlations among the BSRI measures (as well as among

the PAQ measure3) confirm the construct validity of the measuring

instrument.

(c) The intercorrelations between the BSRI measures and the PAQ

measures enhance the confidence in both the experimental validity and

construct validity of the dependent measure.

(d) The major difference between the measures of the two inven

tories is. what appears to be a feminine bias in the mean difference

scores of the PAQ.

(8) While the examination of the BSRI femininity and masculinity

means across experimental conditions produces no evidence to contra

dict the conclusions drawn from the mean difference scores relative to

the experimental hypotheses, it does disclose that the mean difference

scores obscure some finer distinctions among the experimental ratings

and contributes further perspective on the unexpected outcomes. For

example:

(a) The stimulus persons' mean masculinity ratings tend to

fluctuate more widely than does the stimulus persons' mean femininity

ratings, which remain relatiyely constant, across experimental conditions.

This outcome suggests that the perceptual assessment of masculinity,

regardless of sex of the st;~1'US person, is more readily affected by

changes in the available sex role information than the perceptual assess

ment of femininity is. This outcome suggests that the assertion that

femininity in women may be more readily assessed than masculinity may

be in men, ought to be modified to take into consideration that
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femininity in both women and men may be more easily detected than mascu-

linity may be in both women and men.

(b) The mean difference score of the traditional female stimulus

person is unexpectedly femininely biased more than the mean difference

score of the traditional male stimulus person is masculinely biased.

Their femininity and masculinity means indicate that while the traditional

female stimulus person is femininely sex role stereotyped, the traditional

male stimulus person is perceived in adrogynous ways. The traditional

woman tends to be rated high on femininity and low on masculinity; the

traditional man tends to be rated high on both femininity and mascu-

linity.

(c) Regardless of experimental condition, the stimulus persons

tend to be perceived as both feminine and masculine. This outcome

suggests that sex role stereotyping involves the relative presence of

femininity and masculinity, rather than the absence of one of the sets

of traits, depending upon the sex of the stimulus person.

(d) The magnitude of the femininity and masculinity means across

experimental conditions reinforces the observation that the degree of

sex role stereotyping reflected in the mean difference scores is small

relative to the range of possible difference scores. The magnitude of

the femininity and masculinity means relative to their scale ranges

reflect relatively low ratings of perceived femininity and masculinity.

These outcomes suggest that sex role stereotypes do not exhibit the

forceful influence of socio-cultural imperatives as suggested by sex

role stereotyping theory.

(e) The preceding observations indicate the need for refinement in

the measurement of perceived femininity and masculinity and their
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manifestation in sex role stereotyped or non sex role stereotyped person

perceptions.

(9) The similarity among the social desirability ratings of the

stimulus persons across experimental conditions has important implica

tions.

(a) It implies a considerable degree of tolerance for variation in

the perceived manifestation 0; femininity and masculinity, separately

and in conjunction with each other. This tendency raises questions

about the relationships between the perceived manifestation of femininity

and masculinity and the limits of socially tolerated variation and

about the stimulus cues that 'elicit more or less social tolerance.

(b) The similarity among the social desirability means across

experimental conditions does not concur with earlier findings that

masculinity tends to be more socially valued than femininity. The

patterns of social desirability means suggest that femininity in women

is no more socially desirable than femininity in men, or that mascu

linity in men is no more socially desirable than masculinity in women.

Various combinations of the two tendencies seem to be perceived in

equally desirable ways.

(c) The similarity among the social desirability means across

experimental conditions also implies an objectivity or reasonableness

in the perceptions of the stimulus persons that is not characteristic of

sex role stereotyping. Sex role stereotypes are presumed to be associ

ated with strong affective connotations, particularly aversive ones.

(10) With respect to sex role stereotyping theory, the results fail

to support the assumption that sex role stereotypes automatically inter

vene between stimulus cues that are presented and the perceptions of a
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stimulus person to inevitably distort the perceptions in the direction of

the appropriate sex role stereotype. The results also fail to support

the corollary assumption that sex role stereotypes will override

immediate disconfirming evidence.

(a) It has also been assumed that the perniciousness of sex role

stereotypes lies in their subtlety; that is, in their tendency to

operate out of awareness. However, the results suggest that part of

their subtlety lies in the complexity of their operation.

(b) The variation in the tendency to sex role stereotype the

st~ulus persons lends support to Kohlberg's assertion that cognitive

development with respect to the sex role concepts tends toward refinements

in construing sex role conformity, or noncomformity, as personal choices

rather than mandatory requirements. The results of this experiment

indicate that the subjects tend to be mOre differentiated in their per

ceptions of women and men than what conventional assumptions regarding

sex role stereotyping imply.

(c) The analyses of the results indicate that the tendency to sex

role stereotype the stimulus person, and by implication, the tendency to

not sex role stereotype the stimulus person, is related co social role

variables and situational variables.

(d) The analyses also indicate that the sex of the stimulus person

is not necessarily a sufficient cue to elicit sex role stereotyped per

ceptions of her or him. Rather, a woman or man will more likely be sex

role stereotyped if she or he is associated with the appropriate

traditional sex role.

(e) While this experiment does not include conditions that would

allow for the measurement of the relationship between sex role
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stereotyping and sexual discrimination, the results suggest that the

two are not simply and directly related. Specifically, that the

traditional woman and man are more sex role stereotyped than the woman

and matI are under the other conditions suggests that in this case, sex

role stereotypes may be simply serving social appraisal functions in

placing them relatively accurately within the social structure, given

the available information.

(11) A comparison of the BSRI and the PAQ provides important

perspective on the theoretical implications of the measures on them.

(a) A comparison of the BSRI and PAQ femininity and masculinity

means across experimental conditions indicates that the apparent bias

in the mean difference scores on the PAQ, compared to those on the BSRI,

are the consequence of proportionally lower masculinity means on the

PAQ than on the BSRI, rather than the consequence of proportionally

greater femininity means on the PAQ than on the BSRI. Thus, the apparent

feminine bias of the stimulus persons on the PAQ is more accurately

described as less sensitivity to perceived masculinity than the BSRI

appears to exhibit.

(b) The examination of the relationships among the PAQ femininity,

masculinity, and F-M ratings suggests the effectiveness of the PAQ

masculinity scale may be compromised by separating the masculinity traits

included in the M-F scale from the masculinity scale.

(c) The comparison of the design of the two inventories suggests

that part of the variation between the results on the two inventories

may be related to differences in item formats of the inventories. The

item format of the PAQ scales does not clearly allow stereotypically
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feminine and masculine traits to vary independently as the instrument is

purportedly designed to do.

(d) Neither the BSRI or the PAQ are designed to measure the

negative attributes and affective tone associated with sex role stereo

types. Consequently, the data are confined to the socially desirable

aspects of the stimulus persons' perceived femininity and masculinity.

(12) The comparison of the experimental outcomes with the sub

jects' ratings of themselves and the ratings of the average, American

adult. woman and man provides a broad frame of reference within which

to evaluate the sex,role stereotyping exhibited in the experimental

ratings.

(a) Overall, the three sets of ratings disclose that the experi

mental ratings exhibit the least sex role stereotyping and the ratings

of the average woman and man exhibit the greatest sex role stereotyping.

(b) However, the magnitude of the BSRI measures across the three

sets of data are clustered close together indicating that the experi

mental ratings are indeed measures of sex role stereotyp:f.ng and are

meaningful reflections of variation in the manifestation of sex role

stereotyping in the perceptions of the stimulus persons.

(c) The magnitude of the BSRI measures across the three sets of

data indicate that the sex role stereotypes have small effect on the

perceptions of women and men; that they have a small measurable effect

on the perceptions of women and men; or that the measuring instrument is

not as sensitive to it as assumptions regarding the force of sex role

stereotypes imply.

(d) The femininity and masculinity means of the women and men

subjects' self ratings and of the ratings of the average woman and man
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tend to support the preceding observations regarding the experimental

ratings. For example,

(i) The women and men subjects tend to describe themselves as

both feminine and masculine as they do the experimental female and male

stimulus persons. Moreover, even the average adult woman and man are

both described as feminine and masculine, rather than one or the other.

(ii) The subjects tend to perceive the male stimulus person

about as feminine as male subjects tend to rate themselves. In addition,

the male stimulus person is perceived to be, and the men subjects' tend

to perceive themselves to be, more feminine than the average American

adult man tends to be perceived, and less masculine than the average

American adult man tends to be. This comparison suggests that the

relatively high femininity ratings of the male stimulus person are not

unusual. Instead, it focuses attention on the masculinity means of the

male stimulus person which not only exhibit greater fluctuation over

the experimental conditions than their femininity means exhibit, but

also tend to be smaller than that of the men subjects' self ratings

and much smaller than that of the average adult man.

(iii) The women subjects tend to perceive themselves about as

feminine as the average American adult woman is perceived,but they

perceive themselves to be more masculine than the average adult woman

tends to be perceived to be. In contrast, the experimental female

stimulus person is perceived to be less feminine and more or less

masculine than the women subjects tend to perceive themselves.

(iv) Like the specific comparisons between the experimental

stimulus persons, the comparisons across the three sets of data suggest

the need for measures that have a wider range of differentiation in the
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perceptions of men and women vis-a-vis feminine and masculine sex role

expectations than what the categories of sex role stereotyped or cross

sex role stereotyped can accommodate.

(13) The additional analyses tend to support the preceding argument

that sex role stereotypes exist but do not necessarily operate as cogni

tive filters that distort person perceptions. The frame of reference

provided by the comparison of the ratings of the experimental stimulus

persons with those of the women and men subjects and those of the

average adult woman and man underscore the lack of direct correspondence

to sex role stereotypes that is presumed to exist in the perceptions of

women and men and the complexity associated with the appraisal of a

woman's and a man's conformity to sex role expectations. Comparison of

the ratings of the experimental stimulus persons within this frame of

reference indicates that the perceptions of.a woman and a man are more

vulnerable to the available information about or experience with them

and that there is greater differentiation reflected in the perceptions

of women and men than sex role stereotyping theory implies.

Recommendations for Future Research

The recommendations for further research outlined below fall into

three categories. Those that are extensions of this research; those

that involve extensions of previous studies; and those that refer to

further exploration of these data.

The first recommendation for future research is the continued

study of which variables associated with the stimulus person act as

cues in eliciting more or less sex role stereotyped perceptions of the

stimulus person. The results of this experiment establish that
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situational variables (e.g., whether or not a stimulus person is

imagined or viewed via videotape) and social role variables (e.g.,

the available information regarding compliance with basic feminine

and masculine sex role expectations) differently affect the sex role

stereotyping reflected in the perceptions of the female and male

stimulus persons. Given the fundamental position and pervasiveness of

socio-culturally shaped concepts regarding gender and sex roles in

organizing simultaneously the social environment and the individual's

perceptions of herself or himself and of other people in relation to

the social environment, it is reasonable to assume that there are many

variables that may affect sex role stereotyping.

Other social role variables and situational variables may result in

more or less sex role stereotyped perceptions of a stimulus person than

the three manipulated here. Other social role variables include those

social roles directly related to sex role expectations; such as, role

reversal or such as the performance of traditionally masculine tasks on

the part of a woman (e.g., assuming leadership or supervisory roles) and

the p,erformance of traditionally feminine tasks on the part of a man

(e.g., assuming the responsibility for knitting or sewing family

garments). Social role variables include other variables, such as power

relationships between role participants and the social status attributed

to particular roles. Other situational variables include the particular

social context in which the stimulus person is encountered (e.g., in

a job interview, a business transaction, a friend's home, or a runners'

marathon); the formality of the social context (e.g., loosely structured

interactions such as cocktail parties juxtaposed to highly structured

interactions such as team sports); and whether there is direct, prolonged
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contact or interaction with the stimulus person or experience with the

stimulus person is restricted to a brief period of observation, as in

this experiment. Sex role expectations may be different both for women

and for men under these different circumstances and the tendency to

sex role stereotype women and men under them may s;multaneously

fluctuate with the demands of the relevant social roles and of the

situation.

Other variables that may also affect sex role stereotyping in the

perceptions of a female or male stimulus person are the personal

attributes of the stimulus person and the sex role attitudes of the

observer. For example, the discussion of the results of this experiment

suggests that the lack of demonstrated achievements on the part of a

stimulus person may influence the perceptions of the stimulus person's

conformity to masculine sex'ro1e expectations. Another personal

attribute of the stimulus person that may influence whether or not the

person is sex role stereotyped is the stimulus person's sexual orienta

tion. Although the experimental results indicate that the perceptions

of the female and male stimulus persons do not reflect the expected

distorting effect of sex role stereotypes, they do not substantiate the

conclusion that sex role stereotypes never operate in an automatic

fashion to distort the perceptions of women and men. In other words,

some people may show a tendency to employ sex role stereotypes more

readily or more consistently than other people. Such a tendency may be

due to individual differences in personality of the observer or to

individual differences in the attitudes held by the observer regarding

sex role expectations. Thus, in order to better understand what may be

a complex network of variables affecting sex role stereotyping and to
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better understand the affect of sex role stereotyping on the behavior

toward a stimulus person much more research is required. Those con

ditions under which most people tend to sex role stereotype a female or

male stimulus person and those conditions under which only some of the

people tend to sex role stereotype a female or male stimulus person

need further study.

The second direction recommended for future research focuses on

the issue of the validity of sex role stereotyping. There are three

important aspects of the, validity of sex role stereotyped perceptio~s

that need better understanding. The first is the accuracy of sex role

stereotyped perceptions. Some people behave in more sex role stereo

typed ways than others; the same person behaves in more sex role stereo

typed ways at some times than at other times.' The resulting sex role

stereotyped perceptions may reflect an appropriate appraisal or a

cognitive distortion that just happens to be accurate. Thus, the

persistence of a sex role stereotyped perception over various conditions

and for many people must be establis~ed in order to distinguish when

sex role stereotypes operate as cognitive filters distorting incoming

information or when they operate as standards by which to judge co~

pliance or non-compliance with sex role expectations.

The ,second aspect of validity relevant to sex role stereotyping

refers to its measurement. As alluded to in the discussion, although

the BSRI allows perceived femininity and masculinity to vary inde

pendently, it is restricted to measures of socially desirable traits.

Since the affective qualities of sex role stereotypes are a central

feature of their theoretical definition, the negative or undesirable

sex role stereotyped traits require concomitant consideration. In
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addition, the discussion pointed out the need for a measure of sex

role stereotyping that incorporates the mathematical advantages of the

difference scores for statistical manipulation and the qualitative

advantages of the four-way classification system utilized by Spence

and Helmreich and by Bem in differentiating different kinds of ratings

relative to stereotyped femininity and masculinity.

The third aspect of validity relevant to sex role stereotyping is

the issue of the need for some standard by which to determine what are

more or less sex role stereotyped perceptions and what are maximally or

minimally sex role stereotyped perceptions. Such a standard may be a

set of normative ratings of the sex role stereotyped images of the
I

average or typical adult woman and ~n obtained from a large, representa-

tive sample of the socio-cultural mix that makes up the population of the

United States; the incorporation of the proportional value of a feminin-

ity or masculinity rating to ~ts scale range; or the prior measurement

of the stimulus person's personal attributes relative to sex role

expectations. The usefulness of one standard over the other needs to

be explored. However, the complicated comparisons of the three sets of

ratings illustrate the need for a more convenient gauge for assessing

the relative degree of sex role stereotyping reflected in person per-

ceptions.

One possible research design that would address the preceding issues

includes the use of many stimulus people. They would be women and men

who describe themselves as more or less sex role stereotyped and who

are also similarly described by people who know them (e.g., family,

friends, and occupational colleagues). This kind of procedure would
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provide a logical gauge for determining the degree and direction(s) of

distortion in the perceptions of the stimulus people.

Having the subjects rate all the stimulus people after direct

interaction with them would provide ~ measure of the persistence of

sex role stereotyping in distorting person perceptions by the subjects.

A series of encounters under varying social contexts may also be intro

duced to test the persistence of sex role stereotyped perceptions of the

same stimulus people over varying conditions.

The next recommended direction for research is in part an extension

of this experiment and in part an extension of previous research. It is

the investigation of the relationship between sex ro~e stereotyped per

ceptions of a woman or a man stimulus person and subsequent behavior'

toward the woman or man stimulus (i.e •• the study of the relationship

between sex role stereotyping and di~crimination aga~st women and

men). Modified replications of previous research regarding the evalu

ations of a woman's or man's work (e.g., an article. a painting, or a

poem) may incorporate the would-be authors or painters. or the actual

authors or painters. In other words, the producers of the performance

to be evaluated. can be made available to the subjects and rated by the

subjects on the BSRI. Then the quality of the performance is evaluated.

The ratings of the stimulus person and the evaluations of her or his

performance can be compared for the relationship between sex role stereo

typed perceptions of the female or male stimulus person and subsequent

discriminatory evaluations of her or his work. In a similar way, the

relationship between sex role stereotyping and discriminatory behavior

toward women or men can be studied under a variety of circumstances,

such as in the selection of applicants for a position, in the evaluation
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of task performance; or in the selection of partners for social inter

actions. The addition of the stimulus person whose work is evaluated

and the use of an instrument designed to measure the perceived femininity

and masculinity (including the socially desirable and socially un

desirable sex role stereotypic attributes) of the stimulus person, in

conjunction with the evaluation of the stimulus person's performance,

would enhance confidence in conclusions regarding the relationship

between sex role stereotyping and sexual discrimination. Patterns of

discrimination toward men, as well as toward women, need to be

elucidated.

The last recommendations refer to the further examination of the

data at hand. The purpose of such explorations is on the one hand, to

further clarify the experimental results, and on the other hand, to

generate hypothe~es for future.research. ~or example, a second look at

the experimental ratings in terms of the coding scheme recommended by

Spence and Relmceich and by Bem, as opposed to the mean difference scores

is intended. The purpose is to ascertain if any of the experimental

stimulus persons tend to be perceived in undifferentiated or

androgYnOUS ways, and whether or not that information leads to a better

understanding of the relationships between the experimental manipula

tions and the perceptions of the stimulus persons.

Another direction for further analyses of these data is the

examination of the relationships between the measures on the BSRI and

those on the PAQ. An item analysis and a factor analysis may clarify

the properties the two inventories share and the ways in which they

differ from each other. These analyses can be performed on both the

experimental ratings and the subjects' self ratings.
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Another relevant analysis is a closer examination of the relation

ship between the subjects' ratings of themselves and their ratings of

the experimental stimulus people by experimental condition, and in terms

of the four-way classification of the femininity and masculinity ratings.



APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENTAL BOOKLET

Table 24. A list of the written instructions differentiating the
12 experimental conditions which appeared as the first
two paragraphs of the instructions.

1. (AIBICl). Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that
a person makes on other people. For example, you will be given
a copy of the responses that a 33-year-old woman gave to a
general opinion survey. We would like you to read her responses
and imagine what she is like. Then you 'are to describe her on
the characteristics that appear after her responses in this
booklet. In other words, we ·would sp~cifically like to know
what .kind of an impression this woman makes on you.

When you finish reading her responses, you are to turn the page
and describe her with the characteristics presented later ac
cording to the ~ollowing instructions.

2. (A2BICl). Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that
a person makes on other people. For example, you will be given
a copy of the responses that a 33-year-old man gave to a general
opinion survey. We would like you to read his responses and
imagine what he is like. Then you are to describe him on the
characteristics that aRpear after his responses in this booklet.
In other words, we would specifically like to know what kind of
an impression this man makes on you.

When you finish reading his responses, you are to turn the page
and describe him with the characteristics presented later ac
cording to the following instructions.

3. (AIB2Cl). Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impression that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be shown a
videotape of a 33-year-old woman responding to a general opinion
survey. You are to observe her and then describe her on the
characteristics that appear later in this booklet. In other words,
we would specifically like to know what kind of an impression this
woman makes on you.



Table 24 (continued) A list of the written instructions
differentiating the 12 experimental conditions
which appeared as the first two paragraphs of
the instructions.

When the videotape is finished, you are to describe her with
the characteristics presented later according to the following
instructions.

4. (A2B2Cl ) * Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impression that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be shown
a videotape of a 33-year-old man responding to a general opinion
survey. You are to observe him and then describe him on the
characteristics that appear later in this booklet. In other
words. we would specifically like to know what kind of an
impression this man makes on you.

When the videotape is finished, you are to describe him with the
characteristics presented later according to the following
instruetions •

5. (A1B1C2)* Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For exaniple, you will be given
a copy of the responses that a 33-year-old' woman, who is a wife.
mother and homemaker. gave to a general opinion survey. We
would like you to read her responses and imagine what she is
like. Then you are to describe her on the characteristics that
appear after her responses in this booklet. In other words, we
would specifically like to know what kind of an impression this
woman makes on you.

When you finish reading her responses, you are to turn the page
and describe her with the characteristics presented later
according to the following instructions.
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6. (A2B1C2)* Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that
a person makes on other people. For example, you will be given
a copy of the responses that a 33-year-old man, who is a husband,
father and carpenter, gave to a general opinion survey. We would
like you to read his responses and imagine what he is like. Then
you are to describe him on the characteristics that appear after
his responses in this booklet. In other words, we would
specifically like to know what kind of an impression this man
makes on you.
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Table 24 (continued) A list of the written instructions differentiating
the 12 experimental conditions which appeared as the first
two paragraphs of the instructions.

When you finish reading his responses, you are to turn the page
and describe him with the characteristics presente1 later accord
ing to the following instructions.

7. (~B2C2)* Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other peeple. For exampIe, you will be shown a
videotape of a 33-year-old woman, who is a wife, mother and home
maker, responding to a general opinion survey. You are to observe
her and then describe her on the characteristics that appear later
in this booklet. In other words, we would specifically like to know
what kind of an impression this woman makes on you.

When the videotape is finished, you are to describe her with the
characteristics presented later according to the following
instructions.

8. (A2B2C2)* Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be shown a
videotape of 'a 33-year-old man, who is a husband, father and
carpenter, responding to a general opinion survey. You are to
observe him and then describe him on the characteristics that
appear later in this booklet. In other words, we would
specifically like to know what kind of an impression this man
makes on you.

When the videotape is finished, you are to describe him with the
characteristics presented later according to the following
instructions.

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be given a
copy of the responses that a 33-year-old woman, who is single,
has no children, and is a carpenter, gave to a general opinion
survey. We would like you to read her responses and imagine
what she is like. Then you are to describe her on the character
istics that appear after her responses in this booklet. In other
words, we would specifically like to 'know what kind of an impression
this woman makes on you.
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Table 24 (continued) A list of the written instructions differentiating
the 12 experimental conditions which appeared as the first two
paragraphs of the instructions

When you finish reading her responses, you are to turn the page
and describe her with the characteristics presented later
according to the following instructions.

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be given a
copy of the responses that a 33-year-old man, who is single, has
no children, and is unemployed, gave to a general opinion survey.
We would like you to read his responses and imagine what he is
like. The~ you are to describe him on the characteristics that
appear after his responses in this booklet. In other words, we
would specifically like to know what kind of an impression this
man makes on you.

When you finish reading his responses, you are to turn the page
and describe him with the characteristics presented later accord
ing to the following instructions.

11. . (~B2C3)* Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be shown a
videotape of a 33-year-old woman, who is single, has no children and
is a carpenter, responding to ~ general opinion survey. You are to
observe her and then describe her on the characteristics that
appear later in this booklet. In other words, we would specifically
like to know what kind of an impression tliis woman makes on you.

When the videotape is finished, you are to describe her with the
characteristics presented later according to the following
instructions.

12. (A2B2C3)* Purpose and Nature of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be shown a
Videotape of a 33-year-old man, who is single, has no children
and is unemployed, responding to a general opinion survey. You
are to observe him and then describe him on the characteristics
that appear later in this booklet. In other words, we would
specifically like to know what kind of an impression this man
makes on you.
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Table 24 (continued) A list of the written instructions differentiating
the 12 experimental conditions which appeared as the first two
paragraphs of the instructions

When the videotape is finished, you are to describe him with the
characteristics presented later according to the following
instructions.

*"A," "B," and "C" refer to cell membership within the factorial model
presented in Figure 1. Note also that the item numbers (i.e., "1 
12") correspond to the item numbers of the labels and descriptions
of the 12 .experimental conditions provided in Table 1.
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Social Security Number. DOD DO
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DODD

FelllBle. D Male. 0 Age. 0 Single. D Married. 0

Ethnic/National Background.

Japanese

Korean

Black American

Caucasian

Samoan

Chinese

Philipino

Portuguese

Hawaiian,

Other

(It you marked ·Other,- please write the name ot the other group or
groups in the tollowing space. )

Purpose and Nature ot the Experiment

The purpose ot the experiment is tb study the impressions that a
person makes on other people. For example, you will be given a copy ot
the responses that a 33-year-old woman gave to a general opinion survey.
We would like you to read. her responses and imagine what she is like.
Then you are to describe her on the characteristics that appear atter
her responses in this booklet. In other words, we would specitically
like to know wha~ kind ot an impression this woman makes on you.

When you tinish reading her responses, you are to turn the page
and describe her with the characteristics presented later according to
the following instructions.

Instructions
On the following pages, you will be shown a large number or per

sonality characteristics. You are to use these characteristics to
describe the woman you read about.

There are two sets ot characteristics.

(Continue on to the next page.)
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1. Pirs~. you will find a 1is~ of charac~eris~ics which are
to11owed by a blank box. You are to indicate, on a scale trom 1 to 7,
how true of the woman these various characteristics are. Por example,

___0(SlY

Mark a 1

Mark a 2

Mark a J

Mark a 4

Mark a S
Mark a 6

Mark a 7

if' it is EXTREMELY UNTRUE that she is sly.

if' it is VERY UNTRUE that she is sly.

it i~ is SOMEWHAT UNTRUE that she is sly.

it it is NOT PARTICULARLY TRUE that she is sly.

it it is SOMEWHAT TRUE that she is sly.

it it is VERY TRUE that she is sly.

it it is EXTRE)~Y TRUE that she is sly.

Thus, it you teel it is somewhat untrue that the woman is ·sly,·
,xtremely untrue that she is -malicious,· extremely true that she is
·irresponsib~e,- and somewhat true tt~~ she is ·caretree,· then you
would rate these characteristics as to1lows I

Irresponsible

Carefree
7
s

2. Next you will find another set of personality characteristics
which are arranged in pairs with the letters A - E in between, like SOl

Not a~ all artis~ic A••••B••••C••••D••••E Very artis~ic

Each pair describes contradictory charac~eris~ics--tha~is, you
cannot be both a~ the same time, such as ·very artis~ic· and ·not a~ all
artis~ic.· The letters form a scale between two extremes. You are to
circle the letter which describes where the woman falls on the scale.
Por example, it you~nk the woman has no artistic ability, you would
choose ~•. It you think she is pretty good, you might choose~. If she
is only medium, you migh~ choose ~~ and so on.

Please do ng! leave any characteristic on either of the scales
unmarked. Time is limited, so work rapidly. Give your first impressions
and avoid thinking about any one charac~eristic for a long time.

You may turn the page and begin reading the woman's responses.
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Transcript ot Responses
~tn • question

Res • response

Qtna Does the government spend too much tax money on social
weltare and social services?

Resa Let me put it this way. I want to see tolks who need help
get it. And I don't mind that tax money is being spent on
social weltare and special programs to help peopl~. Helping
people through the hard times is one ot the strengths ot this
country. Taxes are awfUlly high though. But I don't think
social programs should be cut any more than any other govern
ment program.

Qtna Do 'you think the roads and highways are kept in good condition?

Resa The traffic is getting terrible. We need wider roads, but
there doesn't seem to be the space to make them wider. Besides,
it seems like by the time a road is completed it's already too
narrow tor the thousands of new cars on the roads. The chuck
holes get bad too. Some roads seem to be real rough all the
time and the others seem to be kept up.

Qtns Do you think that our public educational system is doing a
good job?

Resl Hmmm. I guess it's doing a good job with some at the students.
But from the troubles you hear schools are having or all the
students they're suppose to be graduating who can't read or
write or add and substract, it must not be doing such a good
job with' other students. Maybe the schools are trying to do
so much, maybe too mUCh, you know? There are so many activities
and programs and special this and special that. I guess part
ot the problem is that schools are so big and there are so many
different kinds of students. 1 tell you, teachers have a big
job keeping track of all those students at one time. And you
know, we don't praise teachers for the students who succeed.
Maybe if we did, more students would succeed.
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Transcript ot Responses

Qtnl Should the government set limits on prices at medical services?

Resl Well somebody ought to do something about the high cost ot
medical care. People can't attord haVing an accident or getting
sick. Health insurance is expensive too. And it you have kids,
you know you're going to get doctor bills. I don't know, I
guess limiting prices might be good. I teel sorry tor people
who have health problems. Fortunately, I'm a pretty healthy
person.

Qtnl Should the government continue to allow power companies to
build nuclear reactors in spite ot possible accidents like
the one that happened at Three Mile Island?

Resl I don't know, because I really don't understand all that nuclear
stutt•. I mean, the scientists are the experts. It see~ to me
that it they can build them, they can build them sate. But
there's an awful lot ot talk in the news about whether or not
they're really sate. The government certainly should make the
companies make the plants sate.

Qtnl Should marijuana be legalized?

Resl To me marijuana is like alcohol. You can't really stop people
trom using it it they want to use it. Some people use it and
it doesn't interfere in their lives. Other people use it and
it messes up their lives. I suspect that eventually it'll
become legal like liquor did. I think it should detinitely
be kept away trom kids, but it seems to me that it's a personal
decision for mature people.

~tnl How would you describe the physical condition ot Americans?

Resl Most Americans are overweight. Most ot us eat too well and
sit too much watching T.V. But then, health toods and joggin
have been fads now tor quite some time, so maybe they'll
shape up. It's hard to get exercise in our busy, push-button
societJ, though.
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Transcript of Responses

Qtnl Should the dog barking laws be strongly enforced?

Res I I don't know how you keep dogs from ~arking. The dog barking
in my neighborhood isn't all that bad. Once 1n a while, they
start in and it gets to me, but not otten. The neighbor's
dogs bark when strangers poke around. I get more upset with
dog owners who walk their dogs on my yard than I do at dogs
Barking.

Qtnl Would you favor a 4-<1ay work week?

Resl It sure would be nice to have a longer weekend, but it might
be impractical, at least financially. It might be tough tor
most people to maka ends meet unless people got paid the same
they make now. Things are getting so expensive these days
that people. have a hard time making ends meet working 5'days
a week. But you know, sometimes I think people really do
need more time ott to unwind and rest trom the hectic pace
and pressures ot work.

Qtnl' Are you basically happy and content with your lire?

the usual ups and downs, the usual
But by and large, I'm very

think I've been more fortunate than

Resl Yes, I guess I am. I have
good times and hard times.
satisfied with my lite. I
probably most people.

Qtnl Should parks and natural areas be protected against development?

Resl Oh yes, 1 think they should be. When people get overcrowded,
they ~et mean and ugly. They need places to go tor open space
and tresh air. People need houses to live in and businesses
and industries tor jobs, but they also need places to go to,
to get away! like out in the country and at parks.

Qtnl Is crime a serious problem in your community?

Resl ! know a lot of people who have been robbed. Everyday the
news tells about someone getting killed or robbed or beaten
up or raped. But truthfUlly, not that much happens in my
neighborhood that I know of. Sometimes it seems like the
news pays more attention to the bad news than to the good news.
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~ranscript 'ot Responses

Qtnl How serious are the economic conditions in this country?

Resl Inf'lation is certainly serious. At least it's & problem tor
me and most ot the people I know. It's a problem tor the
government too. But then, I look around and everyone seems
to be buying and selling like crazy and prices keep going up.
I just hope it all levels ott soon.

Qtnl Do you believe there is an oil shortage?

Resl Yes, in the sense that oil is getting outrageously expensive
and that enough gasoline and heating oil isn't getting made.
But I can't help believe that oil companies ars making less
because they want prices to go up and then they'll start
making more. You know, supply and demand. Now how much oil
there is lett in the earth, I don't know. You look around
and there's,' so many people and so many cars and so IIIlLI\Y homes
to heat and so-o many planes and boats and things, you can't.
help but wonder it the "ole well- won't run dry.

Qtnl Is there too much sex and Violence on ~.V.?

Res I It seems like T.V. has gotten away trom a lot ot violent
programs like detective shows and spy shows. But there seems
to be a lot more sex. Not real sex! thOUgh. I mean ~lke

people are "living together- but you don't see the sexy scenes
on T.V. that you see in the movies. And the characters are
real macho like Kojak or sexy 11ke Charlie's Angels, but you
never see them do anything besides be sexy. Neh, I don't
think it's all that bad. There's more comedies and speciaJ.s.
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Self reliant

Yielding

Helpful

Defends own
beliefs

Cheerful

Moody

Independent

Shy

Conscientious

Athletic

Affectionate

Theatrical

Assertive

Flatterable

Happy

Strong personalit~

Loyal

Unpredictable

Forceful

Feminine

Reliable

Analytical

Sympathetic

Jealous

Has leadership
abilities

Sensitive to the
needs ot o'thers

Truthf'ul

Willing to 'take
risks

Understanding

Secretive

Makes decisions
easily

Compassionate

Sincere

Selt-sufficient

Eager 'to soothe
hurt feelings

Conceited

Dominant

Soft-spoken

Likable

MaSCUline

Warm

Solemn

Willing to take
a stand

Tender

Friendly

Aggrescive

Gullible

Inefncien1:

Acts as a leader

Childlike

Adaptable

Individualistic

Does no1: use
harsh language

Unsystematic

Competitive

Loves children

Tactful

Ambitious

Gentle

Conventional



1.

Z.

4.

5.

6.

7.

6.

9.

10.

11.

1Z.

13·

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

ZOo

Zl.

2Z.

23.

24.

Not at all aggressive A••••B•••• C••••D••••E

Not at all independent A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Not at all emotional A••••B•••• C••••D••••E

Very sUbmissive A••••B••••C••••D••••E.

Not at all excitable
in a major crisis A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Very passive A••••B••••C••••D•••• E

Not at all able to
devote 8el1'
completely to others A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Very rough A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Not at all help1'ul
to others A••••B•••• C•.•••D••••E

Not at ~11·compet1tive A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Very home oriented A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Not at all kind A••••B ••••C••••D ••••E

Indifferent to others'
approval A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Feelings not easily hurt A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Not at all aware of
1'eelings of others A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Can make
decisions easily A••••B•••• C••••D••••E

Gives up very easily A••••B•••• C••••D••••E

Never cries A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Not at all self-conftdent A••••B•••• C••••D••••E

Peels very inferior A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Not at all understanding
of others A••••B••••C••••D••••E

Very cold in relations
with others A•••• B••••C••••D••••E

Very little need for
security A•••• B••••C•••• D•••.~

Goes to pieces under
pressu~e A•••• B••••C••••D••••E
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Very aggressive

Very independent

Very emotiona.l

Very dominant

Very excitable in
a major crisis

Very active

Able to devote self
completely to others

Very gentle

Very helpfUl
to others

Very ~ompetitive

Ver"J wo~ldly

Very kind

Highly need1'ul of
others' approval

Feelings easily hurt

Very aware of
feelings of others

Has dif1'iculty
making decisions

Never ~ives up easily

Cries very easily

Very s~lf-con1'ident

Fee1~ very superior

Very ~derstanding

of others

V~ry ....arm in relations
with others

V~ry ~tro~b need for
FPc:;ri -:y

Stands up well
under pressure



APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Table 25. The Input Data Coding System and Input Format for
Experimental Data* .

Description of Variable

Record Column

Record/Card 1

·1 4
5

6 9
10
11

12

13
14 - 15

16 - 17
18 - 19

Case number or subject identification number.
Card or record number (in 'this case, 1).
Last four digits of subject's social security number.
Blank.
Sex of subject: 1 - male, 2 • female,
o -'sex not specified.

Marital status of subject: 1 .'single; 2 • married;
o • marital status not specified.

Blank.
Experimental group membership (group numbers
correspond to those utilized in Table 1).

1 .. imaginary female, sex role unspecified
2 .. imaginary male, sex role unspecified
3 .. videotaped female, sex role unspecified
4 .. videotaped male, sex role unspecified
5 .. imaginary female, traditional sex role
6 = imaginary male, traditional sex role
7 .. videotaped female, traditional sex role
8 .. videotaped male, traditional sex role
9 .. imaginary female, deviant sex role

10 .. imaginary male, deviant sex role
11 .. videotaped female, deviant sex role
12 .. videotaped male, deviant sex role
Subject's age.
Subject's age grouped in five-year categories as
reported in results:

0 = age not specified
1 = less than 15 years
2 = 16-19 years
3 .. 20-24 years
4 = 25-29 years
5 = 30-34 years
6 = 35-39 years
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Table 25 (continued) The Input Data Coding System and Input
Format for Experimental Data*

Description of Variable

Record Column

Record/Card 1 (continued)

7 = 40-44 years
8 = 45-49 years
9 = 50-54 years

10 = 55-59 years
11 = 60-65 years
12 = 66+ years

20 - 21 Alternate categorization of subjects' age:

22 - 23

24 - 25

o = age not specified
1 = less than 15 years
2 = 16-19 years
3 = 20-23 years
4 = 24-27 years
5 = 28-31 years
6 = 32-37 years
7 = 38-42 years
8 = 43-47 years
9 = 48-54 years

10 - 55-59 years
11 = 60-65 years
12 = 66+ years

Ethnic/national background of subject as described
by subject (see Table 26 for numerical code and
descriptive labels for this variable)

Categorized ethnic/national background of subjects
as reported in the results (numbers to the left of
the "=" sign are the coded values of this variable;
those to the right refer to the coded values of
Table 26):

1 = 1 (Native American)
2 2 (Black American)
3 = 3 (Caucasian)
4 = 4 (Chinese)
5 = 5 (Filip ino)
6 = 6 (Hawaiian)
7 = 9 (Hispanic)
8 7 (Japanese)
9 = 30 (Portuguese)

10 11 (Samoan)
11 = 8, 10, 31, 36, 49, and 50 (Other)
12 = 17-24, 26, 29, 33, 35, and 47 (Asian Mixed)
13 12-16, 28, 38, and 42 (Caucasian Mixed)
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Table 25 (continued) The Input Data Coding System and Input
Format for Experimental Data*

Description of Variable

Record Column

Record/Card 1 (continued)

26 - 27

14 = 32, 34, 39-41, 44, and 48 (Hispanic Mixed)
15 = 37, 43, 45, and 46 (Other Mixed)
16 = 25 (Polynesian Mixed)
17 = 27 (Ethnic/national background not specified)

Alternate ethnic/national background categorization/
numbers to the left of the "=" sign are the coded
values of this variable; those to the right refer to
the coded values of Table 26):

1 = 1
2 = 2
3 = 3
4 = 4
5 = 5
6 6
7 = 7
8 = 11
9 = 8, 10, 31, 36, 49, and 50

10 = 17-24, 26, 29, 33, 35, and 47
11 = 12-16, 28. 32, 34, 38-42, 44. and 48
12 = 37, 43. 45, and 46
13 13
14 = 14

28 - 29 Alternate ethnic/national background categorization
(numbers to the left of the "=" sign are the coded
values of this variable; those to the right refer
to the coded values of Table 26):

1 = 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 36, and 49
2 = 3, 9, and 30
3 = 6, 11, 31, and 50
4 = 17-24, 26, 29, 33, 35, and 47
5 12-16, 28, 32, 34, 38-42, 44, and 48
6 = 25
7 = 1
8 2
9 = 37, 43, 45, and 46

10 27
30 Blank.

31 - 35 BSRI Femininity Score.
36 Blank.

37 - 41 BSRI Masculinity Score.



Table 25 (continued) The Input Data Coding System and Input
Format for Experimental Data*

Description of Variable

Record Column

Record/Card 1 (continued)

300

42
43 - 47

48
49 - 53

54
55 - 59

60
61 - 65

66
67 - 71

72
73 - 78

Record/Card 2

1 - 4
5
6

7 - 12

13
14 - 18

19
20 - 24

25
26 - 30

31
32 - 36

37
38 - 43

44
45
46

47

Blank.
BSRI Social Desirability Score.
Blank.
BSRI femininity-item rating.
Blank.
BSRI masculinity-item rating.
Blank.
BSRI likable-item rating.
Blank.
BSRI willing-to-take-a-stand item rating.
Blank.
Dependent Variable: BSRI Difference Score.

Case number of subject identification number.
Card or record number (in this case. !).
Blank.
Difference between ratings on the BSRI femininity

and masculinity items.
Blank.
PAQ Femininity Score.
Blank.
PAQ Masculinity Score.
Blank.
PAQ M-F Score.
Blank.
PAQ item No. 16 ("Can make decisions easily" vs.

"Has difficulty making decisions") rating.
Blank.
Validity Measure: PAQ Difference Score.
Blank.
BSRI Androgyny Score.
Androgyny score based on the ratings on the BSRI

femininity and masculinity items.
PAQ Androgyny Score.

* The following is the input format:

(F4.0.Fl.0.F4.0.lX.2Fl.0.lX.8F2.0.7(lX.FS.2),lX,F6.2/F4.0.Fl.0.
lX,F6.2,4(lX,F5.2),lX,F6.2,lX,3Fl.0)



Table 26. Numerical Coding and Descriptive Labels for Ethnic/
National Background of Subjects as Described by the
Subjects, Which Are Utilized in Columns 22-23, Card 1,
of the Experimental Input for Table 25, and in columns
20-21, Card 1 of the Inputs for the Subjects' Self
Ratings, Table 27.

301

Numerical Descriptive Numer LcaL Descriptive
Code Label Code Label

01 Native American 28 Caucasian Asian-
02 Black American Polynesian or
03 Caucasian/European Eurasian or Hispanic-
04 Chinese Asian-Polynesian
05 Filipino 29 Asian-Polynesian
06 Hawaiian 30 Portuguese
07 Japanese 31 Guamanian
08 Korean 32 Filipino-Portuguese
09 Hispanic 33 Japanese-Korean
10 Okinawan 34 Hispanic-Hawaiian
11 Samoan 35 Filipino-Korean
12 Caucasian-Chinese 36 Thai
13 Caucasian-Filipino 37 Caucasian-Native
14 Caucasian-Hawaiian American
15 Caucasian-Japanese 38 Caucasian-Korean
16 Caucasian-Samoan 39 Portuguese-Korean
18 Chinese-Hawaiian 40 Portuguese-Hispanic
19 Chinese-Japanese 41 Portuguese-Japanese
20 Chinese-Samoan 42 Portuguese-Caucasian
21 Filipino-Hawaiian 43 B1ack-American-Asian-
22 Filipino-Japanese Polynesian
23 Filipino-Samoan 44 Hispanic-Filipino
24 Hawaiian-Japanese 45 Black American-Native
25 Hawaiian-Samoan American
26 Japanese-Samoan 46 Caucasian-Black
27 Ethnic/national American

background not 47 Chinese-Korean
specified 48 Hispanic-Chinese

49 Indonesian
50 Micronesian
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APPENDIX C

DATA FOR SUBJECTS' SELF RATINGS

Table 27. The Input Data Coding System and Input Format
for the Subjects' Ratings of Themselves*

Description of Variable

Record Column

Record/Card 1

1 - 4
5

6 - 9
10
11

12

13
14 - 15

16 - 17

18 - 19

20 - 21

22 - 23

24 - 25

26 - 27

28
29 - 33

34
35 - 39

40

Case number or subject identification number.
Card or record number (in this case, 1).
Last four digits of subject's social security number.
Blank.
Sex of subject: 1 = male; 2 = female;
o = sex not specified.

Marital status of subject: 1 = single; 2 = married;
o = marital status not specified.

Blank.
Subject's age.
Subject's age grouped in five-year categories
as reported in results; the coding system is the
same as the coding system outlined for this variable
in the experimental data format (see Table 25,
columns 18-19).

Alternate categorization of subjects' age; the coding
system is the same as the coding system outlined for
this variable in the experimental data format (see
Table 25, columns 20-21).

Ethnic/national background of subject as described
by subject (see Table 26 for numerical code and
descriptive labels for this variable).

Categorized ethnic/national background of subjects as
reported in the results (see Table 25, columns
24-25 for numerical code).

Alternate ethnic/national background categorization
(see Table 25; columns 26-27 for numerical code).

Alternate ethnic/national background categorization
(see Table 25, columns 28-29 for numerical code).

Blank.
BSRI Femininity Score
Blank.
BSRI Masculinity Score.
Blank.



Table 27 (continued) The Input Data Coding System and Input
Format for the Subjects' Ratings of Themselves*

Description of Variable

342

Record Column

Record/Card 1

41 - 45
46

47 - 51
52

53 - 57
58

59 - 63
64

65 - 69
70

71 - 76

Record/Card 2

1 - 4
5
6

7 - 12

13
14 - 18

19
20 - 24

25
26 - 30

31
32 - 36

37
38 - 43

44
45
46

47

(continued)

BSRI Social Desirability Score.
Blank.
BSRI femininity-item rating.
Blank.
BSRI masculinity-item rating.
Blank.
BSRI likable-item rating.
Blank.
BSRI willing-to-take-a-stand item rating.
Blank.
BSRI Difference Score.

Case number or subject identification number.
Card or record number (in this case, ~).

Blank.
Difference between ratings on the BSRI femininity

and masculinity items.
Blank.
PAQ Femininity Score.
Blank.
PAQ Masculinity Score.
Blank.
PAQ M-F Score.
Blank.
PAQ item No. 16 ("Can make decisions easily" vs .

"Has difficulty making decisions") ratings.
Blank.
PAQ Difference Score.
Blank.
BSRI Androgyny Score.
Androgyny score based on the ratings on the BSRI

femininity and masculinity items.
PAQ Androgyny Score.

* The following is the input format:
(F4.0,Fl.0,F4.0,lX,2Fl.O,lX,7F2.0,7(lX,FS.2),lX,F6.2/F4.O,Fl.O,
lX,F6.2,4(lX,FS.2),lX,F6.2,lX,3Fl.O)
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